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MINSTRY OF ENERGY

CEYLON PETROLEUM CORPORATION
BIDDING DOCUMENT

PROCUREMENT OF GAS OIL 500 PPM MAX. SULPHUR (AUTO
/ HIGH SPEED DIESEL), GAS OIL 10 PPM MAX. SULPHUR AND
GASOLINE 92 UNL (PETROL92 OCTANE) FOR THE
CEYLON PETROLEUM CORPORATION
UNDER INDIAN LINE OF CREDIT

BID REF: ME/CPC/ILOC/FEB-2022
ISSUED ON : 02/02/2022
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Summary description of the tender document along with table of contents
can be added here as below:

Summary Description
Summary
PART 1 – BIDDING PROCEDURES
Section I.

Instructions to Bidders (ITB)
This Section provides information to help Bidders prepare their bids. Information
is also provided on the submission, opening, and evaluation of bids and on the award
of Contracts. Section I contains provisions that are to be used without
modification.

Section II.

Bid Data Sheet (BDS)
This Section includes provisions that are specific to each procurement and that
supplement Section I, Instructions to Bidders.

Section III.

Evaluation and Qualification Criteria
This Section specifies the criteria to determine the lowest evaluated bid and the
qualifications (Subject to bidding conditions specified in the bidding document) of
the Bidder to perform the contract.

Section IV.

Bidding Forms
This Section includes the forms for the Bid Submission, Price Schedules, Bid
Security, and the Manufacturer’s Authorization to be completed by the Bidder and
submitted as part of his Bid.

Section V.

Eligible Countries
This Section contains information regarding eligible countries.

PART 2 – SUPPLY REQUIREMENTS
Section VI.

Schedule of Requirements
This Section includes the List of Goods and Related Services, the Delivery and
Completion Schedules, the Technical Specifications and the Drawings that
describe the Goods and Related Services to be procured.

PART 3 – CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT AND CONTRACT FORMS
Section VII. General Conditions of Contract (GCC)
This Section includes the general clauses to be applied in all contracts. The text of
the clauses in this Section shall not be modified.
Section VIII. Special Conditions of Contract (SCC)
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This Section consists of Contract Data and Specific Provisions which contains
clauses specific to each contract. The contents of this Section modify or supplement,
but not over-write, the General Conditions and shall be prepared by the Purchaser.
Section IX.

Contract Forms
This Section contains forms which, once completed, will form part of the Contract.
The forms for Performance Security and Advance Payment Security, when
required, shall only be completed by the successful Bidder after contract award.

Attachment: Invitation for Bids
An “Invitation for Bids” form is provided at the end of the Bidding Documents for
information.
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Section I. Instructions to Bidders (ITB)
ITB shall be read in conjunction with the Section II, Bidding Data Sheet (BDS), which shall take
precedence over ITB.

A. General
1. Scope of Bid

1.1

The Purchaser indicated in the Bidding Data Sheet
(BDS), issues these Bidding Documents for the supply of
Goods incidental thereto as specified in Section V,
Schedule of Requirements. The name and identification
number of this procurement are specified in the BDS. The
name, identification, and the number of consignments
(individual contracts), if any, are provided in the BDS.

1.2

Throughout these Bidding Documents.
(a)

the term “in writing” means communicated in written
form by mail (other than electronic mail) or hand
delivered with proof of receipt;

(b)

if the context so requires, “singular” means “plural”
and vice versa; and

(c) “day” means calendar day.
2.Source of Funds

2.1 The Government of Sri Lanka (hereafter called “Borrower”),
has received a Line of Credit (hereafter called “loan”) from ExportImport Bank of India (hereafter interchangeably called “Exim
Bank”).The Borrower intends to apply a portion of the proceeds of
this loan to eligible payments under the contract for which these
bidding documents are issued.
2.2 Payment by the Exim Bank will be made only at the request of
the Borrower and upon approval by the Exim Bank in accordance
with the terms and conditions of the LOC Agreement and GoI
IDEAS LOC Guidelines dated December 07, 2015. The LOC
Agreement prohibits a withdrawal from the LOC for the purpose
of any payment to persons or entities, or for any import of goods,
if such payment or import, to the knowledge of the Exim Bank, is
prohibited by decision of the United Nations Security Council
taken under Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations. No
party other than the Borrower shall derive any rights from the LOC
Agreement or have any claim to the proceeds of the LOC.

3.Ethics, Fraud and
Corruption

3.1 Bidders are expected to observe highest standards of
ethics in regard to prevention of corrupt and
fraudulent/ prohibited practices as set forth in National
Procurement and Tender Administration Procurement
Act 2003, Government of Sri Lanka and the
Guidelines issued by the Government of India vide
letter No. 21/3/2015-IDEAS dated December 7, 2015.
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3.2 In further pursuance of this policy, Bidder shall permit
and shall cause its agents (whether declared or not),
sub-contractors, service providers or suppliers to
permit the Government of Sri Lanka, the Government
of India and Exim Bank to inspect all accounts,
records and other documents relating to the
submission of the bid and contract performance (in
case of an award), and to have them audited by
auditors appointed by Government of Sri Lanka, the
Government of India and Exim Bank.
3.3 The attention of the bidders is drawn to the following
guidelines of the Procurement Guidelines published by
National Procurement Agency:


Parties associated with Procurement Actions,
namely, suppliers/contractors and officials shall
ensure that they maintain strict confidentiality
throughout the process;



Officials shall refrain from receiving any personal
gain from any Procurement Action. No gifts or
inducement shall be accepted. Suppliers/contractors
are liable to be disqualified from the bidding process
if found offering any gift or inducement which may
have an effect of influencing a decision or impairing
the objectivity of an official.

3.4 The Purchaser requires the bidders, suppliers,
contractors, and consultants to observe the highest
standard of ethics during the procurement and
execution of such contracts. In pursuit of this policy(i)

“corrupt practice” is the offering, giving, receiving
or soliciting, directly or indirectly, of anything of
value to influence improperly the actions of
another party;1

(ii) “fraudulent practice” is any act or omission,
including a misrepresentation, that knowingly or
recklessly misleads, or attempts to mislead, a

“Another party” refers to a public official acting in relation to the procurement process or contract
execution.
1
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party2 to obtain a financial or other benefit or to
avoid an obligation;
(iii) “collusive practice” is an arrangement between
two or more parties designed to achieve an
improper purpose, including to influence
improperly the actions of another party;3
(iv) “coercive practice” is impairing or harming, or
threatening to impair or harm, directly or
indirectly, any party or the property of the party to
influence improperly the actions of a party;4
(v) “obstructive practice” is
(a)

3.5

4.

Eligible

Bidders

deliberately destroying, falsifying, altering or
concealing of evidence material to the
investigation or making false statements to
investigators in order to materially impede an
Exim Bank investigation into allegations of a
corrupt, fraudulent, coercive or collusive
practice; and/or threatening, harassing or
intimidating any party to prevent it from
disclosing its knowledge of matters relevant
to the investigation or from pursuing the
investigation, or

If the Purchaser finds any unethical practices as stipulated
under ITB Clause 3.4, the Purchaser will reject a bid, if it is
found that a Bidder directly or through an agent, engaged in
corrupt, fraudulent, collusive or coercive practices in
competing for the Contract in question.

4.1 All bidders shall possess legal rights to bid for the supply of
Goods under this contract.

4.2 A Bidder shall not have a conflict of interest. All bidders
found to have conflict of interest shall be disqualified.
Bidders may be considered to have a conflict of interest
with one or more parties in this bidding process, if they:
(a) are or have been associated in the past, with a firm or any
of its affiliates which have been engaged by the Purchaser
to provide consulting services for the preparation of the
design, specifications, and other documents to be used
for the procurement of the goods to be purchased under
these Bidding Documents; or
Party” refers to a public official; the terms “benefit” and “obligation” relate to the procurement process or contract
execution; and the “act or omission” is intended to influence the procurement process or contract execution.
3
“Parties” refers to participants in the procurement process (including public officials) attempting to
establish bid prices at artificial, non competitive levels.
4
“Party” refers to a participant in the procurement process or contract execution.
2
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(b)

Submit more than one bid in this bidding process.
However, this does not limit the participation of
subcontractors in more than one bid.

(c)

directly or indirectly controls, is controlled by or is under
common control with another Bidder; or

(d)

receives or has received any direct or indirect subsidy from
another Bidder; or

(e)

has the same legal representative as another Bidder; or

(f)

has a relationship with another Bidder, directly or through
common third parties, that puts it in a position to influence
the Bid of another Bidder, or influence the decisions of the
Employer regarding this Bidding process; or

(g)

or any of its affiliates participated as a consultant in the
preparation of the design or technical specifications that
are the subject of the Bid; or

(h)

or any of its affiliates has been hired (or is proposed to be
hired) by the Employer or Borrower for the Contract
implementation; or

(i)

would be providing goods, resulting from or directly
related to the preparation or implementation of the project
specified in the BDS, ITB 2.1 that it provided or were
provided by any affiliate that directly or indirectly
controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with
that firm; or

(j)

has a close business or family relationship with a
professional staff of the Borrower (or of the project
implementing agency, or of a recipient of a part of the
loan) who: (i) are directly or indirectly involved in the
preparation of the bidding document or specifications of
the Contract, and/or the Bid evaluation process of such
Contract; or (ii) would be involved in the implementation
or supervision of such contract unless the conflict
stemming from such relationship has been resolved in a
manner acceptable to the Bank throughout the Bidding
process and execution of the Contract.

4.3

A Bidder shall be of Indian nationality who is eligible to
undertake contracts funded by the Bank under Indian Line of
Credit. A Bidder shall be deemed to have the nationality of a
country if the Bidder is constituted, incorporated or registered in
and operates in conformity with the provisions of the laws of that
country, as evidenced by its articles of incorporation (or
equivalent documents of constitution or association) and its
registration documents, as the case may be.

4.4

The bidder is not blacklisted/ debarred by any multilateral
agency or any authority in India or Sri Lanka. In case a
Bidder is blacklisted/ debarred/sanctioned during bidding
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process and Project implementation phase, such Bidder
shall immediately inform the Purchaser and Exim Bank of
such blacklisting/ debarment/sanction and reasons thereof.
This may lead to cancellation of Bid submitted by such
Entity and/or cancellation of the contract, if awarded.

5.

Eligible Goods

4.5

A Bidder shall be disqualified if it has defaulted on any loan to
any Bank/ Financial Institution (FI) or its account has been
classified as Non-Performing Asset (NPA) with any Bank/FI or
their companies/ promoters/ directors appear in Export Credit
Guarantee Corporation (ECGC) Specific Approval List, Reserve
Bank of India (RBI) Caution List, RBI Wilful Defaulter List (Suit
filed as well as non-suit filed) and Credit Information Bureau
India Ltd. (CIBIL) Defaulter List, updated from time to time.

4.6

Bidder and all parties constituting the bidder shall provide such
evidence of their continued eligibility satisfactory to the
Employer, as the Employer shall reasonably request.

4.7

A Bidder that is under a declaration of ineligibility by the
National Procurement Agency (NPA), at the date of
submission of bids or at the date of contract award, shall be
disqualified. The list of debarred firms is available at the
website of NPA, www.npa.gov.lk

5.1 All goods supplied under this contract shall be complied with
applicable standards stipulated in the tender document.
5.2 For purposes of this Clause, the term “goods” includes commodities,
raw material, machinery, equipment, and industrial plants; and “related services” includes services such as insurance, installation, training, and initial maintenance.
5.3 The term “origin” means the country where the goods have been
mined, grown, cultivated, produced, manufactured or processed; or,
through manufacture, processing, or assembly, another commercially recognized article results that differs substantially in its basic
characteristics from its components.
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B. Contents of Bidding Documents
6.

Section of
Bidding
Documents

6.1 The Bidding Documents consist of 2 Volumes, which include all the
sections indicated below, and should be read in conjunction with any
addendum issued in accordance with ITB Clause 8.
PART 1 Bidding Procedures


Section I. Instructions to Bidders (ITB)



Section II. Bidding Data Sheet (BDS)



Section III. Evaluation and Qualification Criteria



Section IV. Bidding Forms



Section V. Eligible Countries

PART 2 Supply Requirements


Section VI. Schedule of Requirements

PART 3 Contract


Section VII. General Conditions of Contract (GCC)



Section VIII. Special Conditions of Contract (SCC)

Section IX. Contract Forms
6.2 The Bidder is expected to examine all instructions, forms, terms, and
specifications in the Bidding Documents. Failure to furnish all
information or documentation required by the Bidding Documents
may result in the rejection of the bid.

6.3 Unless obtained directly from the Purchaser, the Purchaser is not
responsible for the completeness of the document, responses to
requests for clarification, the Minutes of the pre-Bid meeting (if any),
or Addenda to the Bidding Document in accordance with ITB 8. In
case of any contradiction, documents obtained directly from the
Purchaser shall prevail

6.4 The Bidder is expected to examine all instructions, forms, terms, and
specifications in the Bidding Documents and to furnish with its Bid
all information or documentation as is required by the Bidding
Documents. Failure to furnish all information or documentation
required by the Bidding Document may result in the rejection of the
bid.

7.

Clarification of
Bidding
Documents

7.1

A prospective Bidder requiring any clarification of the Bidding
Documents including the restrictiveness of specifications shall
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contact the Purchaser in writing at the Purchaser’s address
specified in the BDS. The Purchaser will respond in writing to any
request for clarification, provided that such request is received no
later than ten (10) days prior to the deadline for submission of
bids. The Purchaser shall forward copies of its response to all
those who have purchased the Bidding Documents, including a
description of the inquiry but without identifying its source.
Should the Purchaser deem it necessary to amend the Bidding
Documents as a result of a clarification, it shall do so following
the procedure under ITB Clause 8.

8.

Amendment of
Bidding
Documents

8.1 At any time prior to the deadline for submission of bids, the
Purchaser may amend the Bidding Documents by issuing addendum.
8.2 Any addendum issued shall be part of the Bidding Documents and
shall be communicated in writing to all who have purchased the
Bidding Documents from the Purchaser in accordance with ITB 6.3.

8.3 To give prospective Bidders reasonable time in which to take an
addendum into account in preparing their bids, the Purchaser may, at
its discretion, extend the deadline for the submission of bids,
pursuant to ITB Sub-Clause 23.2

C. Preparation of Bids
9.

Cost of Bidding

9.1

The Bidder shall bear all costs associated with the preparation and
submission of its bid, and the Purchaser shall not be responsible
or liable for those costs, regardless of the conduct or outcome of
the bidding process.

10.

Language of Bid

10.1

The Bid, as well as all correspondence and documents relating
to the Bid (including supporting documents and printed
literature) exchanged by the Bidder and the Purchaser, shall be
written in English language.

11.

Documents
Comprising the
Bid

11.1

The Bid shall comprise the following:
(a)

Bid Submission Form (Form of Bid) in accordance with
ITB Clauses 12, 14, and 15;

(b)

Bid

(c)

Written confirmation authorizing the signatory of the
Bid to commit the Bidder, in accordance with ITB 21.2;

(d)

documentary evidence in accordance with ITB Clauses
18 and 29, that the Goods conform to the Bidding
Documents;

(e)

documentary evidence in accordance with ITB Clause
18 establishing the Bidder’s qualifications to perform
the contract if its bid is accepted; and Any other
document required in the BDS.

Security, in accordance with ITB Clause 20.
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(f)

Documentary evidence in accordance with ITB 17, that
the Goods and Related Services to be supplied by the
Bidder are of eligible origin;

12.

Bid Submission
Form and Price
Schedules

12.1

The Bidder shall submit the Bid Submission Form using the form
furnished in Section IV, Bidding Forms. This form must be
completed without any alterations to the text, and no substitutes
shall be accepted. All blank spaces shall be filled in with the
information requested.

13.

Alternative Bids

13.1

Alternative bids shall not be considered.

14.

Bid Prices and
Discounts

14.1

The Bidder shall indicate on the Price Schedule the unit prices
in US$ per Barrel as the discount or premium on the base price
as determined based on the price clause mentioned under ITB
Clause 14.4 .and total bid prices of the goods it proposes to
supply under the Contract.

14.2

Any discount or premium offered against any single item in the
price schedule shall be included in the unit price of the item
any commission payable to local representative , if any
However, a Bidder wishes to offer discount as a lot, if
applicable, the bidder may do so by indicating such amounts
appropriately.

14.3 If so indicated in ITB Sub-Clause 1.1, bids are being invited for
individual contracts (lots) or for any combination of contracts
(packages). Unless otherwise indicated in the BDS, prices quoted
shall correspond to 100 % of the items specified for each lot and
to 100% of the quantities specified for each item of a lot. Bidders
wishing to offer any price reduction (discount) for the award of
more than one Contract shall specify the applicable price
reduction separately.

14.4 The terms DAP (2010) shall be governed by the rules prescribed
in the current edition of Incoterms, published by The
International Chamber of Commerce, as specified in the BDS.

14.5 (i) Prices indicated on the Price Schedule shall include all duties
and sales and other taxes already paid or payable by the Supplier:
(a)on components and raw material used in the manufacture or
assembly of goods quoted; or
(b) on the previously imported goods of foreign origin .
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(ii)

However, VAT shall not be included in the price
but shall be indicated separately;

(iii) the price for inland transportation, insurance and other
related services to deliver the goods to their final destination;
(iv)

the price of other incidental services

14.6

The Prices quoted by the Bidder shall be fixed during the
Bidder's performance of the Contract and not subject to variation
on any account. A bid submitted with an adjustable price
quotation will be treated as non-responsive and rejected,
pursuant to ITB Clause 31.

14.7

All lots, if any, and items must be listed and priced separately in
the Price Schedules. If a Price Schedule shows items listed but
not priced, their prices shall be assumed to be included in the
prices of other items.

14.8

It may be noted that as per the Guidelines issued by the
Government of India vide letter No. 21/3/2015-IDEAS dated
December 07, 2015, the goods and services provided under this
contract to be funded under the LOC from Exim Bank shall be
free from all kinds of taxes and duties of any nature levied in the
country of the Borrower and no tax is liable to be paid from the
LOC. The rates, prices specified in the BDS, and total Bid price
submitted by the Bidder should be exclusive of any kind of taxes
and duties of any nature levied in the country of the Borrower.

15.

Currencies of Bid

15.1

Bidder shall quote in United States Dollars.

16.

Documents
Establishing the
Eligibility of the
Bidder

16.1

To establish their eligibility in accordance with ITB Clause 4,
Bidders shall complete the Bid Submission Form, included in
Section IV, Bidding Forms.

17.

Documents
Establishing the 17.1
Conformity of the
Goods

To establish the eligibility of the Goods and Related Services in
accordance with ITB 5, Bidders shall complete the country of
origin declarations in the Price Schedule Forms, included in
Section IV, Bidding Forms.

17.2 To establish the conformity of the Goods to the Bidding
Documents, the Bidder shall furnish as part of its Bid the
documentary evidence that the Goods conform to the technical
specifications and standards specified in Section V, Schedule of
Requirements.
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18.

Documents
Establishing the
Qualifications of
the Bidder

17.3

The documentary evidence may be in the form of literature, or
data, and shall consist of a description (given in Section V,
Technical Specifications) of the essential technical and
performance characteristics of the Goods, demonstrating
substantial responsiveness of the Goods and Related Services to
the technical specification, and if applicable, a statement of
deviations and exceptions to the provisions of the Schedule of
Requirements.

17.4

Document issued by the independent Inspector at the discharge port
Colombo based on the quality certificate issued by the CPSTL
laboratory.

18.1 The documentary evidence of the Bidder’s qualifications to
perform the contract if its bid is accepted shall establish to the
Purchaser’s satisfaction:
(a)

19.

A Bidder that does not manufacture or produce the Goods
it offers to supply shall submit the Manufacturer’s
Authorization using the form included in Section IV, Bidding
Forms to demonstrate that it has been duly authorized by the
manufacturer or producer of the Goods to supply these
Goods;

(b)

that, if required in the BDS , in case of a Bidder not
doing business within Sri Lanka, the Bidder is or will be
(if awarded the contract) represented by an Agent in Sri
Lanka equipped and able to carry out the Supplier’s
maintenance, repair and spare parts-stocking obligations
prescribed in the Conditions of Contract and/or Technical
Specifications; and

(c)

That the Bidder meets each of the qualification
criterion specified in Section III, Evaluation and
Qualification Criteria.

Period of Validity 19.1
of Bids

Bids shall remain valid until the date specified in the BDS. A
bid valid for a shorter date shall be rejected by the Purchaser
as non-responsive.

19.2

In exceptional circumstances, prior to the expiration of the bid
validity date, the Purchaser may request bidders to extend the
period of validity of their bids. The request and the responses
shall be made in writing. If a Bid Security is requested in
accordance with ITB Clause 20, it shall also be extended for a
corresponding period. A Bidder may refuse the request without
forfeiting its Bid Security. A Bidder granting the request shall
not be required or permitted to modify its bid.
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20.

Bid Security

20.1 The Bidder shall furnish as part of its bid, a Bid Security, as
specified in the BDS.
20.2 The amount of the Bid Security shall be in the amount 1.5% of the
present estimate.
(a) at the bidder’s option, be in the form of either a bank draft,
a letter of credit, or a bank guarantee from a banking
institution;
(b) The Bid Security shall be an unconditional on demand bank
guarantee issued by a reputed commercial bank located in Sri
Lanka or a foreign bank approved by the Central Bank of Sri
Lanka. Bid securities issued by a foreign bank outside Sri Lanka
must be counter guaranteed by a scheduled bank in Sri Lanka,
such that any claim by the Employer against the said bid

security can be effected directly with such bank in Sri
Lanka. Bank Guarantee issued by a reputed Indian Bank
and confirmed by a local commercial bank in Sri Lanka will
also be acceptable.
(c)

be substantially in accordance with the form
included in Section IV, Bidding Forms;

(d)

be payable promptly upon written demand by the
Purchaser in case the conditions listed in ITB Clause
20.5 are invoked;

(e)

be submitted in its original form; copies will not
be accepted;

Bid security shall be valid for a period of 88 days (14th May 2022) from
the date fixed for closing of Bids.

20.3

Any bid not accompanied by a substantially responsive Bid
Security in accordance with ITB Sub-Clause 20.1 and 20.2,
may be rejected by the Purchaser as non-responsive.

20.4

The Bid Security of unsuccessful Bidders shall be returned as
promptly as possible upon the successful Bidder’s signing of
the contract and furnishing of the Performance Security
pursuant to ITB Clause 43.

20.5 The Bid Security of the successful Bidder(s) shall be returned
as promptly as possible once the successful Bidder has signed the
contract and furnished the required performance security.20.6
The Bid Security may be forfeited / executed:
a) if a Bidder withdraws its bid during the period of
bid validity specified by the Bidder on the
Bid
Submission Form, except as provided in ITB
Sub- Clause 19.2; or
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b) if a Bidder does not agree to correction of arithmetical
errors in pursuant to ITB Sub-Clause 30.3
c) if the successful Bidder fails to:
(i)
sign the Contract in accordance with
ITB Clause 42;
(ii)
furnish a Performance Security in accordance with ITB
Clause 43

D. Format and Signing of Bid
21.1

The Bidder shall prepare one original of the documents
comprising the bid as described in ITB Clause 11 and
clearly mark it as “ORIGINAL.” In addition, the Bidder
shall submit a copy of the bid and clearly mark it as
“COPY.” In the event of any discrepancy between the
original and the copy, the original shall prevail.

21.2 The original and the Copy of the bid shall be typed or written
in indelible ink and shall be signed by a person duly authorized
to sign on behalf of the Bidder. This authorization shall
consist of a written confirmation as specified in the BDS
and shall be attached to the bid. The name and position held
by each person signing the authorization must be typed or
printed below the signature. All pages of the bid where
entries or amendments have been made shall be signed or
initialled by the person signing the bid.
21.3

21.4

22.

Submission,
Sealing and
Marking of Bids

Any interlineations, erasures, or overwriting shall be valid
only if they are signed or initialed by the person signing the
Bid.
In case the Bidder is a JV, the Bid shall be signed by an authorized representative of the JV on behalf of the JV, and so
as to be legally binding on all the members as evidenced by a
power of attorney signed by their legally authorized representatives.

E. Submission and Opening of Bids
22.1

Bidders may always submit their bids by mail or by hand.
(a)

Bidders submitting bids by mail or by hand, shall
enclose the original and the copy of the Bid in
separate sealed envelopes, duly marking the envelopes as
“ORIGINAL” and “COPY.” These envelopes
containing the original and the copy shall then be
enclosed in one single envelope.
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(b)

The original and copy of the Bid shall be typed or
written in indelible ink, shall be signed by a person
or persons authorized to sign on behalf of the
Bidder.
Written power of Attorney accompanying the Bid
shall indicate such authorization

22.2

The inner and outer envelopes shall:
(a)

Bear the name and address of the Bidder;

(b)

be addressed to the Purchaser in accordance with
ITB Sub-Clause 23.1;

(c)

bear the specific identification of this bidding
process as indicated in the BDS; and

(d)

bear a warning not to open before the time and date
for bid opening, in accordance with ITB Sub-Clause
26.1

If all envelopes are not sealed and marked as required, the
Purchaser will assume no responsibility for the misplacement
or premature opening of the bid.
23.

Deadline for

23.1

Bids must be received by the Purchaser at the address and no later
than the date and time specified in the BDS. 23.2 The Purchaser
may, at its discretion, extend the deadline for the submission of bids
by amending the Bidding Documents in accordance with ITB
Clause 8, in which case all rights and obligations of the
Purchaser and Bidders previously subject to the deadline shall
thereafter be subject to the deadline as extended.

24.1

The Purchaser shall not consider any bid that arrives after the
deadline for submission of bids, in accordance with ITB Clause
23. Any bid received by the Purchaser after the deadline for
submission of bids shall be declared late, rejected, and returned
unopened to the Bidder.

25.1

A Bidder may withdraw, substitute or modify its Bid after it has
been submitted by sending a written notice in accordance with
ITB Clause 22, duly signed by an authorized representative, and
shall include a copy of the authorization in accordance with ITB
Sub-Clause 21.2 (except that no copies of the withdrawal
notice are required). The corresponding substitution or
modification of the bid must accompany the respective written
notice. All notices must be:

Submission of bid

24.

Late Bids

25.
Withdrawal,
substitute and
Modification of Bids

(a)

submitted in accordance with ITB Clauses 21 and 22
(except that withdrawal notices do not require copies),
and in addition, the respective envelopes shall be
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clearly marked “WITHDRAWAL,” “SUBSTITUTION or
“MODIFICATION;” and
(b)

26.

Bid Opening

Received by the Purchaser prior to the deadline
prescribed for submission of bids, in accordance with
ITB Clause 23.

25.2

Bids requested to be withdrawn in accordance with ITB SubClause 25.1 shall be returned to un opened to the Bidders.

25.3

No bid may be withdrawn, substituted, or modified in the
interval between the deadline for submission of bids and the
expiration of the period of bid validity specified by the Bidder
on the Bid Submission Form or any extension thereof.

26.1

The Purchaser shall conduct the bid opening in public at the
address, date and time specified in the BDS. All bids received
by the deadline shall be opened, in the presence of Bidders’
designated representatives and anyone who choose to
attend.

26.2

First, envelopes marked “WITHDRAWAL” shall be opened and
read out and the envelope with the corresponding bid may be
opened at the discretion of the Purchaser. No bid withdrawal
shall be permitted unless the corresponding withdrawal notice
contains a valid authorization to request the withdrawal and is
read out at bid opening. Next, envelopes marked
“SUBSTITUTION” shall be opened and read out and
exchanged with the corresponding Bid being substituted,
and the substituted Bid shall not be opened, but returned to
the Bidder. No Bid substitution shall be permitted unless
the corresponding substitution notice contains a valid
authorization to request the substitution and is read out at
bid opening. Envelopes marked “MODIFICATION” shall be
opened and read out with the corresponding Bid. No Bid
modification shall be permitted unless the corresponding
modification notice contains a valid authorization to request
the modification and is read out at Bid opening. Only bids that
are opened and read out at Bid opening shall be considered
further.

26.3

All other envelopes shall be opened one at a time, reading out: the
name of the Bidder and whether there is a modification; the
Bid Prices, including any discounts and alternative offers; the
presence of a Bid Security, if required; and any other details as
the Purchaser may consider appropriate. Only discounts and
alternative offers read out at Bid opening shall be considered for
evaluation. The Bid Submission Form and the Price
Schedules shall be initialled by representatives of the
Purchaser attending bid opening in the manner specified in
the BDS. No Bid shall be rejected at Bid opening except for
late bids, in accordance with ITB Sub-Clause 24.1.
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26.4

The Purchaser shall prepare a record of the Bid opening that shall
include, as a minimum: the name of the Bidder and whether
there is a withdrawal, substitution or modification; the Bid
Price, per Bbl if applicable, including any discounts, and the
presence or absence of a Bid Security. The bids that were opened
shall be resealed in separate envelopes, promptly after the bid
opening. The Bidders’ representatives who are present shall be
requested to sign the attendance sheet. The omission of a
Bidder’s signature on the record shall not invalidate the
contents and effect of the record. A copy of the record shall
be distributed to all Bidders who submitted bids in time.

26.5

Only the bidders or their designated representatives who
have submitted their bids are allowed to participate at the
bid opening. Representatives shall hold a proper
authorisation from the Bidder to participate at the bid
opening.

BID VALIDITY

Bids shall be valid up to 60 days (16th April 2022) from the date
of bid closing

27.Confidentiality

F. Evaluation and Comparison of Bids
27.1 Information relating to the examination, evaluation,
comparison, and post-qualification (if applicable) of bids, and
recommendation of contract award, shall not be disclosed to bidders
or any other persons not officially concerned with such process until
publication of the Contract Award.
27.2 Any effort by a Bidder to influence the Purchaser in the
examination, evaluation, comparison, and post-qualification of the bids
or contract award decisions may result in the rejection of its Bid.
27.3 Notwithstanding ITB Sub-Clause 27.2, if any Bidder wishes to
contact the Purchaser on any matter related to the bidding process, from
the time of bid opening to the time of Contract Award, it should do
so in writing.

28. Clarification of
Bids

28.1
(a)
(b)

Deviations, Reservations, and Omissions :During the
evaluation of bids, the following definitions apply:
“Deviation” is a departure from the requirements specified in
the Bidding Documents;
“Reservation” is the setting of limiting conditions or
withholding from complete ac-acceptance of the
requirements specified in the Bidding Documents; and
“Omission” is the failure to submit part or all of the
information or documentation required in the Bidding
Documents.
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28.2

To assist in the examination, evaluation, comparison and
post-qualification of the bids, the Purchaser may, at its
discretion, request any Bidder for a clarification of its Bid,
within given reasonable time for a response. Any
clarification submitted by a Bidder in respect to its Bid and that
is not in response to a request by the Purchaser shall not be
considered for purpose of evaluation. The Purchaser’s request
for clarification and the response shall be in writing. No change
in the prices or substance of the Bid shall be sought, offered, or
permitted, except to confirm the correction of arithmetic errors
discovered by the Purchaser in the Evaluation of the bids, in
accordance with ITB Clause 30.

28.3 If a Bidder does not provide clarifications of its bid by the
date and time set in the Purchaser’s request for clarification,
its Bid may be rejected

29.Responsiveness of
Bids

29.1

The Purchaser’s determination of a bid’s responsiveness is to
be based on the contents of the bid itself.

29.2

A substantially responsive Bid is one that conforms to all the
terms, conditions, and specifications of the Bidding Documents
without
material deviation, reservation, or omission. A
material deviation, reservation, or omission is one that:
(a)

(b)

if accepted, would
i.

affect in any substantial way the scope, quality, or
performance of the Goods specified in the
Contract; or

ii.

limit in any substantial way, inconsistent with the
Bidding Documents, the Purchaser’s rights or the
Bidder’s obligations under the Contract; or

If rectified would unfairly affect the competitive
position of other bidders presenting substantially
responsive bids.

29.3 The Purchaser shall examine the technical aspects of the bid
submitted in accordance with ITB 16, ITB 17 and ITB 18, in
particular, to confirm that all requirements of Section V,
Schedule of Requirements have been met without any
material deviation or reservation, or omission.
29.4

30.

If a bid is not substantially responsive to the Bidding
Documents, it shall be rejected by the Purchaser and may not
subsequently be made responsive by the Bidder by correction of
the material deviation, reservation, or omission.

Non-conformités, 30.1 Provided that a Bid is substantially responsive, the
Purchaser may waive any non-conformities or omissions in the
Errors,
and
Bid that do not constitute a material deviation.
Omissions
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30.2 Provided that a bid is substantially responsive, the Purchaser
may request that the Bidder submit the necessary information or
documentation, within a reasonable period of time, to rectify
nonmaterial nonconformities or omissions in the bid related to
documentation requirements. Such omission shall not be related
to any aspect of the price of the Bid. Failure of the Bidder to
comply with the request may result in the rejection of its Bid.
30.3 Provided that the Bid is substantially responsive, the Purchaser
shall correct arithmetical errors on the following basis:
(a) if there is a discrepancy between the unit price and the line item
total that is obtained by multiplying the unit price by the
quantity, the unit price shall prevail and the line item total
shall be corrected, unless in the opinion of the Purchaser
there is an obvious misplacement of the decimal point in
the unit price, in which case the line item total as quoted
shall govern and the unit price shall be corrected;

(b) If there is an error in a total corresponding to the addition or
subtraction of subtotals, the subtotals shall prevail and the
total shall be corrected; and
(c) If there is a discrepancy between words and figures, the
amount in words shall prevail, unless the amount expressed
in words is related to an arithmetic error, in which case the
amount in figures shall prevail subject to (a) and (b) above.
30.4 If the Bidder that submitted the lowest evaluated Bid does not
accept the correction of errors, its Bid shall be disqualified
and its Bid Security shall be forfeited or its Bid-Securing
Declaration shall be executed.

31.

Preliminary
31.1 The Purchaser shall examine the bids to confirm that all
documents and technical documentation requested in ITB Clause
Examination of
11 have been provided, and to determine the completeness of
Bids
each document submitted.
31.2 The Purchaser shall confirm that the following documents and
information have been provided in the Bid. If any of these
documents or information is missing, the Bid shall be rejected.
(a)

Bid Submission Form, in accordance with ITB Sub
Clause 12.1 :

(b)

Price Schedules, in accordance with ITB Sub-Clause 12;

(c)

Bid Security, in accordance with ITB Clause 20.
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32.

Examination of
Terms and
Conditions;
Technical
Evaluation

32.1 The Purchaser shall examine the Bid to confirm that all terms
and conditions specified in the CC and the Contract Data have
been accepted by the Bidder without any material deviation
or reservation.
32.2 The Purchaser shall evaluate the technical aspects of the Bid
submitted in accordance with ITB Clause 17, to confirm that all
requirements specified in Section V, Schedule of Requirements of the
Bidding Documents have been met without any material deviation or
reservation.
32.3 If, after the examination of the terms and conditions and the
technical evaluation, the Purchaser determines that the Bid is not
substantially responsive in accordance with ITB Clause 29, the
Purchaser shall reject the Bid.

33.

Conversion to
Single Currency

33.1 For evaluation and contract award purposes, the currency
(ies) of the Bid shall be converted into US Dollars.

34.

Domestic
Preference

34.1

35.

Evaluation of
Bids

35.1 The Purchaser shall evaluate each bid that has been determined,
up to this stage of the evaluation, to be substantially
responsive.

Unless otherwise specified in the BDS, a margin of
preference shall not apply.

35.2 To evaluate a Bid, the Purchaser shall only use all the factors,
methodologies and criteria defined in this ITB Clause 35.
35.3

To evaluate a Bid, the Purchaser shall consider the following:

(a) the Bid Price as quoted in accordance with clause 14;
(b) price adjustment for correction of arithmetic errors in
accordance with ITB Sub-Clause 30.3;
(c) Price adjustment due to discounts offered in accordance
with ITB Sub-Clause 14.2; and 14.3.
(d) adjustments due to the application of the evaluation
criteria specified in the BDS from amongst those set out
in Section III, Evaluation and Qualification Criteria;
(e) price adjustment due to quantifiable nonmaterial
nonconformities in accordance with ITB 30.3:
35.4 The Purchaser’s evaluation of a bid may require the consideration
of other factors, in addition to the factors stated in ITB Sub-Clause 35.3,
if specified in BDS. These factors may be related to the characteristics,
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performance, and terms and conditions of purchase of the Goods. The
effect of the factors selected, if any, shall be expressed in monetary terms
to facilitate comparison of bids
35.5 If so specified in the BDS, these Bidding Documents shall allow
Bidders to quote for one or more lots, and shall allow the Purchaser to
award one or multiple lots to more than one Bidder. The methodology of
evaluation to determine the lowest-evaluated lot combinations is
specified in Section III, Evaluation and Qualification Criteria.
36.

Comparison of 36.1 The Purchaser shall compare all substantially responsive bids to
determine the lowest-evaluated bid, in accordance with ITB Clause 35.
Bids
The comparison shall be on the basis of DAP (delivery at place)
prices The evaluation of prices shall not take into account custom
duties and other taxes levied on imported goods quoted DAP and
sales and similar taxes levied in connection with the sale or
delivery of goods.

37.

Postqualification
the Bidder

37.1 The Purchaser shall determine to its satisfaction whether the Bidder
of that is selected as having submitted the lowest evaluated and
substantially responsive bid and meets the qualifying criteria specified
in Section III, Evaluation and Qualification Criteria.
37.2 The determination shall be based upon an examination of the
documentary evidence of the Bidder’s qualifications submitted by the
Bidder, pursuant to ITB Clause 18.
37.3 An affirmative determination shall be a prerequisite for award
of the Contract to the Bidder. A negative determination shall result
in disqualification of the bid, in which event the Purchaser shall proceed
to the next lowest evaluated bid to make a similar determination of that
Bidder’s capabilities to perform satisfactorily.

38.

Purchaser’s
Right to Accept
Any Bid, and to
Reject Any or
All Bids

38.1 The Purchaser reserves the right to accept or reject any bid, and to
annul the bidding process and reject all bids at any time prior to contract
award, without thereby incurring any liability to Bidders. In case of
annulment, all bids submitted and specifically, bid securities, shall
be promptly returned to the Bidders.
G. Award of Contract

39.

Award Criteria

40.

Purchaser’s
Right to Vary
Quantities at
Time of Award

39.1

The Purchaser shall award the Contract to the Bidder whose offer
has been determined to be the lowest evaluated bid and is
substantially responsive to the Bidding Documents, provided
further that the Bidder is determined to be qualified to
perform the Contract satisfactorily.

40.1

At the time the Contract is awarded, the Purchaser reserves the
right to increase or decrease the quantity of Goods originally
specified in Section V, Schedule of Requirements, provided this
does not exceed twenty percent (20%) and without any change in
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the unit prices or other terms and conditions of the bid and the
Bidding Documents.
41.

42.

Notification of
Award

Signing of
Contract

41.1

Prior to the expiration of the period of bid validity, the
Purchaser shall notify the successful Bidder, in writing, that its
Bid has been accepted. The notification letter (hereinafter
and in the Conditions of Contract and Contract Forms
called the “Letter of Acceptance”) shall specify the sum
that the Purchaser will pay the Supplier in consideration of
the supply of Goods (hereinafter and in the Conditions of
Contract and Contract Forms called “the Contract Price”).
At the same time, the Purchaser shall also notify all other
Bidders of the results of the bidding.

41.2

Until a formal Contract is prepared and executed, the
notification of award shall constitute a binding Contract.

41.3

The Purchaser shall promptly respond in writing to any
unsuccessful Bidder who, after notification of award in
accordance with ITB 41.1, requests in writing the grounds
on which its bid was not selected.

41.4

Upon the successful Bidder’s furnishing of the signed
Contract Form and performance security pursuant to IT B
Clause 43, the Purchaser will promptly notify each
unsuccessful Bidder and will discharge its bid security,
pursuant to ITB Clause 20.4.

42.1 Within Seven (7) days after notification, the Purchaser shall
complete the Agreement, and inform the successful Bidder to sign
it.
42.2

Within Seven (7) days of receipt of such information, the
successful Bidder shall sign the Agreement.

42.3

Notwithstanding ITB 42.2 above, in case signing of the
Contract Agreement is prevented by any export restrictions
attributable to the Purchaser, to the country of the
Purchaser, or to the use of the products/goods to be
supplied, where such export restrictions arise from trade
regulations from a country supplying those products/goods,
systems or services, the Bidder shall not be bound by its
bid, always provided however, that the Bidder can
demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Purchaser and of the
Exim Bank that signing of the Contact Agreement has not
been prevented by any lack of diligence on the part of the
Bidder in completing any formalities, including applying
for permits, authorizations and licenses necessary for the
export of the products/goods, systems or services under the
terms of the Contract.
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43.

Performance
Security

43.1 Within Seven (7) working Days of the receipt of notification of
award from the Purchaser, the successful Bidder, if required,
shall furnish the Performance Security in accordance with the
BDS and CC using for that purpose the Performance Security
Form included in Section VIII Contract forms.
The Employer shall promptly notify the name of the winning
Bidder to each unsuccessful Bidder and discharge the Bid
Securities of the unsuccessful bidders pursuant to ITB SubClause 20.4.
43.2 Failure of the successful Bidder to submit the above-mentioned
Performance Security or sign the Contract shall constitute sufficient
grounds for the annulment of the award and forfeiture of the Bid
Security. In that event the Purchaser may award the Contract to
the next lowest evaluated Bidder, whose offer is substantially
responsive and is determined by the Purchaser to be qualified to
perform the Contract satisfactorily.
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Section II. Bidding Data Sheet (BDS)
The following specific data for the goods to be procured shall complement, supplement, or
amend the provisions in the Instructions to Bidders (ITB). Whenever there is a conflict, the
provisions herein shall prevail over those in ITB.
ITB Clause
Reference

A. General

ITB 1.1

The Purchaser is Secretary, Ministry of Energy Sri Lanka

ITB 1.1

The name and identification number of the Contract are:
PROCUREMENT OF GAS OIL 500 PPM MAX. SULPHUR (AUTO /
HIGH SPEED DIESEL) GAS OIL 10 PPM MAX. SULPHUR AND
GASOLINE 92 UNL (PETROL92 OCTANE) FOR THE CEYLON
PETROLEUM CORPORATION AS PER THE SPECIFICATIONS
ANNEXED HERETO
CONTRACT REF : ME/CPC/ILOC/FEB-2022

ITB 2.1
ITB 2.2

Borrower: Government of Sri Lanka
Payment will be done by:
Export-Import Bank of India
Chief General Manager
Line of Credit Group
Office Block, Tower 1,
7th Floor, Adjacent Ring Road
East Kidwai Nagar [East]
New Delhi – 110023

ITB 4.3

Eligibility is limited to Indian public sector entities.
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ITB 4.4

The bidder shall not be blacklisted/ debarred by any multilateral agency or
any authority in India or Sri Lanka.
A list of debarred firms and individuals is available on:
The World Bank is available on the website:
http://www.worldbank.org/debarr
The Asian Development Bank is available on the website:
http://lnadbg4.adb.org/oga0009p.nsf/sancALLPublic?OpenView&count=999
The African Development Bank is available on the website:
http://www.afdb.org/en/projects-and-operations/procurement/debarment-and
sanctions-procedures/
The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development is available on the
website: http://www.ebrd.com/pages/about/integrity/list.shtml
The Inter-American Development Bank is available on the website:
http://www.iadb.org/en/topics/transparency/integrity-at-the-idbgroup/sanctioned-firms-and-individuals,1293.html
In case a Bidder is blacklisted/ debarred/sanctioned during bidding process
and Project implementation phase, such Bidder shall immediately inform the
Purchaser and Exim Bank of such blacklisting/ debarment/sanction and
reasons thereof. This may lead to cancellation of Bid submitted by such
Entity and/or cancellation of the contract, if awarded.

In case, during bidding process and Project implementation phase, if the
account of a Bidder is classified as Non-Performing Asset (NPA) with any
Bank/FI or the Bidder’s companies/ promoters/ directors appear in Reserve
Bank of India (RBI) Caution List, RBI Wilful Defaulter List (Suit filed as
well as non-suit filed), Credit Information Bureau India Ltd. (CIBIL)
Defaulter List or any other negative list of central and state government
agencies, updated from time to time, such Bidder shall immediately inform
the Purchaser and Exim Bank of the same along with reasons thereof. This
may lead to cancellation of the Bid submitted by such Bidder and/or
cancellation of the Contract, if awarded.
ITB 4.6

This Bidding Process is open only for Indian public Sector entities (being
registered in India and / or incorporated/established under any law in force in
India) shall be selected through a transparent and fair competitive bidding
process.
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ITB 5.3

As per the GOI guidelines, goods and services for minimum 75% value of the
contracts covered under the Line of Credit, must be sourced from India.
Certificate of Origin issued at the time of shipment will be required to confirm
the origin of the GAS OIL 500 PPM Max. Sulphur (Auto / high Speed Diesel),
Gas Oil 10 ppm Max. Sulphur and Gasoline 92 UNL (Petrol 92 Octane).
Bidders are advised to refer to the GOI guidelines mentioned above for details
available at: http://www.eximbankindia.in/assets/pdf/loc/GOI-Guidelines-onLOC.pdf. Certificate of Origin issued at the time of shipment will be required
to confirm the origin of the products.
The Public Procurement Order nos. 1 & 2 dated July 23, 2020 and Public
Procurement Order no. 3 dated July 24, 2020 issued by the Public Procurement
Division of the Department of Expenditure (DOE), Ministry of Finance,
Government of India will be applicable for the current tendering process.

ITB 7.2

A prospective bidder shall refer the web site (https://ceypetco.gov.lk/publictenders ) to find details of the bidding process.

ITB 21.4

Each member of a joint venture or association shall be jointly and severally
liable.

B. Contents of Bidding Documents
ITB 6.1

Replace 6.1 with the following;
The Bidding Documents consist of 2 Volumes, which include all the sections
indicated below, and should be read in conjunction with any addendum issued
in accordance with ITB Clause 8
Volume 1


Section I. Instructions to Bidders (ITB)



Section VI. Conditions of Contract (CC)



Section VIII. Contract Forms



Invitation For Bid



Section II. Bidding Data Sheet (BDS)



Section III. Evaluation and Qualification Criteria



Section IV. Bidding Forms



Section V. Schedule of Requirements



Section VII. Contract Data



Section IX. CEYPETCO standard terms & conditions

Volume 2
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ITB 7.1

For Clarification of bid purposes only, the Purchaser’s address is:
Attention

: Secretary , Ministry of Energy

Address

: No. 80, Sir Earnest De Silva Mawatha, Colombo
07.

Telephone

: 011- 2370115

Facsimile number

011- 2372115

Electronic mail address : sec@energymin.gov.lk
ITB 7.2

Web page: www.ceypetco.gov.lk

ITB 7.1

Deadline for requests for clarifications: 7 days prior to bid submission.

C. Preparation of Bids
The following shall include additionally;
ITB 11.1
ITB 14
Bid Prices
and Discounts

(b) Bid Security Guarantee
(f) Price Schedule
Pricing clauses applicable shall be as follows;
DAP Colombo price for Gasoline (92 UNL) shall be calculated as follows;
PAYMENT FOR DUAL BERTH DELIVERY
PRICE OFFERED FOR GASOLINE (92 UNL) IN USD PER BARREL ON
DAP COLOMBO BASIS (INCOTERMS 2010) SHALL BE THE AVERAGE OF THE MIDS OF FOB SINGAPORE PRICE OF GASOLINE 92
UNL PUBLISHED IN PLATTS MARKET SCAN UNDER THE HEADING “PLATTS SINGAPORE LIGHT DISTILLATES ASSESSMENTS”, ON THE FIRST DAY OF THE TWO DAY DELIVERY
LAYCAN, TWO DAYS IMMEDIATELY BEFORE AND TWO DAYS
IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE FIRST DAY OF THE TWO DAY DELIVERY LAYCAN (IF THERE IS NO PUBLICATION ON THE
FIRST DAY OF THE TWO DAY DELIVERY LAYCAN THEN TWO
DAYS IMMEDIATELY BEFORE AND TWO DAYS IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE FIRST DAY OF THE TWO DAY DELIVERY
LAYCAN ARE TO BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT) PLUS A FIXED
PREMIUM/DISCOUNT FOR THE PAYMENT .
DAP Colombo price for Gas Oil 500 ppm Max. Sulphur shall be calculated
as follows;
PAYMENT FOR DUAL BERTH DELIVERY
PRICE OFFERED FOR GAS OIL 500 PPM MAX. SULPHUR IN USD
PER BARREL ON DAP COLOMBO BASIS (INCOTERMS 2010)
SHALL BE THE AVERAGE OF THE MIDS OF FOB SINGAPORE
PRICE OF GAS OIL 500PPM PUBLISHED IN PLATTS MARKET
SCAN UNDER THE HEADING “PLATTS SINGAPORE MIDDLE
DISTILLATES ASSESSMENTS”, ON THE FIRST DAY OF THE
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TWO DAY DELIVERY LAYCAN, TWO DAYS IMMEDIATELY BEFORE AND TWO DAYS IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE FIRST DAY
OF THE TWO DAY DELIVERY LAYCAN (IF THERE IS NO PUBLICATION ON THE FIRST DAY OF THE TWO DAY DELIVERY
LAYCAN THEN TWO DAYS IMMEDIATELY BEFORE AND TWO
DAYS IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE FIRST DAY OF THE TWO
DAY DELIVERY LAYCAN ARE TO BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT)
PLUS A FIXED PREMIUM/DISCOUNT
DAP Colombo price for Gas Oil 10 PPM Max. Sulphur shall be calculated
as follows;
PAYMENT FOR DUAL BERTH DELIVERY
PRICE OFFERED FOR GAS OIL 10PPM MAX. SULPHUR IN USD PER
BARREL ON DAP COLOMBO BASIS (INCOTERMS 2010) SHALL
BE THE AVERAGE OF THE MIDS OF FOB SINGAPORE PRICE OF
GAS OIL 10PPM PUBLISHED IN PLATTS MARKET SCAN UNDER
THE HEADING “PLATTS SINGAPORE MIDDLE DISTILLATES
ASSESSMENTS”, ON THE FIRST DAY OF THE TWO DAY DELIVERY LAYCAN, TWO DAYS IMMEDIATELY BEFORE AND TWO
DAYS IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE FIRST DAY OF THE TWO
DAY DELIVERY LAYCAN (IF THERE IS NO PUBLICATION ON
THE FIRST DAY OF THE TWO DAY DELIVERY LAYCAN THEN
TWO DAYS IMMEDIATELY BEFORE AND TWO DAYS IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE FIRST DAY OF THE TWO DAY DELIVERY
LAYCAN ARE TO BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT) PLUS A FIXED
PREMIUM/DISCOUNT
a) PREMIUM FOR THE PRODUCT SHALL BE FIXED THROUGHOUT
THE FIVE (05) MONTHS FOR CONTRACT PERIOD.
b) IF THE PAYMENT DUE DATE FALLS ON A SATURDAY OR NONMONDAY BANK HOLIDAY IN NEW YORK, USA, PAYMENT
SHALL BE EFFECTED ON THE LAST PRECEDING BANKING
DAY IN NEW YORK, USA. IF THE PAYMENT DUE DATE FALLS
ON A SUNDAY OR MONDAY BANK HOLIDAY IN NEW YORK,
USA, PAYMENT SHALL BE EFFECTED ON THE FIRST FOLLOWING BANKING DAY IN NEW YORK, USA.

ITB 14.4
ITB 14.5

c) FINAL UNIT PRICE FOR THE PRODUCT SHALL BE EXPRESSED
TO THREE DECIMAL PLACES BY ROUNDING UP THE THIRD
DECIMAL PLACE IF THE FOURTH DECIMAL PLACE IS FIVE (5)
OR GREATER.
The Incoterms edition is: DAP Colombo (Incoterm 2010)
It may be noted that as per the Guidelines issued by the Government of India
vide letter No. 21/3/2015-IDEAS dated December 07, 2015, the goods
provided under this LOC from Exim Bank shall be free from all kinds of
taxes and duties of any nature levied in the Borrower country and no tax
is liable to be paid from the LOC.
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ITB 17.3

The bidder may quote the foreign expenditure of the DAP Colombo price per
USD per Bbls for each Gas Oil 500 ppm Max. Sulphur, Gas Oil 10 ppm Max.
Sulphur and Gasoline 92 UNL in United States Dollars.
Documentary evidence may be in the form of literature, or data

ITB 18.1 (b)

Replace as follows;

ITB 15.1

that, if required in the BDS , in case of a Bidder not doing business within Sri
Lanka, the Bidder is or will be (if awarded the contract) represented by an Agent in
Sri Lanka.
ITB 19.1

The bid shall be validity until 16th April 2022 (60 days) from the date of
opening of bids.

ITB 20.1

All bids shall be accompanied by a Bid Security Guarantee at the amount
indicated below and it should be
I.

II.
III.

Issued/confirmed by a reputed Indian Bank and confirmed by any
licensed commercial Bank operating in Sri Lanka and approved by
the Central Bank of the Sri Lanka
In the form include in Section IV of the bidding documents
In favours of Secretary of Ministry of Energy
No. 80, Sir Earnest De Silva Mawatha, Colombo 07.
Valid up to 14th May 2022

The amount of the Bid Security shall be
ITB 20.2

USD 300,000.00 The validity period of the bid security shall be until. 14th
May 2022 (88) days from the date of opening of bids.

ITB 21.4

The lead partner of the JV shall be the one with the highest share in the JV
which shall not be less than 26%. The maximum number of other members
in the JV shall be such that each of the other members should have at least
20% share. In case there are two partners in the JV, the Lead Partner
should have at least 51% share.

The JV can be either an incorporated JV company or an unincorporated
consortium / association [JV] based on a memorandum of understanding. In
case of an unincorporated JV, the share shall be determined based on the share
in the proceeds of the contract [in terms of percentage] being bid for.
The Letter of Intent to enter into a JV or JV agreement should contain, inter alia,
the following:
- Names of the Lead Partner and each of the other members
- Percentage share of each JV member
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- Confirmation of Joint and Several Liability of all members of the JV

The JV is permissible at Pre-bid Stage only. The JV will be sustained for the
entire bidding process. No change of JV members or change in the percent (%)
of share in JV is allowed in bidding stage.
In the event of award of final contract to any JV, all the payments to the JV
shall be made to the account of the JV and not to the account of individual
member(s).

D Submission and Opening of Bids
ITB 22.1

The inner and outer envelops shall bear the following identification
marks:
“ORGINAL” and: DUPLICATE” BID FOR THE SUPPLY OF GAS OIL
500 PPM MAX. SULPHUR (AUTO / HIGH SPEED DIESEL), GAS OIL 10
PPM MAX. SULPHUR AND GASOLINE 92 UNL (PETROL92 OCTANE)
FOR THE CEYLON PETROLEUM CORPORATION UNDER INDIAN
LINE OF CREDIT
CONTRACT NUMBER: ME/CPC/ILOC/FEB-2022
ATTENTION :- Secretary, Ministry of Energy

ITB 22

In addition to physical submission, online submission may also be adopted.
In the event of submission of proposals through online system following
method should be followed. (However physical submission is preferred)
a) All the documents related to the offer shall be converted in to PDF format after scanning with a password and named as per the sequence of
the document for easy reference. The password shall include minimum
length of 20 characters including Capital letters, Simple letters, Numbers & Special Characters.
b) Password of the offer shall be submitted at the time of opening of the
Proposals and passwords or documents submitted subsequently will not
be accepted under any circumstances.
c) The web link (URL) to upload the bid shall be circulated among the
prospective bidders on or before 1500 hrs. (Sri Lankan time) on 11th
February 2022. URL will be activated immediately after sharing the link
with prospective bidders for uploading of offers and it will be blocked
after 1500 hrs on 15th February 2022.
d) At the time of opening of bids, the bidders who have submitted their
bids via electronic media have to share their password of the respective
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bid with the bid opening committee through Zoom or any other proposed media.
e) Maximum Capacity of the Final Folder shall be limited to 1GB.

ITB 23.1

f) However, it is the responsibility of the bidder to submit the bid in electronic format as above & the delay of submitting bids through email and
any errors occurs while uploading files will not be considered by CPC
under any circumstances.
For bid submission purposes, the Purchaser’s address is:
Attention
Procurement

The Chairman, Special Standing Cabinet Appointed
Committee (SSCAPC)

Address

Ministry of Energy
No. 80, Sir Earnest De Silva Mawatha, Colombo 07.

The deadline for the submission of bids is:
Date:-15th February 2022 Time : 1500 hrs
ITB 23

In the event of online submission, a) The web link (URL) to upload the bid
shall be circulated among the prospective bidders on or before 1500 hrs. (Sri
Lankan time) on 11th February 2022. URL will be activated immediately after sharing the link with prospective bidders for uploading of offers and it
will be blocked after 1500 hrs on 15th February 2022. However, it is the
responsibility of the bidder to submit the bid in electronic format as
above and the delay of submitting bids through email will not be considered by CPC under any circumstances.

ITB 26.1

The bid opening shall take place at: Ministry of Energy, No. 80, Sir Earnest
De Silva Mawatha, Colombo 07.
Date:-15th February 2022 Time : 1500 hrs
There will also be Facilitates for Bidders to participate for the Bid
opening via online Facilities and the Link will be provided duly.
The Letter of Bid and Price Schedules shall be initialled by 02 representatives
of the Purchaser conducting Bid opening. [Insert procedure: Example: Each
Bid shall be initialled by all representatives and shall be numbered, any
modification to the unit or total price shall be initialled by the
Representative of the Employer, etc.]

ITB 26.3

E. Evaluation and Comparison of Bids
ITB 34.1

Domestic preference shall not be considered

ITB 35.3(d)

The adjustments shall be determined using the following criteria, from
amongst those set out in Section III, Evaluation and Qualification Criteria:
(a)
Deviation in Delivery schedule : No
(b)
Deviation in payment schedule : No
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ITB 35.4

The following factors and methodology will be used for evaluation:
A) Preliminary examination of the Bids is based on the following;
a. eligibility of the Bidder (i.e., An Indian Public Sector Company)
b. The availability of Bid Security Guarantee along with the bid
c. Submission of the bid as per the “Bid Submission Form (s)” given in
RFP
d. The Agreement to draft Contract attached in the RFP
Bids submitted not complying with the above are in general, to be considered
as non- responsive.
B) Technical Evaluation is done based on compliance with all the terms and
conditions given in “Bid Submission Form(s)” in RFP and compliance
with the Specification for the product Gas Oil 500 ppm Max Sulphur /
Gasoline (92 UNL) / Gas Oil 10 ppm Max. Sulphur annexed to the RFP.
C) Commercial & Financial evaluation is based on DAP (Delivered At
Place) value calculated based on the Mids of FOB Singapore quotations
for Gas Oil 500 ppm under the heading “Platts Singapore Middle
Distillates Assessments” for Gas Oil 500 ppm Max. Sulphur , Gas Oil
10ppm under the heading “Platts Singapore Middle Distillates
Assessments” for Gas Oil 10 ppm Max. Sulphur or Gasoline 92 UNL
under the heading “Platts Singapore Light Distillates Assessments” in
Platts Markets can which were last published before the tender closing
date plus/minus the premium/discount.
D) Only the Bids submitted on DAP Basis will be considered for evaluation
whereas any bid submitted on a different INCOTERMS to DAP will be
rejected.

ITB 35.5

Bidders are allowed to bid for one (lot) or several (lots) shipments of each
type of product GAS OIL 500 PPM Max. Sulphur, Gas Oil 10 ppm Max.
Sulphur, and Gasoline 92 UNL within the total cumulative DAP value of
USD 500 million.
Depending on the price quoted for one or several shipments of each product
lowest responsive bidder or bidders for each product would be selected and
rank.
Award will be made based on the ranking and the number of shipments
quoted and as required by purchaser.

ITB 36.1

The comparison shall be on the basis of DAP and the evaluation of prices
shall not take into account custom duties and other taxes levied on imported
goods quoted DAP and sales and similar taxes levied in connection with the
sale or delivery of goods.
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As per the Guidelines issued by the Government of India vide letter No.
21/3/2015-IDEAS dated December 17, 2015, the goods supplied under this
contract to be funded under an LOC from Exim Bank shall be free from all
kinds of taxes and duties of any nature levied in the borrower country and no
tax is liable to be paid from the LOC.
ITB 39

ITB 41.1



SSCAPC reserves to itself the right to cancel the tender or to reject any
part of the tender or reject the tender without assigning any reason
whatsoever. In such an event SSCAPC shall not be liable to any
compensation or damages arising therefrom.



If deemed necessary, SSCAPC reserves the right to conduct due
diligence on any selected successful supplier/ bidder.



At the time of award, SSCAPC is at its discretion to negotiate with the
selected bidder.



Where the tender is awarded, such award shall be in accordance with
these terms and conditions notwithstanding any variation in the offer
therefrom unless expressly and specifically provided for otherwise in
the communication of the award.



The successful supplier/ bidder, on receipt of the award, shall forthwith
acknowledge and confirm acceptance of same by fax / email and
proceed to take all steps that are necessary to ensure performance in
accordance with the terms and conditions of the tender.

The Letter of Acceptance shall specify the premium or discount from the
Platt’s on the first day of the two day delivery laycan, two days immediately
before and two days immediately after the first day of the two day delivery
laycan (if there is no publication on the first day of the two day delivery
laycan then two days immediately before and two days immediately after the
first day of the two day delivery laycan are to be taken into account) which is
used to determine the final DAP Colombo price.
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Section III Evaluation and Qualification Criteria

1. Evaluation Criteria (ITB 35.3 (d))
The purchaser’s evaluation of a bid may take into account, in addition to the Bid Price
quoted in accordance with ITB Clause 14,
2. Post qualification Requirements (ITB 37.2)
After determining the lowest - evaluated bid in accordance with ITB SubClause 36.1, the Purchaser shall carry out the post qualification of the
bidder in accordance with ITB Clause 37, using only the requirements
specified. Requirements not included in the text below shall not be used in
the evaluation of the Bidders qualification.
.
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Bid Submission Form
Procurement of GAS OIL 500 PPM Max. Sulphur (Auto / High Speed Diesel)
(each cargo having … Bbls +/-5%) for the Ceylon Petroleum Corporation
under Indian Line of Credit
[The Bidder shall fill in this Form in accordance with the instructions indicated No alterations to
its format shall be permitted and no substitutions shall be accepted]
Date: .....................................
[insert date of Bid Submission]

To: The Chairman; Special Standing Cabinet Appointed Procurement Committee (SSCAPC)
We, the undersigned, declare that:
(a)

We have examined and have no reservations to the Bidding Documents, including
Addenda No.:
[Insert the number and issuing date of each Addenda] issued in accordance with the
Instructions to Bidders (ITB 8);
(b)

We meet the eligibility requirements and have no conflict of interest in accordance with
ITB 4;

(c)

We offer to supply in conformity with the Bidding Documents and in accordance with
the Delivery Schedules specified in the Schedule of Requirements the followings

(d)

The total price for each and every shipment for Gas oil 500 ppm Max. Sulphur shall be
determined based on the average of the MIDS of FOB Singapore price of Gas Oil 500
ppm published in Platts market scan under the heading “Platts Singapore Middle
Distillates Assessments”, on the first day of the two day delivery laycan, two days
immediately before and two days immediately after the first day of the two day
delivery laycan (if there is no publication on the first day of the two day delivery
laycan then two days immediately before and two days immediately after the first
day of the two day delivery laycan are to be taken into account) plus a fixed
premium/discount in United State Dollar ………… (USD ……….) per barrel.
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Product

GAS OIL 500 PPM Max. Sulphur (Auto /
High Speed Diesel)

Per Cargo
Quantity

No of shipments
offered

Cargo size
:300,000 Bbls
+10/-5%

…………………

Premium / Discount on
(USD per Bbl)
DAP Colombo basis
………………………

BID DOCUMENT CLAUSE REFERENCE

COMPLIANCE

Bid Security Guarantee

Comply / Not comply

Contractual cargo quantities

Comply / Not comply

Delivery

Comply / Not comply

Quality (Compliance to each parameter and notes in Annex is mandatory)

Comply / Not comply

Source of supply

Comply / Not comply

Mode of Loading

Comply / Not comply

Inspection at Load port

Comply / Not comply

Inspection at Discharge port

Comply / Not comply

Recovery of damages or losses for CEYPETCO due to unacceptable quality

Comply / Not comply

Out-turn loss

Comply / Not comply

Price / Payment / interest

Comply / Not comply

DAP Colombo price for Gas Oil 500ppm calculation method

Comply / Not comply

Title and Risk

Comply / Not comply

Performance Security Guarantee

Comply / Not comply

Claims, disputes and recovery of damages or losses for CEYPETCO for late
delivery and delivery of lesser quantity than agreed

Comply / Not comply

Award of the tender

Comply / Not comply

Delivery of Product at Colombo

Comply / Not comply

Delivery of products for single berth at Dolphin Tanker Berth, Colombo

Comply / Not comply

Delivery of products for single berth at SPM Muthurajawela, Colombo

Comply / Not comply

Delivery of products for dual berth discharge at Dolphin Tanker Berth, Colombo &
SPM Muthurajawela, Colombo

Comply / Not comply

Laytime for discharge at Dolphin Tanker Berth, Colombo

Comply / Not comply
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Laytime for discharge at SPM Muthurajawela, Colombo

Comply / Not comply

Laytime for dual berth discharge at Dolphin Tanker Berth, Colombo & SPM
Muthurajawela, Colombo

Comply / Not comply

Notice of arrival at Colombo

Comply / Not comply

Requirements of tankers for discharging of product via Dolphin Tanker Berth,
Colombo

Comply / Not comply

Requirements of tankers for discharging of product via SPM Muthurajawela,
Colombo

Comply / Not comply

Line flushing at Dolphin Tanker Berth, Colombo

Comply / Not comply

Line flushing at SPM Muthurajawela, Colombo

Comply / Not comply

Demurrage

Comply / Not comply

Force Majeure

Comply / Not comply

Other requirements

Comply / Not comply

Submission of Bids

Comply / Not comply

Submission of a Board resolution authorizing the person who signs the bid or a
documented decision of the partners in a partnership as the case may be

Comply / Not comply

A letter of Authorization enabling the local agent to submit the bid

Comply / Not comply

Proper authority to the officer who signs the bids (authorized officer) from the
respective bidder or the principal for signing all documents related to the bid

Comply / Not comply

Validity of the offer

Comply / Not comply

Contract Agreement

Comply / Not comply

Agreement to Amendment Notice(s) [if any]

Comply / Not comply
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PROPERTY/TEST

TEST METHOD

APPEARANCE

SPECIFICATIONS

COMPLIANCE

CLEAR, BRIGHT AND FREE FROM
WATER & VISIBLE IMPURITIES

Comply / Not comply

DENSITY AT 15 0C kg/m3

ASTM D 1298/ASTM
D 4052

820 - 860

Comply / Not comply

COLOUR

ASTM D 1500

MAX. 1.5

Comply / Not comply

DISTILLATION

ASTM D 86

Comply / Not comply

IBP 0C

REPORT

Comply / Not comply

T10 0C

REPORT

Comply / Not comply

T50 0C

REPORT

Comply / Not comply

T85 0C

MAX. 350

Comply / Not comply

T95 0C

MAX. 370

Comply / Not comply

CETANE INDEX OR

ASTM D 976 / ASTM
D 4737

MIN. 46 (NOTE 1)

Comply / Not comply

CETANE NUMBER

ASTM D 613

MIN. 49

Comply / Not comply

CLOUD POINT 0C

ASTM D 2500

MAX. 15

Comply / Not comply

CFPP 0C

ASTM D 6371

MAX. 5

Comply / Not comply

SULPHUR CONTENT mg/kg

ASTM D 4294/ ASTM
D 2622

MAX. 500

Comply / Not comply

FLASH POINT 0C

ASTM D 93

MIN. 55

Comply / Not comply

VISCOSITY KIN AT 40 0C, cSt

ASTM D 445

2 - 4.5

Comply / Not comply

WATER CONTENT (mg/kg)

ASTM D 6304

MAX. 200

Comply / Not comply

CU - STRIP CORROSION 3 hrs AT 50
0
C

ASTM D 130

MAX. 1

Comply / Not comply

ASH % m/m

ASTM D 482

MAX. 0.01

Comply / Not comply

CARBON RESIDUE, % m/m

ASTM D 524 / ASTM
D 4530

MAX. 0.3

Comply / Not comply

PARTICULATE CONTAMINANTS,
TOTAL mg/l

ASTM D 6217

MAX. 10

Comply / Not comply

TOTAL ACID NO. mg KOH/g

ASTM D 664

MAX. 0.08

Comply / Not comply

CALORIFIC VALUE GROSS kcal/kg

ASTM D 240

MIN. 10500

Comply / Not comply

OXIDATION STABILITY g/m3

ASTM D 2274

Max. 25

Comply / Not comply

DSEP RATING

ASTM D 7261

50 – 100

Comply / Not comply

FAME

ASTM D 7371

NON DETECTABLE (NOTE 2)

Comply / Not comply

LUBRICITY
(HFRR wear scar dia.@600c) micron

ASTM D 6079

MAX. 460

Comply / Not comply

IMPORTANT:
NOTE 1
: NOT APPLICABLE IF ANY CETANE IMPROVER ADDITIVE
IS PRESENT
NOTE 2
: ADDITION OF BIO DIESEL OR BIODIESEL BLENDS ARE
NOT PERMITTED

Comply / Not comply
Comply / Not comply
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(e)

Our bid shall be valid for the period of time specified in ITB Sub-Clause 19.1, from the
date fixed for the bid submission deadline in accordance with ITB Sub-Clause 23.1,
and it shall remain binding upon us and may be accepted at any time before the
expiration of that period;

(f)

If our bid is accepted, we commit to obtain a performance security in accordance with
ITB Clause 43 and CC Clause 17 for the due performance of the Contract;

(g)

We have no conflict of interest in accordance with ITB Sub-Clause 4.3;

(h)

Our firm, its affiliates or subsidiaries including any subcontractors or suppliers for any
part of the contract has not been declared blacklisted by the National Procurement
Agency; further, we are not blacklisted/ debarred by any multilateral agency or any
Govt. authority in India or Sri Lanka. In case we are blacklisted/ debarred/sanctioned
during bidding process and Project implementation phase, we shall immediately inform
the Purchaser and Exim Bank of such blacklisting/ debarment/sanction and reasons
thereof and we note that this may lead to cancellation of the Bid submitted by us and/or
cancellation of the Contract, if awarded.

(i)

In case, during bidding process and Project implementation phase, if our account is
classified as Non-Performing Asset (NPA) with any Bank/FI or our companies/
promoters/ directors appear in Reserve Bank of India (RBI) Caution List, RBI Wilful
Defaulter List (Suit filed as well as non-suit filed), Credit Information Bureau India
Ltd. (CIBIL) Defaulter List or any other negative list of central and state Government
agencies, updated from time to time, we shall immediately inform the Purchaser and
Exim Bank of the same along with reasons thereof and note that this may lead to
cancellation of the Bid submitted by us and/or cancellation of the Contract, if awarded.

(j)

We understand that this bid, together with your written acceptance thereof included in
your notification of award, shall constitute a binding contract between us, until a formal
contract is prepared and executed.

(k)

We understand that you are not bound to accept the lowest evaluated bid or any other
bid that you may receive.

(l)

We understand that,
* The premium quoted for the product shall be fixed throughout the five (05) months
contract period commencing from date of letter of award to 02/08/2022.
** The Local Agency Commission (USD) (if any) shall be fixed throughout the five (05)
months contract period commencing from date of letter of award to 02/08/2022.

Signed:[Insert signature of person whose name and capacity are shown]
In the capacity of[Insert legal capacity of person signing the Bid Submission Form]
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.............................................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................
Name:[Insert complete name of person signing the Bid Submission Form]

Duly authorized to sign the bid for and on behalf of:
.............................................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................................................
[Insert complete name of Bidder]
Dated on ____________ day of __________________, _______ [insert date of signing]
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Procurement of Gas Oil 10 ppm Max. Sulphur (each cargo having … Bbls +/5%) for the Ceylon Petroleum Corporation under Indian Line of Credit
[The Bidder shall fill in this Form in accordance with the instructions indicated No alterations to
its format shall be permitted and no substitutions shall be accepted]
Date: .....................................
[insert date of Bid Submission]

To: The Chairman; Special Standing Cabinet Appointed Procurement Committee (SSCAPC)
We, the undersigned, declare that:
(a) We have examined and have no reservations to the Bidding Documents, including
Addenda No.:
[Insert the number and issuing date of each Addenda] issued in accordance with the
Instructions to Bidders (ITB 8);
(b) We meet the eligibility requirements and have no conflict of interest in accordance
with ITB 4;
(c) We offer to supply in conformity with the Bidding Documents and in accordance
with the Delivery Schedules specified in the Schedule of Requirements the
followings
(d) The Total price for each and every shipment for Gas Oil 10 ppm Max. Sulphur shall
be determined based on the monthly average of the MIDS of FOB Singapore price
of Gas Oil 10 ppm published under the heading “Platts Singapore Middle
Distillates Assessments”, in Platt’s market scan over the month belongs to the first
day of the two day delivery laycan at Colombo plus a fixed premium/discount in
United State Dollar ………… (USD ……….) per barrel.
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Product

Gas Oil 10 ppm Max. Sulphur (Auto /
High Speed Diesel)

Per Cargo
Quantity

No of shipments
offered

Cargo size
:300,000 Bbls
+10/-5%

…………………

Premium / Discount on
(USD per Bbl)
DAP Colombo basis
………………………

BID DOCUMENT CLAUSE REFERENCE

COMPLIANCE

Bid Security Guarantee

Comply / Not comply

Contractual cargo quantities

Comply / Not comply

Delivery

Comply / Not comply

Quality

Comply / Not comply

Source of supply

Comply / Not comply

Mode of Loading

Comply / Not comply

Inspection at Load port

Comply / Not comply

Inspection at Discharge port

Comply / Not comply

Recovery of damages or losses for CEYPETCO due to unacceptable quality

Comply / Not comply

Out-turn loss

Comply / Not comply

Price / Payment / interest

Comply / Not comply

DAP Colombo price for Gas Oil 10 ppm Max. Sulphur calculation method

Comply / Not comply

Title and Risk

Comply / Not comply

Performance Security Guarantee

Comply / Not comply

Claims, disputes and recovery of damages or losses for CEYPETCO for late
delivery and delivery of lesser quantity than agreed

Comply / Not comply

Award of the tender

Comply / Not comply

Delivery of Product at Colombo

Comply / Not comply

Delivery of products for single berth at Dolphin Tanker Berth, Colombo

Comply / Not comply

Delivery of products for single berth at SPM Muthurajawela, Colombo

Comply / Not comply

Delivery of products for dual berth discharge at Dolphin Tanker Berth, Colombo &
SPM Muthurajawela, Colombo

Comply / Not comply

Laytime for discharge at Dolphin Tanker Berth, Colombo

Comply / Not comply
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Laytime for discharge at SPM Muthurajawela, Colombo

Comply / Not comply

Laytime for dual berth discharge at Dolphin Tanker Berth, Colombo & SPM
Muthurajawela, Colombo

Comply / Not comply

Notice of arrival at Colombo

Comply / Not comply

Requirements of tankers for discharging of product via Dolphin Tanker Berth,
Colombo

Comply / Not comply

Requirements of tankers for discharging of product via SPM Muthurajawela,
Colombo

Comply / Not comply

Line flushing at Dolphin Tanker Berth, Colombo

Comply / Not comply

Line flushing at SPM Muthurajawela, Colombo

Comply / Not comply

Demurrage

Comply / Not comply

Force Majeure

Comply / Not comply

Other requirements

Comply / Not comply

Submission of Bids

Comply / Not comply

Submission of a Board resolution authorizing the person who signs the bid or a
documented decision of the partners in a partnership as the case may be

Comply / Not comply

A letter of Authorization enabling the local agent to submit the bid

Comply / Not comply

Proper authority to the officer who signs the bids (authorized officer) from the
respective bidder or the principal for signing all documents related to the bid

Comply / Not comply

Validity of the offer

Comply / Not comply

Contract Agreement

Comply / Not comply

Agreement to Amendment Notice(s) [if any]

Comply / Not comply
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PROPERTY/TEST

TEST METHOD

APPEARANCE

COLOUR

ASTM D 1298 / ASTM
D 4052
ASTM D 1500

DISTILLATION

ASTM D 86

DENSITY AT 15 0C kg/m3

SPECIFICATIONS
CLEAR, BRIGHT
AND FREE FROM
WATER & VISIBLE
IMPURITIES

COMPLIANCE

820 - 845

Comply / Not comply

MAX. 1.5

Comply / Not comply

Comply / Not comply

Comply / Not comply

E250 Vol % MAX

<65

Comply / Not comply

E350 Vol % MIN

85

Comply / Not comply

T95 0C

MAX. 360

Comply / Not comply

MIN. 50 (NOTE 1)

Comply / Not comply

MIN. 51

Comply / Not comply

ASTM D 6371
ASTM D 5453
ASTM D 2622
ASTM D 93

MAX. +5

Comply / Not comply

MAX. 10

Comply / Not comply

MIN. 55

Comply / Not comply

ASTM D 445

2-4

Comply / Not comply

ASTM D 6304

MAX. 200

Comply / Not comply

ASTM D 130

MAX. 1

Comply / Not comply

ASTM D 482
ASTM D 524 / ASTM
D 4530

MAX. 0.01

Comply / Not comply

MAX. 0.2

Comply / Not comply

ASTM D 6217

MAX. 10

Comply / Not comply

ASTM D 664

MAX. 0.08

Comply / Not comply

ASTM D 240

MIN. 10600

Comply / Not comply

ASTM D 2274

MAX. 25

Comply / Not comply

ASTM D 7261

50 – 100
NON DETECTABLE
(NOTE 2)

Comply / Not comply

ASTM D 6079

MAX. 400

Comply / Not comply

ASTM D 5186 /
ASTM D 6591

MAX. 11

Comply / Not comply

CETANE INDEX OR
CETANE NUMBER
CFPP 0C
SULPHUR CONTENT mg/kg
FLASH POINT 0C
VISCOSITY KIN AT 40 0C,
cSt
WATER CONTENT mg/kg
CU - STRIP CORROSION 3
hrs AT 50 0C
ASH % m/m
CARBON RESIDUE, % m/m
PARTICULATE CONTAMINANTS, TOTAL mg/l
TOTAL ACID NO. mg KOH/g
CALORIFIC VALUE GROSS
kcal/kg
OXIDATION STABILITY
g/m3
DSEP RATING
FAME
LUBRICITY
(HFRR wear scar dia.@600c)
micron
POLYCYCLIC AROMATIC
HYDROCARBONS % m/m

ASTM D 976 / ASTM
D 4737
ASTM D 613

ASTM D 7371

IMPORTANT:
NOTE 1
: NOT APPLICABLE IF ANY CETANE IMPROVER ADDITIVE IS PRESENT
NOTE 2
: ADDITION OF BIO DIESEL OR BIO DIESEL BLENDS
ARE NOT PERMITTED

Comply / Not comply

Comply / Not comply
Comply / Not comply
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(e) Our bid shall be valid for the period of time specified in ITB Sub-Clause 19.1, from
the date fixed for the bid submission deadline in accordance with ITB Sub-Clause
23.1, and it shall remain binding upon us and may be accepted at any time before
the expiration of that period;
(f) If our bid is accepted, we commit to obtain a performance security in accordance
with ITB Clause 43 and CC Clause 17 for the due performance of the Contract;
(g) We have no conflict of interest in accordance with ITB Sub-Clause 4.3;
(h) Our firm, its affiliates or subsidiaries including any subcontractors or suppliers for
any part of the contract has not been declared blacklisted by the National
Procurement Agency; Further, we are not blacklisted/ debarred by any multilateral
agency or any Govt. authority in India or Sri Lanka Further, we are not blacklisted/
debarred by any multilateral agency or any Govt. authority in India or Sri Lanka.
In case we are blacklisted/ debarred/sanctioned during bidding process and Project
implementation phase, we shall immediately inform the Purchaser and Exim Bank
of such blacklisting/ debarment/sanction and reasons thereof and we note that this
may lead to cancellation of the Bid submitted by us and/or cancellation of the
Contract, if awarded.
(i) In case, during bidding process and Project implementation phase, if our account is
classified as Non-Performing Asset (NPA) with any Bank/FI or our companies/
promoters/ directors appear in Reserve Bank of India (RBI) Caution List, RBI
Wilful Defaulter List (Suit filed as well as non-suit filed), Credit Information
Bureau India Ltd. (CIBIL) Defaulter List or any other negative list of central and
state government agencies, updated from time to time, we shall immediately inform
the Purchaser and Exim Bank of the same along with reasons thereof and note that
this may lead to cancellation of the Bid submitted by us and/or cancellation of the
Contract, if awarded.

(j) We understand that this bid, together with your written acceptance thereof included
in your notification of award, shall constitute a binding contract between us, until a
formal contract is prepared and executed.
(k) We understand that you are not bound to accept the lowest evaluated bid or any other
bid that you may receive.
(l) We understand that,
* The premium quoted for the product shall be fixed throughout the five (05) months
contract period commencing from date of letter of award to 02/08/2022.
** The Local Agency Commission (USD) (if any) shall be fixed throughout the five (05)
months contract period commencing from date of letter of award to 02/08/2022.
Signed:[Insert signature of person whose name and capacity are shown]
In the capacity of[Insert legal capacity of person signing the Bid Submission Form]
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.............................................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................
Name:[Insert complete name of person signing the Bid Submission Form]

Duly authorized to sign the bid for and on behalf of:
.............................................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................
[Insert complete name of Bidder]
Dated on ____________ day of __________________, _______ [insert date of signing]
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Procurement of Gasoline 92 UNL (Petrol 92 Octane) for (each cargo having …
Bbls +/-5%) the Ceylon Petroleum Corporation under Indian line of credit
[The Bidder shall fill in this Form in accordance with the instructions indicated No alterations to
its format shall be permitted and no substitutions shall be accepted]
Date: .....................................
[insert date of Bid Submission]

To: The Chairman; Special Standing Cabinet Appointed Procurement Committee (SSCAPC)
We, the undersigned, declare that:
(a)

We have examined and have no reservations to the Bidding Documents, including Addenda
No.:
[Insert the number and issuing date of each Addenda] issued in accordance with the
Instructions to Bidders (ITB 8);
(b)
4;

We meet the eligibility requirements and have no conflict of interest in accordance with ITB

(c) We offer to supply in conformity with the Bidding Documents and in accordance with the
Delivery Schedules specified in the Schedule of Requirements the followings
(d)
The Total price for each and every shipment for Gasoline shall be determined based on the
average of the MIDS of FOB Singapore price of Gasoline 92 UNL published in Platts market scan
under the heading “Platts Singapore Light Distillates Assessments”, on the first day of the
two day delivery laycan, two days immediately before and two days immediately after the first
day of the two day delivery laycan (if there is no publication on the first day of the two day
delivery laycan then two days immediately before and two days immediately after the first day
of the two day delivery laycan are to be taken into account) plus a fixed premium/discount in
United State Dollar ………… (USD ……….) per barrel
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Product

Gasoline (92 UNL)

Per Cargo
Quantity

No of shipments
offered

Cargo size
:300,000 Bbls
+10/-5%

…………………

Premium / Discount on
(USD per Bbl)
DAP Colombo basis
………………………

BID DOCUMENT CLAUSE REFERENCE

COMPLIANCE

Bid Security Guarantee

Comply / Not comply

Contractual cargo quantities

Comply / Not comply

Delivery

Comply / Not comply

Quality

Comply / Not comply

Source of supply

Comply / Not comply

Mode of Loading

Comply / Not comply

Inspection at Load port

Comply / Not comply

Inspection at Discharge port

Comply / Not comply

Recovery of damages or losses for CEYPETCO due to unacceptable quality

Comply / Not comply

Out-turn loss

Comply / Not comply

Price / Payment / interest

Comply / Not comply

DAP Colombo price for Gasoline 92 UNL calculation method

Comply / Not comply

Title and Risk

Comply / Not comply

Performance Security Guarantee

Comply / Not comply

Claims, disputes and recovery of damages or losses for CEYPETCO for late
delivery and delivery of lesser quantity than agreed

Comply / Not comply

Award of the tender

Comply / Not comply

Delivery of Product at Colombo

Comply / Not comply

Delivery of products for single berth at Dolphin Tanker Berth, Colombo

Comply / Not comply

Delivery of products for single berth at SPM Muthurajawela, Colombo

Comply / Not comply

Delivery of products for dual berth discharge at Dolphin Tanker Berth, Colombo &
SPM Muthurajawela, Colombo

Comply / Not comply

Laytime for discharge at Dolphin Tanker Berth, Colombo

Comply / Not comply
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Laytime for discharge at SPM Muthurajawela, Colombo

Comply / Not comply

Laytime for dual berth discharge at Dolphin Tanker Berth, Colombo & SPM
Muthurajawela, Colombo

Comply / Not comply

Notice of arrival at Colombo

Comply / Not comply

Requirements of tankers for discharging of product via Dolphin Tanker Berth,
Colombo

Comply / Not comply

Requirements of tankers for discharging of product via SPM Muthurajawela,
Colombo

Comply / Not comply

Line flushing at Dolphin Tanker Berth, Colombo

Comply / Not comply

Line flushing at SPM Muthurajawela, Colombo

Comply / Not comply

Demurrage

Comply / Not comply

Force Majeure

Comply / Not comply

Other requirements

Comply / Not comply

Submission of Bids

Comply / Not comply

Submission of a Board resolution authorizing the person who signs the bid or a
documented decision of the partners in a partnership as the case may be

Comply / Not comply

A letter of Authorization enabling the local agent to submit the bid

Comply / Not comply

Proper authority to the officer who signs the bids (authorized officer) from the
respective bidder or the principal for signing all documents related to the bid

Comply / Not comply

Validity of the offer

Comply / Not comply

Contract Agreement

Comply / Not comply

Agreement to Amendment Notice(s) [if any]

Comply / Not comply
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PROPERTY/TEST

TEST METHOD

APPEARANCE

SPECIFICATIONS
BRIGHT, CLEAR
AND FREE FROM
WATER, VISIBLE
IMPURITIES &
DYES ( NOTE 1)

COMPLIANCE

Comply / Not comply

DENSITY @ 15 0C kg/m3

ASTM D 1298 /
ASTM D 4052

720 – 785

Comply / Not comply

REID VAPOUR PRESSURE
@ 37.8 0C kPa

ASTM D 323

45 – 60

Comply / Not comply

ASTM D 2699

MIN. 92

Comply / Not comply

ASTM D 2700

MIN. 82

Comply / Not comply

RESEARCH OCTANE NUMBER (RON)
MOTOR OCTANE NUMBER
(MON)
DISTILLATION

ASTM D 86

0

Comply / Not comply

IBP C

REPORT

Comply / Not comply

T 10 0C

45 – 70

Comply / Not comply

T 50 0C

80 – 125

Comply / Not comply

0

MAX. 180

Comply / Not comply

0

FBP C

MAX. 210

Comply / Not comply

RESIDUE, vol. %

MAX. 2.0

Comply / Not comply

E150 vol. %

MIN 70

Comply / Not comply

SWEET OR LESS
THAN 15
ppm RSH

Comply / Not comply

MAX. 300

Comply / Not comply

MAX. 0.013 (NOTE 2)

Comply / Not comply

MAX. 30

Comply / Not comply

T 90 C

DOCTOR TEST

IP 30 /ASTM D
4952

UNWASHED GUMS mg/100 ml

ASTM D 4294 /
ASTM D 5453 /
ASTM D 2622
ASTM D 5059 /
ASTM D 3237
ASTM D 381

WASHED GUMS mg/100 ml

ASTM D 381

MAX. 5

Comply / Not comply

OXYGENATE % v/v

ASTM D 4815

MAX. 15

Comply / Not comply

MAX. 2.7

Comply / Not comply

SULPHUR CONTENT mg/kg
LEAD CONTENT g/l

OXYGEN CONTENT % m/m
(CALCULATED)
OXIDATION STABILITY,
Minutes

ASTM D 525

MIN. 480

Comply / Not comply

OLEFINES CONTENT (%v/v)

ASTM D
1319/ASTM D
6730

MAX. 18

Comply / Not comply

COPPER CORROSION 3 h @ 50
0
C

ASTM D 130

MAX. 1

Comply / Not comply

BENZENE % v/v

ASTM D 3606 /
ASTM D 5580

MAX. 2.5

Comply / Not comply

TOTAL AROMATICS % v/v

ASTM D 5580

MAX 40

Comply / Not comply

IMPORTANT:
NOTE 1

: SPECIFY TAGGING COMPONENTS, IF ANY

Comply / Not comply

NOTE 2

: NO INTENTIONAL ADDITION OF LEAD COMPOUNDS.

Comply / Not comply

IMPORTANT:

Comply / Not comply

THERE SHALL BE NO INTENTIONAL ADDITION OF METAL COMPOUNDS CONTAINING FERROUS, MANGANESE & PHOSPHOROUS.

Comply / Not comply
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ADDITION OF ALCOHOLS ARE NOT PERMITTED.

(e)

Comply / Not comply

Our bid shall be valid for the period of time specified in ITB Sub-Clause 19.1, from the date
fixed for the bid submission deadline in accordance with ITB Sub-Clause 23.1, and it shall
remain binding upon us and may be accepted at any time before the expiration of that period;

(f) If our bid is accepted, we commit to obtain a performance security in accordance with ITB
Clause 43 and CC Clause 17 for the due performance of the Contract;
(g)

We have no conflict of interest in accordance with ITB Sub-Clause 4.3;

(h) Our firm, its affiliates or subsidiaries including any subcontractors or suppliers for any part of
the contract has not been declared blacklisted by the National Procurement Agency; further,
we are not blacklisted/ debarred by any multilateral agency or any Govt. authority in India
or Sri Lanka
(i) We understand that this bid, together with your written acceptance thereof included in your
notification of award, shall constitute a binding contract between us, until a formal contract
is prepared and executed.
(j) We understand that you are not bound to accept the lowest evaluated bid or any other bid that
you may receive.
(k) We understand that,
* The premium quoted for the product shall be fixed throughout the five (05) months
contract period commencing from date of letter of award to 02/08/2022.
** The Local Agency Commission (USD) (if any) shall be fixed throughout the five (05)
months contract period commencing from date of letter of award to 02/08/2022.
Signed:[Insert signature of person whose name and capacity are shown]
In the capacity of[Insert legal capacity of person signing the Bid Submission Form]
.............................................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................
Name:[Insert complete name of person signing the Bid Submission Form]

Duly authorized to sign the bid for and on behalf of:
.............................................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................................
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.............................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................
[Insert complete name of Bidder]
Dated on ____________ day of __________________, _______ [insert date of signing]
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Bidder Information Form
[The Bidder shall fill in this Form in accordance with the instructions indicated below. No
alterations to its format shall be permitted and no substitutions shall be accepted.]
Date: [insert date (as day, month and year) of Bid Submission]
ICB No.: [insert number of bidding process]
Alternative No.: [insert identification No if this is a Bid for an alternative]
Page ________ of_ ______ pages

1. Bidder’s Name [insert Bidder’s legal name]
2. In case of JV, legal name of each member : [insert legal name of each member in JV]
3. Bidder’s actual or intended country of registration: [insert actual or intended country of
registration]
4. Bidder’s year of registration: [insert Bidder’s year of registration]
5. Bidder’s Address in country of registration: [insert Bidder’s legal address in country of
registration]
6. Bidder’s Authorized Representative Information
Name: [insert Authorized Representative’s name]
Address: [insert Authorized Representative’s Address]
Telephone/Fax numbers: [insert Authorized Representative’s telephone/fax numbers]
Email Address: [insert Authorized Representative’s email address]
1.
Attached are copies of original documents of[check the box(es) of the attached original
documents]
Articles & Memorandum of Association and Certificate of Incorporation (or equivalent
documents of constitution or association), and/or documents of registration of the legal
entity named above, in accordance with ITB 4.3.
In case of JV, letter of intent to form JV or JV agreement, in accordance with ITB 4.1.
2.

Included are the PAN, GST registration details, organizational chart, a list of Board of
Directors, and the beneficial ownership.
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Price Schedule

[The Bidder shall fill in these Price Schedule in accordance with the instructions indicated. The
list of line items in column 1 of the Price Schedules shall coincide with the List of Goods specified
by the Purchaser in the Schedule of Requirements.
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PRICE SCHEDULE (Original)
PROCUREMENT OF GAS OIL 500 PPM MAX. SULPHUR (AUTO / HIGH
SPEED DIESEL), GAS OIL 10 PPM MAX. SULPHUR AND GASOLINE 92 UNL
(PETROL92 OCTANE) FOR THE
CEYLON PETROLEUM CORPORATION
UNDER INDIAN LINE OF CREDIT
(1) Name and address of the bidder ……………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………
(2) Name
and
address
of
source
of
supplier………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………
(3) Validity period of bid ………………………………………………………………
(4) Validity period of bid security………………………………………………………
Bid Security No.…………………………………………………………………….
Name of Bank………………………………………………………………………
Product

Country of Origin

Country of Manufacture’s

GAS OIL 500 PPM Max.
Sulphur
Gas Oil 10 PPM Max.
Sulphur
Gasoline (92 UNL)
BID PRICES
(6)Bid Currency ………………………………………………………………………

Co No
01

Description
DAP Colombo Price

FOREIGN PRICE
Per Bbl

Name of Signature …………………………………………………………………………
Signature ……………………………………………………………………………………
Date ……………………………………………………………………………………….
Company Seal

…..……………………………………………………………………
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Bid Guarantee (Bid Security)
[This Bank Guarantee from shall be filled in accordance with the instructions indicated in brackets]
…………………… [insert issuing agency’s name and address of issuing branch or office]……………
Beneficiary
:
CEYLON PETROLEUM CORPORATION
Date
:
…………………………. [insert (by issuing agency) date]
BID GUARANTEE NO :
………………………………. [insert (by issuing agency) number]
We have been informed that ………………………… [insert (by issuing agency) name of the Bidder; if a joint
venture, list complete legal names of partners] (hereinafter called “the Bidder”) has submitted to
you its bid dated …………………… [insert (by issuing agency) date](hereinafter called “the Bid”)
for execution / supply [select appropriately] of [insert name of contract] under Invitation for Bids
No. ………….. [insert IFB number] (“the IFB”)
Furthermore, we understand that, according to your conditions, Bids must be supported by a Bid Guarantee.
At the request of the Bidder, we …………………….. [insert name of issuing agency] hereby irrevocably
undertake to pay you any sum or sums not exceeding in total an amount of …………….. [insert
amount in figures] …………………. [insert amount in words] upon receipt by us of your first
demand in writing accompanied by a written statement stating that the Bidder is in breach of its
obligation(s) under the bid conditions, because the Bidder
(a) has withdrawn its Bid during the period of bid validity specified; or, or any extension thereto
provided by the Bidder
(b) does not accept the correction of errors in accordance with the Instructions to Bidders (hereinafter
“the ITB”) of the IFB; or
(c) having been notified of the acceptance of its Bid by the Ceylon Petroleum Corporation during the
period of bid validity, (i) fails or refuses to execute the Contract Form, if required, or (ii) fails or
refuses to furnish the Performance Security, in accordance with the ITB.
This Guarantee shall expire: (a) if the Bidder is the successful bidder, upon our receipt of copies of the
Contract signed by the Bidder and of the Performance Security issued to you by the Bidder; or (b)
if the Bidder is not the successful bidder, upon the earlier of (i) our receipt of a copy of your
notification to the Bidder that the Bidder was unsuccessful, otherwise it will remain in force up to
…………………. [insert date]
Consequently, any demand for payment under this Guarantee must be received by us at the office on or before
that date …………………………

This guarantee is subject to the Uniform Rules for Demand Guarantees (URDG) 2010
Revision, ICC Publication No. 758.

[signature(s) of authorized representative(s)]
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Manufacturer’s Authorization
[The Bidder shall require the Manufacturer to fill in this Form in accordance with the
instructions indicated. This letter of authorization should be on the letterhead of the
Manufacturer and should be signed by a person with the proper authority to sign
documents that are binding on the Manufacturer. The Bidder shall include it in its bid, if
so indicated in the BDS.]
Date:…………………………………………………………
[insert date (as day, month and year) of Bid Submission]
No.: ……………………………………..…………………..
[insert number of bidding process]
To: Secretary, Ministry, of Energy
WHEREAS
We ……………………………………………………………………. [insert complete name of
Manufacturer],having
factories
at
………………………
……
………………………………………………………………………………………………
[insert full address of Manufacturer’s factories], do hereby “solemnly declare that the
goods offered in the bid REF # ________ [Title of bid] are manufactured by us.
We hereby extend our full guarantee and warranty in accordance with Clause 28 of the
Conditions of Contract, with respect to the Goods offered in the bid.
Signed: ………………………………………………………. ………………..
[insert signature(s) of authorized representative(s) of the Manufacturer]
Name: …………………………………. ………………………………. ………
[insert complete name(s) of authorized representative(s) of the Manufacturer]
Title: …………………………. ………………………. ………………….[insert title]
Duly authorized to sign this Authorization on behalf of: …………………………… ……
………………………………………………………………………………………………
[insert complete name of Bidder]
Dated on ____________ day of __________________, _______ [insert date of signing]
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Section V. Schedule of Requirements
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Notes for Preparing the Schedule of Requirements
The Schedule of Requirements shall be included in the bidding documents by the Purchaser,
and shall cover, at a minimum, a description of the goods to be supplied and the delivery
schedule.
The objective of the Schedule of Requirements is to provide sufficient information to enable
bidders to prepare their bids efficiently and accurately, in particular, the Price Schedule,
for which a form is provided in Section IV. In addition, the Schedule of Requirements,
together with the Price Schedule, should serve as a basis in the event of quantity variation
at the time of award of contract pursuant to ITB Clause 41.
The date or period for delivery should be carefully specified, taking into account (a) the
implications of delivery terms stipulated in the Instructions to Bidders’ Pursuant to the
Incoterm rules (i.e.DAP) and (b) the date prescribed herein from which the Purchaser’s
delivery obligations start (i.e., notice of award, contract signature, opening or confirmation
of the letter of credit).
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1. List of Goods and Delivery Schedule
[The Purchaser shall fill in this table, with the exception of the column “Bidder’s offered Delivery date” to be filled by the Bidder]

No

01

02

03

Description of Goods

Total
Quantity

Per
Shipment
Quantity

Supply of GAS OIL
500 PPM Max.
Sulphur (Auto / High
Speed Diesel)

………..Bbls 300,000
+10/-5%
Bbls +/5%

Supply of Gas Oil 10
ppm Max. Sulphur

………..Bbls 300,000
+10/-5%
Bbls +/5%

Supply of Gasoline 92 ……… Bbls
UNL (Petrol92
+10/-5%
Octane)

300,000
Bbls +/5%

Final
Destination as
specified in
BDS

Dolphin Tanker
Berth and/ or
SPBM II
Muthurajawela,
Colombo
Dolphin Tanker
Berth and/ or
SPBM II
Muthurajawela,
Colombo
Dolphin Tanker
Berth and/ or
SPBM II
Muthurajawela,
Colombo

Delivery Date
Earliest
Delivery Date

Latest Delivery
Date

01/03/2022

30/06/2022

01/03/2022

30/06/2022

01/03/2022

30/06/2022

Bidder’s offered
Delivery date
[to be provided
by the bidder]

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Applicable only if delivery is considered for the evaluation. If not only one column Delivery date dilly filled by the
Purchaser is required
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3.

Technical Specifications

The purpose of the Technical Specifications (TS), is to define the technical characteristics
of the Goods and Related Service required by the Purchaser. The Purchaser shall prepare
the detailed TS take into a account that:













The TS constitute the benchmarks against which the Purchaser will verify the technical
responsiveness of bids and subsequently evaluate the bids. Therefore, well defined TS
will facilitate preparation of responsive bids by bidders, as well as examination,
evaluation, and comparison of the bids by the Purchaser.
The TS shall require that all goods and materials to be incorporated in the goods be
new, unused, and of the most recent or current models, and that they incorporate all
recent improvements in design and materials, unless provided for otherwise in the
contract.
The TS shall make use of best practices. Samples of specifications from successful
similar procurements may provide a sound basis for drafting the TS.
Standardizing technical specifications may be advantageous, depending on the
complexity of the goods and the repetitiveness of the type procurement. Technical
Specifications should be broad enough to avoid restrictions on workmanship,
materials, and equipment commonly used in manufacturing similar kinds of goods.
Standards for equipment, material, and workmanship specified in the Bidding
Documents shall not be restrictive. Recognized standards should be specified as much
as possible. Reference to brand names, catalogue numbers or other details that limit
any materials or items to a specific manufacturer should be avoided as far as possible.
Where unavoidable, such item description should always be followed by the words “or
substantially equivalent”. When other particular standards or codes of practice are
referred to in the TS, a statement should follow other authoritative standards that
ensure at least a substantially equal quality, then the standards mentioned in the TS
will also be acceptable.
Reference to brand names and catalogue numbers should be avoided as far as possible;
where unavoidable the words “or at least equivalent” shall always follow such
references.
Technical Specifications shall be fully descriptive of the requirements in respect of, but
not limited to, the following;
(a)
Standards of materials and workmanship required for the production and
manufacturing of the Goods.
(b)
Detailed tests required (type and number)
(c)
Detailed activities to be performed by the Supplier, and participation of the
Purchaser thereon.
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(d)



List of detailed functional guarantees covered by the Warranty and the
specification of the liquidated damages to be applied in the event that such
guarantees are not met.

The TS shall specify all essential technical and performance characteristics and
requirements, including guaranteed or acceptable maximum or minimum values, as
appropriate. Whenever necessary, the Purchaser shall include an additional ad-ho c
bidding form (to be an Attachment to the Bid Submission Sheet), where the Bidder shall
provide detailed information on such technical performance characteristics in respect
to the corresponding acceptable or guaranteed values.

When the Purchase requests that the Bidder provides in its bid a part or all of the Technical
Specifications, technical schedules, or other technical information, the Purchaser shall
specify in detail the nature and extent of the required information and the manner in which
it has to be presented by the Bidder in its bid.
3.1. VESSEL REQUIREMENTS
3.1.1. Requirements of tankers for discharging of product via Dolphin Tanker Berth,
Colombo
Vessel nominated
3.1.1.1. should meet following Colombo port restriction:
Type of hull
SDWT
LOA
Beam
Draft
Distance from sea level to centre manifold
Manifold size
Manifold type
Arrival manifold height from sea level

-

Double hull
60,000 metric tons max.
210 meters max.
32.2 meters max.
11.8 meters max.
14 meters max.
6” diameter
ANSI 150 class
11.5 meters max.

3.1.1.2. Shall not exceed 20 years of age. Under no circumstances vessels over 20 years of
age will be accepted. Acceptable CAP rating of the vessel is 0 or 1 for hull and
machinery.
3.1.1.3. Should be a clean tanker which has carried clean petroleum products on the last
three voyages. (OBO carriers are not acceptable).
3.1.1.4. Should be capable of discharging a cargo of Gasoline (92 UNL) / Gas Oil 500 ppm
Max. Sulphur / Gas Oil 10 ppm Max. Sulphur simultaneously through two
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adjoining manifolds at a minimum discharging rate of 270 m3 per hour and 400 m3
per hour through two lines of 10 inch and 12 inch diameter respectively while
maintaining pressure at vessel’s manifolds from 10.0 kg/cm2 to 12.5 kg/cm2
respectively. Two numbers manifold connections will be provided for the
discharge of products simultaneously through two numbers 6 inch loading /
discharging arms.
3.1.1.5. Should be capable of flushing both 10 inch & 12 inch lines each having, 7,000
meter length, discharge line with minimum of 5.0 kg/cm² pressure at manifold,
with sea water about four (4) hours each before commencement and after
completion of discharge of each product.
3.1.1.6. Should be equipped with double valve segregation which will have to be confirmed
by the independent inspectors.
3.1.1.7. Availability of continuous pressure monitoring and recording / reporting facilities
shall be preferred.
3.1.1.8. Should have all valid certificates required under the international and national rules
& regulations applicable & should be ISM code certified or whose owners or
operators should hold an ISM code document of compliance.
3.1.1.9. Should have cargo tanks/ pipe lines/ pumps/ strainers clean and dry prior to
commencement of loading.
3.1.1.10. A document from vessel owners confirming that the vessel complies with all the
above requirements from sub clause 3.1.1.1. to sub clause 3.1.1.9. and the lasted
updated questionnaire 88 should be furnished at the time of vessel nomination.
3.1.1.11. In the event of a delay in discharging the cargo at Colombo due to vessel’s noncompliance with the above requirements from sub clause 3.1.1.1. to sub clause
3.1.1.11. the Seller will be held liable for all consequential losses.
3.1.1.12. Accommodation/meals
3.1.1.12.1. Following personnel would stay on board throughout the period of
tanker made fast at Dolphin Tanker Berth.
3.1.1.12.1.1.
3.1.1.12.1.2.
3.1.1.12.1.3.
3.1.1.12.1.4.

two loading masters
one sample collector (crew)
one independent inspector (junior officer)
one internal auditor from CPSTL
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3.1.1.12.2. Proper accommodation on officers’ deck should be arranged
for loading masters, independent inspectors and internal auditor
from CPSTL.
3.1.1.12.3. Meals for loading masters, independent inspectors and internal
auditor from CPSTL should be served in officers’ dining
saloon.
3.1.1.13. There shall be no inspections/survey on board while discharging.
3.1.1.14. After acceptance of the nominated vessel by seller a certified copy of the
applicable charter party or a certified copy of the signed fixture note / fixture recap
including the rate of demurrages shall be submitted by the seller.
3.2.1. Requirements of tankers for discharging of product via SPM Muthurajawela,
Colombo
Vessel nominated
3.2.1.1. Should meet following
Buoy)
Type of Hull
SDWT
LOA
Beam (Moulded)
Depth (Moulded)
Draft 100% Loaded
Draft 20% Loaded
Manifold Size/Type

restrictions at SPM Muthurajawela, Colombo (Dual Path
-

Double Hull
60,000 MT max
228 meters max.
34.9 meters max.
18.2 meters max.
12.5 meters max.
4.6 meters min.
12” diameter/ANSI 150 Class.

3.2.1.2. Shall not exceed 20 years of age. Under no circumstances vessels over 20 years of
age will be accepted. Acceptable CAP Rating of the vessel is 0 or 1 for Hull and
Machinery.
3.2.1.3. Should be a clean tanker, which has carried clean Petroleum products on the last
three voyages (OBO carriers are not acceptable).
3.2.1.4. Should be capable of discharging Gasoline (92 UNL) / Gas oil 500 ppm Max.
Sulphur / Gas Oil 10ppm Max. Sulphur through 12 inch port manifold at a
minimum discharge rate of 750 m³ per hour through 12 inch floating hose, while
maintaining pressure at vessel’s manifolds from 5.0 kg/cm2.
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3.2.1.5. Should be capable of flushing the 18 inch, 7,000 meter length, discharge line with
minimum of 5.0 kg/cm² pressure at manifold, with sea water about four (4) hours
each before commencement and after completion of discharge of product.
3.2.1.6. Should be equipped with double valve segregation which will have to be confirmed
by the independent inspectors.
3.2.1.7. Availability of continuous pressure monitoring and recording / reporting facilities
shall be preferred.
3.2.1.8. Should have all valid certificates required under the international and national rules
and regulations applicable and should be ISM Code certified or whose owners or
operators should hold an ISM Code document of compliance.
3.2.1.9. Should have cargo tanks/ Pipe lines/ Pumps/ Strainers clean and dry prior to
commencement of loading.
3.2.1.10. A document from vessel owners confirming that the vessel complies with all the
above requirements from Sub Clause 3.2.1.1. to Sub Clause 3.2.1.10. and the
questionnaire 88 should be furnished at the time of vessel nomination.
3.2.1.11. In the event of a delay in discharging the cargo at Colombo due to vessel’s noncompliance with the above requirements from Sub Clause 3.2.1.1. to Sub Clause
3.2.1.11. the Seller will be held liable for all consequential losses.
3.2.1.12. Vessel Mooring equipment and Manifolds should conform to OCIMF Standards.
3.2.1.13. Manifold
Manifold location - Midship (port side)
Manifold connection - One 12 inch studded Camlock Flange ANSI Class 150
3.2.1.14. Details of Derrick at Manifold location
Derrick should have minimum safe working load of 10 MT and should be in good
operational condition.
3.2.1.15. Mooring equipment, mooring and towing arrangement
3.2.1.15.1. Tanker should be fitted with a central bow stopper (chain stopper) of
100 Tonnes SWL for OCIMF chafe chain “b”
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3.2.1.15.2. Tanker should be fitted with a central bow fair lead (bull ring)
measuring at least 600 mm x 450 mm
3.2.1.15.3. Position of pedestal roller fairlead/winch drum
3.2.1.15.3.1. Should be a continuation of the direct lead line between
the bow fairlead (bull ring) and bow chain stopper.
3.2.1.15.3.2. Should be not less than 4.5 meters directly behind the
bow chain stopper.
3.2.1.15.3.3. Should be at such a height that fairlead rollers will
enable an unrestricted line pull to be achieved.
3.2.1.15.4. Pedestal fairlead should be fitted for lead to winch/windlass.
3.2.1.15.5. Should have a messenger line of circumference 4 inch/5 inch x 500
ft. long, one end connected to an empty mooring rope winch drum.
3.2.1.15.6. Tanker should have a “Panama” lead right aft on its centre line.
3.2.1.15.7. A good tow rope (polypropylene) of 10” Circm or above in size and
length (approx. 650 ft.) to be kept ready at the stern. if necessary,
two rope coils may be joined to obtain length of 650 ft.
3.2.1.15.8. Mooring masters should have free access to navigational charts and
equipment’s required for mooring operation.
3.2.1.15.9. Wheel house to be kept open throughout the period the tanker made
fast to the buoy.
3.2.1.15.10. A fore-castle watchman to be made available by the tanker
throughout the period the tanker made fast to the buoy.
3.2.1.15.11. All tools required for connection/disconnection of cargo hose to be
supplied by the tanker.
3.2.1.15.12. Connection/disconnection of hose is the responsibility of ship’s staff
under the supervision of a ship’s officer on the instructions of
Buyer’s officials on board the tanker.
3.2.1.15.13. Tanker’s main engine should be kept ready throughout the period of
stay at the buoy for maneuvering promptly on notice.
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3.2.1.16. Inert gas system
Tanker should have an operational inert gas plant capable of maintaining tank
atmosphere of less than 8 pct. oxygen content and positive pressure in cargo
tanks within safe limits at all stages of discharge.
3.2.1.17. Communication equipment
Tanker should have VHF channel 09,16,68,71 facilities for communication with
shore facility. Tanker’s cargo control room should have facility to maintain a
continuous watch on VHF channel 71 for operational requirements.
3.2.1.18. Accommodation/meals
3.2.18.1 Following personnel would stay on board throughout the period of
tanker made fast to the buoy.
3.2.18.1.1.
3.2.18.1.2.
3.2.18.1.3.
3.2.18.1.4.
3.2.18.1.5.
3.2.18.1.6.

Two mooring masters (senior master mariners
One cargo receiver
One loading master
One sample collector (crew)
One independent inspector (junior officer)
One internal auditor from CPSTL

3.2.18.2 Proper accommodation on officers’ deck should be arranged for
loading masters, independent inspectors and internal auditor from
CPSTL.
3.2.18.3 Meals for loading masters and independent inspectors should be served
in officers’ dining saloon.
3.2.1.19. A document from tanker owners confirming that the tanker complies with all
the above requirements.
3.2.1.20. There shall be no inspection / survey on board while discharging.
3.2.1.21. After acceptance of the nominated vessel by the Buyer, a certified copy of the
applicable charter party or a certified copy of the signed fixture note / fixture
recap including the rate of demurrage shall be submitted by the Seller.
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3.2. LINE FLUSHING AT DOLPHIN TANKER BERTH, COLOMBO
The vessel nominated by the Seller should be capable of flushing the 12 inch, 7,000
Meter length, discharge line with minimum of 5.0 Kg/cm2 pressure at manifold, with
sea water about four (4) hours each before commencement and after completion of
discharge of Gasoline (92 UNL) according to the following sequence,
3.2.1. On arrival before discharging, vessel shall flush the discharge line with sea
water for four (4) hours
3.2.2. Then commence discharging Gasoline (92 UNL) / Gas Oil 500 ppm Max.
Sulphur / Gas Oil 10 ppm Max. Sulphur
3.2.3. On completion of discharging Gasoline (92 UNL) / Gas Oil 500 ppm Max.
Sulphur / Gas Oil 10 ppm Max. Sulphur discharge line will be once again
flushed with sea water for four hours.
3.2.4. The Seller shall make sure giving proper instructions to the master of the
performing vessel to use Cargo Pumps for line flushing operations while
avoiding Stripping Pumps for line flushing. All delays due to low rate of line
flushing shall be the responsibility of the Seller.
3.3. LINE FLUSHING AT SPM MUTHURAJAWELA, COLOMBO
The vessel nominated by the Seller should be capable of flushing the 18 inch, 7,000
Meter length, discharge line with minimum of 5.0 kg/cm2 pressure at manifold, with
sea water about four (4) hours each before commencement and after completion of
discharge of Gasoline (92 UNL) / Gas Oil 500ppm Max. Sulphur / Gas Oil 10 ppm
Max. Sulphur according to the following sequence.
3.3.1. On arrival before discharging, vessel shall flush the discharge line with sea
water about four (4) hours.
3.3.2. Then commence discharging Gasoline (92 UNL) / Gas Oil 500 ppm Max.
Sulphur / Gas Oil 10 ppm Max. Sulphur
3.3.3. On completion of discharging Gasoline (92 UNL) / Gas Oil 500 ppm / Gas Oil
10 ppm Max. Sulphur discharge line will be once again flushed with sea water
for four (4) hours.
3.3.4. The Seller shall make sure giving proper instructions to the master of the
performing vessel to use Cargo Pumps for line flushing operations while
avoiding Stripping Pumps for line flushing. All delays due to low rate of line
flushing shall be the responsibility of the Seller.
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4. Inspections and Tests
The following inspections and tests shell be performed.

4.1. INSPECTION AT LOAD PORT
4.1.1. The Buyer shall nominate an Independent Inspector (ITS Caleb Brett / GeoChem/ SBC Asia - Saybolt / SGS / Bureau Veritas /CCIC/Amspec) acceptable
to the Seller to sample, test and certify the quality of each product for
inconformity with the contractual specifications and the quantity for
inconformity with the tender conditions. They should present at the time of
loading of the cargo to carry out/witness the inspection and to prepare the
quality and quantity certificates and any other documents specified.
4.1.2. The Buyer reserves the right to nominate a second inspection company at its
sole discretion to witness the quality and quantity of the products at load port
as and when required at its own cost.
4.1.3. It is the responsibility of the Seller to ensure the presence of the Independent
Inspector at the time of sampling, testing and loading of the cargo at the load
port. The Seller shall co-operate and liaise with the Independent Inspector to
ensure that the inspection is carried out to the satisfaction of the Buyer. Under
no circumstances the quality of the cargo shall be tested at the laboratory at
the load port or the cargo loaded on to the vessel at the load port without the
presence of the independent inspector appointed as per sub clause 4.1.1. and
the second inspector if nominated by the CEYPETCO as per sub clause 4.1.2.
In case the Buyer requests, the independent inspector at load port is also
responsible to send a ship’s composite sample with sufficient quantity at the
earliest possible time after loading the vessel to be reach Ceylon Petroleum
Storage Terminals Limited (CPSTL) laboratory at Colombo via air freight. In
this case, all related cost shall be under the Buyer’s Account.
4.1.4. The Buyer shall furnish full particulars of the respective cargo to be purchased
to the Independent Inspector under advice to the Seller. The quality and
quantity of the product shall be tested in accordance with good industry
standards and practices and using internationally accepted sampling and
analytical/testing methods stipulated in relevant specification sheet as per
Annex - ‘A’ , Annex ‘B’ & Annex - ‘C’ .
4.1.5. Shore tank quality certificate issued by the Seller’s Terminal and signed by
the
mutually
agreed
Independent
Inspector,
shall
be
forwarded/communicated to the Deputy General Manager (Commercial &
Supply Chain) or Commercial Manager of the Buyer through e-mail, before
commencement of loading.
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4.1.6. The Seller shall ensure that vessel loads only the product(s) that meet(s) each,
every and all specifications as specified by CEYPETCO in the contract. The
independent inspector nominated by the Buyer and accepted by the Seller
shall also ensure that the vessel loads only products that are on specifications.
If the load port quality certificates of the product(s) does/do not meet the
CEYPETCO contractual specification/s, the Buyer shall communicate the
rejection of such product(s) with reasons within a reasonable time period after
the Seller has sent the quality certificates through e-mail.
Under no circumstances the loading shall be delayed, if all the parameters of
load port quality certificates for all products are on specifications.
4.1.7. The Seller shall send the quality certificates to cm@ceypetco.gov.lk /
commercial@ceypetco.gov.lk / commercial.bulk@ceypetco.gov.lk for the
said purpose.
4.1.8. The Seller shall load the cargo complying with CEYPETCO tender
specification at their own risk.
4.1.9. The Seller shall be bound to provide a tank cleanliness & dry certificate
signed by the Independent Inspector certifying the inspection and witnessing,
ensuring dry and cleanliness of the vessel’s tanks & lines before loading and
vessel’s tanks facilities such as pipelines, pumps and strainers to be cleaned,
dry and suitable for Gas Oil 500 ppm Max Sulphur, Gas Oil 10ppm Max.
Sulphur & Gasoline (92 UNL) through the independent inspector.
4.1.10. It is extremely important to submit the above certificate to the Buyer by the
independent inspector prior to commencement of loading. The Seller shall be
responsible to load the cargo into the clean and dry tanks of the vessel as
certified by the independent inspector.
4.1.11. In the event product/s is loaded from different shore tanks, independent
inspector shall provide quality certificates in respect of each and every shore
tank.
4.1.12. The cost of inspection at load port shall be shared equally between the Buyer
and the Seller.
4.1.13. Quantities mentioned in the Bills of Lading (B/Ls) at respective load ports
shall be binding on both parties.
4.1.14. In the event that the Seller does not agree to the nominated Independent
Inspector by the Buyer as per the clause 4.1.1., the Seller is permitted to
nominate an alternative Independent Inspector from companies listed under
the said clause under no circumstances the Seller shall be permitted to change
such alternative nomination thereafter.
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4.2. INSPECTION AT DISCHARGE PORT
4.2.1. Discharge Port independent inspector shall be different to that at the load port.
4.2.2. The quality at Discharge Port Colombo shall be determined by CPSTL
laboratory and witnessed by the Independent Inspector (ITS Caleb Brett /
Geo-Chem / SBC Asia – Saybolt / SGS / Bureau Veritas) at Colombo and one
representative if nominated by the Seller. Such determinations shall be based
on the recognised cargo analysis carried out by the CPSTL laboratory. The
certificate of quality issued by CPSTL laboratory as witnessed by the
independent inspector at Colombo based on such recognized cargo analysis
shall be binding on both parties.
The Buyer shall reserve the right to deploy its own representative/s to witness
the sampling / testing performed at the vessel / CPSTL laboratory.
4.2.3. A ship tank composite samples with adequate quantities for each product
will be drawn from the ship’s tanks according to ASTM standard method of
sampling by a mutually agreed independent inspector at discharge port
witnessed by the Buyer / CPSTL representatives and representative if
nominated by the Seller. Samples shall be properly sealed and authenticated
by the independent inspector, vessel’s master or representative of the master
and representatives of the Buyer / CPSTL and representative if nominated by
the Seller.
Such sample/s shall be analysed at the Ceylon storage terminals limited
(CPSTL) laboratory according to contractual specification and shall be
witnessed by the mutually agreed independent inspector. The result of the
analysis shall be the recognized cargo analysis and shall be binding on both
parties.
4.2.4. Under no circumstances a representative of the seller from an inspection
company and an employee of the inspection company as mentioned under sub
clause 4.2.2. will be allowed.
4.2.5. Under no circumstances a protective inspector will be allowed to the seller
other than the mutually agreed independent inspector.
4.2.6. The Seller shall declare in the bid that the certificate of quality at discharge
port for each product shall be on the basis of ship tank composite sample
taken on arrival of the vessel at discharge port as per the sub clause 4.2.3.
4.2.7. In the event the first composite sample does not meet the contractual
specifications, the independent inspector will be requested to draw a second
set of samples from vessel’s individual tanks in the presence of
representatives from Buyer (CEYPETCO/CPSTL), a representative from the
Seller’s cargo insurer, two representatives from the Seller and one
representative from the protection & indemnity insurance (P&I club).
Such individual sample will be analysed at the laboratory of CPSTL
according to the contractual specifications and shall be witnessed by the
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mutually agreed independent inspector. The results of these analysis based on
the samples drawn from vessel’s individual tanks shall be the recognized
cargo analysis and shall be binding on both parties. All representatives’
witness this test required to be signed each of the full test certificates issued
by CPSTL laboratory.
4.2.8. If the specification of any or all of the product/s deviated from the
CEYPETCO standard specifications, the Buyer reserves the right to reject any
or all of such product/s.
4.2.9. Under no circumstance any testing result from any other laboratory other than
the CPSTL laboratory shall be entertained for final determination of the
quality of the subject cargo/es.
4.2.10. In the event of the Buyer deciding to accept a part cargo on board the vessel
based on the test results of the second test for the individual tanks, the part
cargo shall be discharged at the sole discretion of the Buyer. In case it is
decided to accept part cargo discharge, then laytime and demurrage to be prorated in line with the quantity of cargo discharged. The time period between
first rejection of the cargo or part cargo and recommencement of the laytime
for the part cargo shall not be counted as used laytime.
4.2.11. The quality certificate at discharge port, Colombo shall be issued by the
independent inspector based on the test report of CPSTL laboratory.
4.2.12. Discharge of vessel shall commence only after the certificate of quality at
discharge port, as issued by independent inspector based on the test report/s
of CPSTL laboratory countersigned by Buyer’s representative is in the
possession of the Seller.
4.2.13. The quantity of products at the discharge port Colombo shall be determined
by an independent inspector (ITS Caleb Brett / Geo-Chem/ SBC Asia –
Saybolt / SGS / Bureau Veritas) at Colombo. Such determinations shall be
reported on the certificate of quantity.
In the event that the out-turn loss (out-turn quantity vs. B/L quantity) is in
excess of 0.5% and/or there is any free flowing product left on board as
reported and certified by the independent inspector at discharge port, the
Seller shall deduct the excess loss and/or free flowing product left on board
from the bill of lading quantity for invoice purposes.
4.2.14. In the event if the out-turn loss is proved to be due to Buyer’s fault including
but not limited to discharging pipe line leakage, causing an out-turn loss in
excess of 0.5%, such excess loss shall not be deducted from the B/L quantity
for invoice purposes.
4.2.15. The cost of inspection, including cost for testing of second composite sample
payable to independent inspector at discharge port, shall be shared equally
between the Buyer and the Seller.
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ANNEX - ‘A’
SPECIFICATIONS FOR GAS OIL 500 ppm MAX. SULPHUR
PROPERTY/TEST

TEST METHOD

SPECIFICATIONS
CLEAR, BRIGHT AND FREE
FROM WATER & VISIBLE
IMPURITIES

APPEARANCE
DENSITY AT 15 0C kg/m3

ASTM D 1298/ASTM D 4052

820 - 860

COLOUR

ASTM D 1500

MAX. 1.5

DISTILLATION

ASTM D 86

IBP 0C

REPORT

T10 0C

REPORT

T50 0C

REPORT

T85 0C

MAX. 350

T95 0C

MAX. 370

CETANE INDEX OR

ASTM D 976 / ASTM D 4737

MIN. 46 (NOTE 1)

CETANE NUMBER

ASTM D 613

MIN. 49

CLOUD POINT 0C

ASTM D 2500

MAX. 15

CFPP 0C

ASTM D 6371

MAX. 5

SULPHUR CONTENT mg/kg

ASTM D 4294/ ASTM D 2622

MAX. 500

FLASH POINT 0C

ASTM D 93

MIN. 55

VISCOSITY KIN AT 40 0C, cSt

ASTM D 445

2 - 4.5

WATER CONTENT (mg/kg)

ASTM D 6304

MAX. 200

CU - STRIP CORROSION 3 hrs AT 50 0C

ASTM D 130

MAX. 1

ASH % m/m

ASTM D 482

MAX. 0.01

CARBON RESIDUE, % m/m

ASTM D 524 / ASTM D 4530

MAX. 0.3

PARTICULATE CONTAMINANTS,
TOTAL mg/l

ASTM D 6217

MAX. 10

TOTAL ACID NO. mg KOH/g

ASTM D 664

MAX. 0.08

CALORIFIC VALUE GROSS kcal/kg

ASTM D 240

MIN. 10500

OXIDATION STABILITY g/m3

ASTM D 2274

Max. 25

DSEP RATING

ASTM D 7261

50 – 100

FAME

ASTM D 7371

NON DETECTABLE (NOTE 2)

LUBRICITY
(HFRR wear scar dia.@600c) micron

ASTM D 6079

MAX. 460

IMPORTANT:
NOTE 1 : NOT APPLICABLE IF ANY CETANE IMPROVER ADDITIVE IS PRESENT
NOTE 2 : ADDITION OF BIO DIESEL OR BIODIESEL BLENDS ARE NOT PERMITTED
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ANNEX - ‘B’
SPECIFICATIONS FOR GAS OIL 10 PPM MAX. SULPHUR
PROPERTY/TEST

TEST METHOD

SPECIFICATIONS
CLEAR, BRIGHT AND FREE
FROM WATER & VISIBLE
IMPURITIES

APPEARANCE
DENSITY AT 15 0C kg/m3

ASTM D 1298 / ASTM D 4052

820 - 845

COLOUR

ASTM D 1500

MAX. 1.5

DISTILLATION

ASTM D 86

E250 Vol % MAX

<65

E350 Vol % MIN

85

T95 0C

MAX. 360

CETANE INDEX OR

ASTM D 976 / ASTM D 4737

MIN. 50 (NOTE 1)

CETANE NUMBER

ASTM D 613

MIN. 51

CFPP 0C

ASTM D 6371

MAX. +5

SULPHUR CONTENT mg/kg

ASTM D 5453
ASTM D 2622

MAX. 10

FLASH POINT 0C

ASTM D 93

MIN. 55

VISCOSITY KIN AT 40 0C, cSt

ASTM D 445

2-4

WATER CONTENT mg/kg

ASTM D 6304

MAX. 200

CU - STRIP CORROSION 3 hrs AT 50 0C

ASTM D 130

MAX. 1

ASH % m/m

ASTM D 482

MAX. 0.01

CARBON RESIDUE, % m/m

ASTM D 524 / ASTM D 4530

MAX. 0.2

PARTICULATE CONTAMINANTS, TOTAL mg/l

ASTM D 6217

MAX. 10

TOTAL ACID NO. mg KOH/g

ASTM D 664

MAX. 0.08

CALORIFIC VALUE GROSS kcal/kg

ASTM D 240

MIN. 10600

OXIDATION STABILITY g/m3

ASTM D 2274

MAX. 25

DSEP RATING

ASTM D 7261

50 – 100

FAME

ASTM D 7371

NON DETECTABLE
(NOTE 2)

ASTM D 6079

MAX. 400

ASTM D 5186 / ASTM D 6591

MAX. 11

LUBRICITY
(HFRR wear scar dia.@600c) micron
POLYCYCLIC AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS % m/m

IMPORTANT:
NOTE 1 : NOT APPLICABLE IF ANY CETANE IMPROVER ADDITIVE IS PRESENT.
NOTE 2 : ADDITION OF BIO DIESEL OR BIODIESEL BLENDS ARE NOT PERMITTED.
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APPENDIX - ‘C’
SPECIFICATIONS FOR GASOLINE (92 UNL)
PROPERTY/TEST

TEST METHOD

SPECIFICATIONS
BRIGHT, CLEAR AND FREE
FROM WATER, VISIBLE IMPURITIES & DYES ( NOTE 1)

APPEARANCE

DENSITY @ 15 0C kg/m3

ASTM D 1298 / ASTM D
4052

720 – 785

REID VAPOUR PRESSURE
@ 37.8 0C kPa

ASTM D 323

45 – 60

RESEARCH OCTANE NUMBER (RON)

ASTM D 2699

MIN. 92

MOTOR OCTANE NUMBER (MON)

ASTM D 2700

MIN. 82

DISTILLATION

ASTM D 86

0

IBP C

REPORT

T 10 C

45 – 70

T 50 0C

80 – 125

T 90 0C

MAX. 180

0

0

FBP C

MAX. 210

RESIDUE, vol. %

MAX. 2.0

E150 vol. %

MIN 70

DOCTOR TEST

IP 30 /ASTM D 4952

SWEET OR LESS THAN 15
ppm RSH

UNWASHED GUMS mg/100 ml

ASTM D 4294 / ASTM D
5453 / ASTM D 2622
ASTM D 5059 / ASTM D
3237
ASTM D 381

WASHED GUMS mg/100 ml

ASTM D 381

MAX. 5

OXYGENATE % v/v

ASTM D 4815

MAX. 15

SULPHUR CONTENT mg/kg
LEAD CONTENT g/l

OXYGEN CONTENT % m/m (CALCULATED)

MAX. 300
MAX. 0.013 (NOTE 2)
MAX. 30

MAX. 2.7

OXIDATION STABILITY, Minutes

ASTM D 525

MIN. 480

OLEFINES CONTENT (%v/v)

ASTM D 1319/ASTM D 6730

MAX. 18

ASTM D 130
ASTM D 3606 / ASTM D
5580

MAX. 1

ASTM D 5580

MAX 40

0

COPPER CORROSION 3 h @ 50 C
BENZENE % v/v
TOTAL AROMATICS % v/v

MAX. 2.5

NOTE 1
: SPECIFY TAGGING COMPONENTS, IF ANY
NOTE 2
: NO INTENTIONAL ADDITION OF LEAD COMPOUNDS.
IMPORTANT:
 THERE SHALL BE NO INTENTIONAL ADDITION OF METAL COMPOUNDS CONTAINING FERROUS, MANGANESE & PHOSPHOROUS.
 ADDITION OF ALCOHOLS ARE NOT PERMITTED.
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Section VI. Conditions of Contract
1. Definitions

1.1

The following words and expressions shall have the
meanings hereby assigned to them:
(a)

“Contract” means the Contract Agreement entered
into between the Purchaser and the Supplier, together
with the Contract Documents referred to therein,
including all attachments, appendices, and all
documents incorporated by reference therein.

(b)

“Contract Documents” means the documents listed in the
Contract Agreement, including any amendments
thereto.

(c)

“Contract Price” means the price payable to the
Supplier as specified in the Contract Agreement,
subject to such additions and adjustments thereto or
deductions there from, as may be made pursuant to the
Contract.

(d)

“Day” means calendar day.

(e)

“Completion” means the fulfilment of the supply of
Goods to the destination specified by the Supplier in
accordance with the terms and conditions set forth
in the Contract.

(f)

“CC” means the Conditions of Contract.

(g)

“Goods” means all of the commodities, raw material,
machinery and equipment, and/or other materials that the
Supplier is required to supply to the Purchaser under
the Contract.

(h)

“Purchaser” means the entity purchasing the Goods,
as specified in the Contract Data.

(i)

“Subcontractor” means any natural person, private or
government entity, or a combination of the above, to
which any part of the Goods to be supplied or
execution of any part of the Related Services is
subcontracted by the Supplier.

(J)

“Supplier” means the Indian public sector Entity,
whose bid to perform the Contract has been accepted by the
Purchaser and is named as such in the Contract
Agreement.
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“The Project Site,” where applicable, means the place
named in the Contract Data.

(k)

2.

Contract
Documents

2.1

Subject to the order of precedence set forth in the Contract
Agreement, all documents forming the Contract (and all parts
thereof) are intended to be correlative, complementary, and
mutually explanatory. The Contract Agreement shall be read
as a whole.

3.

Fraud and
Corruption

3.1

The Government of Sri Lanka requires the Purchaser as well as
bidders, suppliers, contractors, and consultants to observe the
highest standard of ethics during the procurement and execution of
such contracts. In pursuit of this policy:
(i)

“corrupt practice” is the offering, giving,
receiving or soliciting, directly or indirectly, of
anything of value to influence improperly the
actions of another party;5

(ii) “fraudulent practice” is any act or omission,
including a misrepresentation, that knowingly or
recklessly misleads, or attempts to mislead, a
party to obtain a financial or other benefit or to
avoid an obligation;6
(iii) “collusive practice” is an arrangement between
two or more parties designed to achieve an
improper purpose, including to influence
improperly the actions of another party;7
(iv) “coercive practice” is impairing or harming, or
threatening to impair or harm, directly or
indirectly, any party or the property of the party
to influence improperly the actions of a party;
(v) “obstructive practice” is
(a)

deliberately destroying, falsifying, altering
or concealing of evidence material to the
investigation or making false statements to
investigators in order to materially impede
an Exim Bank investigation into allegations
of a corrupt, fraudulent, coercive or
collusive practice; and/or threatening,

“Another party” refers to a public official acting in relation to the procurement process or contract
execution.
6
“Party” refers to a public official; the terms “benefit” and “obligation” relate to the procurement
process or contract execution; and the “act or omission” is intended to influence the procurement process or
contract execution.
7
“Parties” refers to participants in the procurement process (including public officials) attempting
to establish bid prices at artificial, non-competitive levels.
5
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harassing or intimidating any party to
prevent it from disclosing its knowledge of
matters relevant to the investigation or from
pursuing the investigation, or
(b)

4.Interpretation

acts intended to materially impede the
exercise of the Exim Bank’s inspection and
audit rights provided for under Clause 11
[Inspections and Audits by the Exim Bank].

4.1
If the context so requires it, singular means plural and vice
versa.
4.2.

Incoterms
(a) Unless inconsistent with any provision of the Contract,
the meaning of any trade term and the rights and
obligations of parties there under shall be as prescribed
by Incoterms 2010.
(b)

4.3

The terms DAP shall be governed by the rules prescribed
in the Incoterms (2010) specified in the SCC and
published by the International Chamber of Commerce in
Paris, France.

Entire Agreement
The Contract constitutes the entire agreement between the
Purchaser and the Supplier and supersedes all
communications, negotiations and agreements (whether
written or oral) of the parties with respect thereto made prior
to the date of Contract.

4.4

Amendment
No amendment or other variation of the Contract shall be valid
unless it is in writing, is dated, expressly refers to the Contract,
and is signed by a duly authorized representative of each party
thereto.

4.5

Nonwaiver
(a) Subject to GCC Sub-Clause 4.5(b) below, no relaxation,
forbearance, delay, or indulgence by either party in
enforcing any of the terms and conditions of the Contract
or the granting of time by either party to the other shall
prejudice, affect, or restrict the rights of that party under
the Contract, neither shall any waiver by either party of
any breach of Contract operate as waiver of any
subsequent or continuing breach of Contract.
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(b)

Any waiver of a party’s rights, powers, or remedies under
the Contract must be in writing, dated, and signed by an
authorized representative of the party granting such
waiver, and must specify the right and the extent to which
it is being waived.

4.6 Severability
If any provision or condition of the Contract is prohibited or
rendered invalid or unenforceable, such prohibition, invalidity
or unenforceability shall not affect the validity or
enforceability of any other provisions and conditions of the
Contract.

5.

Language

5.1

The Contract as well as all correspondence and documents relating
to the Contract exchanged by the Supplier and the Purchaser,
shall be written in English language. Supporting documents
and printed literature that are part of the Contract may be in
another language provided they are accompanied by an accurate
translation of the relevant passages in the language specified, in
which case, for purposes of interpretation of the Contract, this
translation shall govern.

5.2

The Supplier shall bear all costs of translation to the
governing language and all risks of the accuracy of such
translation, for documents provided by the Supplier.

6.

Joint
Venture,
Consortium
or Association

6.1

If the Supplier is a joint venture, consortium, or
association, all of the parties shall be jointly and severally
liable to the Purchaser for the fulfilment of the provisions of
the Contract and shall designate one party to act as a leader with
authority to bind the joint venture, consortium, or association.
The composition or the constitution of the joint venture,
consortium, or association shall not be altered without the prior
consent of the Purchaser.

7.

Eligibility

7.1

All goods supplied under this contract shall have their origin
in India and shall comply with applicable standards specified
by CEYPETCO.

8.

Notice

8.1

Any notice given by one party to the other pursuant to the
Contract shall be in writing to the address specified in the
Contract Data. The term “in writing” means
communicated in written form with proof of receipt.

8.2

A notice shall be effective when delivered or on the
notice’s effective date, whichever is later.
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9.

Governing Law

9.1

The Contract shall be governed by and interpreted in
accordance with the laws of the Democratic Socialist
Republic of Sri Lanka.

9.2

Throughout the execution of the Contract, the Contractor
shall comply with the import of goods prohibitions in the
Purchaser’s country when
(a) as a matter of law or official regulations, the Borrower’s
country prohibits commercial relations with that country;
or
(b) by an act of compliance with a decision of the United
Nations Security Council taken under Chapter VII of the
Charter of the United Nations, the Borrower’s Country
prohibits any import of goods from that country or any
payments to any country, person, or entity in that country.

10.

Settlement of
Disputes

10.1

The Purchaser and the Supplier shall make every effort to
resolve amicably by direct informal negotiation any
disagreement or dispute arising between them under or in
connection with the Contract.

10.2

If, after twenty-eight (28) days, the parties have failed to
resolve their dispute or difference by such mutual
consultation, then either the Purchaser or the Supplier may give
notice to the other party of its intention to commence arbitration,
as hereinafter provided, as to the matter in dispute, and no
arbitration in respect of this matter may be commenced
unless such notice is given. Any dispute or difference in respect
of which a notice of intention to commence arbitration has been
given in accordance with this Clause shall be finally settled by
arbitration. Arbitration may be commenced prior to or after
delivery of the Goods under the Contract. Arbitration
proceedings shall be conducted in accordance with the
UNCITRAL procedure.

10.3

Notwithstanding any reference to arbitration herein,
(a) the parties shall continue to perform their respective
obligations under the Contract unless they otherwise agree;
and
(b) The Purchaser shall pay the Supplier any monies due the
Supplier.

11.

Inspections and
Audit by the
Exim Bank

11.1 The Supplier shall keep, and shall make all reasonable
efforts to cause its Subcontractors to keep, accurate and
systematic accounts and records in respect of the Goods
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in such form and details as will clearly identify relevant
time changes and costs.
11.2 The Supplier shall permit, and shall cause its
Subcontractors to permit, the Exim Bank and/or persons
appointed by the Exim Bank to inspect the Supplier’s
offices and all accounts and records relating to the
performance of the Contract and the submission of the
bid, and to have such accounts and records audited by
auditors appointed by the Exim Bank if required by the
Exim Bank. The Supplier’s and its Subcontractors and
consultants’ attention is drawn to Clause 3 [Fraud and
Corruption], which provides, inter alia, that acts
intended to materially impede the exercise of the Exim
Bank’s inspection and audit rights provided for under
this Sub-Clause 11.1 constitute a prohibited practice
subject to contract termination (as well as to a
determination of ineligibility under the Procurement
Guidelines.
12.

Scope of Supply

12.1

The Goods to be supplied shall be as specified in the
Schedule of Requirements.
Subject to CC Sub-Clause 33.1, the Delivery of the Goods
shall be in accordance with the Delivery and Completion
Schedule specified in the Schedule of Requirements. Where
applicable the details of shipping and other documents to be
furnished by the Supplier are specified in the Contract Data.

13.

Delivery and
Documents

13.1

14.

Supplier’s
Responsibilities

14.1

The Supplier shall supply all the Goods included in the
Scope of Supply in accordance with CC Clause 12, and the
Delivery and Completion Schedule, as per CC Clause
13. and technical specifications specified under
Section V “Schedule of Requirements”.

15.

Contract Price

15.1

Prices charged by the Supplier for the Goods supplied
performed under the Contract shall not vary from the prices
quoted by the Supplier in its bid. The price clause under ITB
14.

16.

Terms of
Payment

16.1

The Contract Price shall be paid as specified in the
Contract Data.

16.2

The Supplier’s request for payment shall be made to the
Purchaser in writing, accompanied by invoices describing,
as appropriate, the Goods delivered and by the documents
submitted pursuant to CC Clause 13 and upon fulfilment of
all other obligations stipulated in the Contract.
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16.3

Payments shall be made promptly by the Purchaser, after
submission of an invoice or request for payment by the
Supplier, and after the Purchaser has accepted it.

16.4

The currencies in which payments shall be made to the
Supplier under this Contract shall be those in which the
bid price is expressed.

16.5 Every payment request shall be accompanied by a Payment
Authorisation in the format as prescribed in the LOC
Agreement between Government of the Sri Lanka and
Exim Bank.
16.6

The Purchaser may instruct its bank to issue an irrevocable
confirmed documentary credit made available to the
Supplier in India. The credit shall be for an amount equal
to the total contract value less the advance payment. In the
event that the amount payable is adjusted, the Purchaser
shall arrange for the documentary credit to be amended
accordingly.

16.7 The Eligible Goods shall be inspected before shipment on
behalf of the Purchaser and the documents to be furnished
by the Supplier to the Negotiating Bankviz. The Exim
Bank under the letter of credit arrangement herein and
shall include an inspection certificate.
16.8 All letters of credit shall be opened by the Issuing Bank in
favour of the Supplier within such period prior to the
relevant Terminal Disbursement Date as may be agreed by
Exim Bank after the relevant contract is approved by Exim
Bank. The letters of credit shall be advised and negotiated
through the Negotiating Bank i.e. Exim Bank. The letters
of credit shall be subject to the Uniform Customs and
Practice for Documentary Credits (2007 Revision)
published by the International Chamber of Commerce,
(Publication No.600), and shall be irrevocable. The letter
of credit shall provide for payment to be made to the
Supplier against presentation of documents as specified in
the letter of credit, an inspection certificate and Payment
Authorisation.
16.9 The Borrower shall on receiving:
(a) an invoice from the Supplier duly certified by the Purchaser
representing the amount for supplies made / by the Supplier
as per the milestone under an Eligible Contract in the
Borrower’s Country, or,
(b) a request from the Purchaser to release advance payment to
the Supplier,
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Send payment authorisation favouring the Supplier to Exim
Bank for the amount of the Eligible Value apportion able to
the relevant invoice/request.
16.10 Upon presentation of documents by the Supplier to the
Negotiating Bank, the Negotiating Bank shall pay to the
Supplier, an amount being not more than one hundred per
cent (100%) of contract value apportion able to the relative
milestone as reduced by the amount of advance payment
in equivalent amount, by credit to the account of the
Supplier with such bank as may be specified by it,
provided the documents presented are in order and are
compliant with the relevant letter of credit.
16.11 Bank charges, expenses, commission or stamp duty
payable outside the Borrower’s Country shall be to the
account of the Supplier and those payable in the
Borrower’s Country shall be to the account of the relevant
Purchaser.

17.

Taxes and Duties 17.1

The Supplier shall be entirely responsible for all taxes,
duties, license fees, etc., imposed outside the Purchaser’s
Country.

17.2 As per the Guidelines issued by the Government of India
vide letter No. 21/3/2015-IDEAS dated December 17,
2015, the goods supplied under this contract to be
funded under an LOC from Exim Bank shall be free
from all kinds of taxes and duties of any nature levied
in the borrower country and no tax is liable to be paid
from the LOC.
18.

Performance
Security

18.1

If required as specified in the Contract Data, the Supplier
shall, within twenty eight (28) days of the notification
of contract award, provide a performance security of Ten
percent (10%) of the Contract Price for the performance of
the Contract.

18.2

The proceeds of the Performance Security shall be payable to
the Purchaser as compensation for any loss resulting from
the Supplier’s failure to complete its obligations under
the Contract.

18.3

As specified in the Contract Data, the Performance Security
shall be in USD and shall be in the format stipulated by the
Purchaser in the Contract Data, or in another format
acceptable to the Purchaser.
The Performance Security shall be discharged by the
Purchaser and returned to the Supplier not later than twentyeight (28) days following the date of Completion of the
Supplier’s performance obligations under the Contract,
including any warranty obligations.

18.4
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19.

Copy right

19.1

The copyright in all drawings, documents, and other
materials containing data and information furnished to the
Purchaser by the Supplier herein shall remain vested in the
Supplier, or, if they are furnished to the Purchaser directly
or through the Supplier by any third party, including
suppliers of materials, the copyright in such materials shall
remain vested in such third party.

20.

Confidential
Information

20.1

The Purchaser and the Supplier shall keep confidential and
shall not, without the written consent of the other party
hereto, divulge to any third party any documents, data, or
other information furnished directly or indirectly by the
other party hereto in connection with the Contract, whether
such information has been furnished prior to, during or
following completion or termination of the Contract.
Notwithstanding the above, the Supplier may furnish to its
Subcontractor such documents, data, and other information it
receives from the Purchaser to the extent required for the
Subcontractor to perform its work under the Contract, in
which event the Supplier shall obtain from such
Subcontractor an undertaking of confidentiality similar to
that imposed on the Supplier under CC Clause 20.

20.2

The Purchaser shall not use such documents, data, and other
information received from the Supplier for any purposes
unrelated to the contract. Similarly, the Supplier shall not
use such documents, data, and other information received
from the Purchaser for any purpose other than the
performance of the Contract.

20.3 The obligation of a party under GCC Sub-Clauses 20.1
and 20.2 above, however, shall not apply to information
that:
(a)

The Purchaser or Supplier need to share with the
Exim Bank or other institutions participating in the
financing of the Contract;

(b)

Now or hereafter enters the public domain through
no fault of that party;

(c)

Can be proven to have been possessed by that
party at the time of disclosure and which was not
previously obtained, directly or indirectly, from
the other party; or

(d)

Otherwise lawfully becomes available to that
party from a third party that has no obligation of
confidentiality.
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21.Subcontracting

22.

Specifications
and Standards

20.4

The above provisions of CC Clause 20 shall not in any way
modify any undertaking of confidentiality given by either
of the parties hereto prior to the date of the Contract in
respect of the Supply or any part thereof.

20.5

The provisions of CC Clause 20 shall survive completion
or termination, for whatever reason, of the Contract.

21.1

The Supplier shall notify the Purchaser in writing of all
subcontracts awarded under the Contract if not already
specified in the bid. Such notification, in the original bid or
later shall not relieve the Supplier from any of its
obligations, duties, responsibilities, or liability under the
Contract.

21.2

Subcontracts shall comply with the provisions of CC
Clauses 3 and 7.

22.1

Technical Specifications and Drawings
(a)
The Goods supplied under this Contract shall
conform to the technical specifications and
standards mentioned in Section V, Schedule of
Requirements and, when no applicable standard is
mentioned, the standard shall be equivalent or
superior to the official standards whose application
is appropriate to the Goods’ country of origin.
(b)

The Supplier shall be entitled to disclaim
responsibility for any design, data, drawing,
specification or other document, or any
modification thereof provided or designed by or on
behalf of the Purchaser, by giving a notice of such
disclaimer to the Purchaser.

(c)

23.

Packing and
Documents

23.1

24.

Insurance

24.1

Wherever references are made in the Contract to
codes and standards in accordance with which it shall
be executed, the edition or the revised version of such
codes and standards shall be those specified in the
Schedule of Requirements. During Contract
execution, any changes in any such codes and
standards shall be applied only after approval by the
Purchaser and shall be treated in accordance with CC
Clause 33.
The Supplier shall pack the Goods as is required to prevent
their damage or deterioration during transit to their final
destination, as indicated in the Contract.
Unless otherwise specified in the Contract Data, the
Goods supplied under the Contract shall be fully insured
against loss or damage incidental to manufacture or
acquisition, transportation, storage, and delivery.
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25.

Transportation
and Incidental
Services

25.1

Unless otherwise specified in the Contract Data,
responsibility for arranging transportation of the Goods
shall be a responsibility of the supplier in accordance
with the specified Incoterms.

25.2 The Supplier may be required to provide any or all of the
following services, including additional services, if any,
specified in Contract date :

26.

Inspections and
Tests

(a)

performance or supervision of on-site assembly
and/or start-up of the supplied Goods;

(b)

furnishing of tools required for assembly and/or
maintenance of the supplied Goods;

(c)

furnishing of a detailed operations and maintenance
manual for each appropriate unit of the supplied
Goods;

(d)

performance or supervision or maintenance and/or
repair of the supplied Goods, for a period of time
agreed by the parties, provided that this service shall
not relieve the Supplier of any warranty obligations
under this Contract; and

(e)

training of the Purchaser’s personnel, at the
Supplier’s plant and/or on-site, in assembly, startup, operation, maintenance, and/or repair of the
supplied Goods.

25.3

Prices charged by the Supplier for incidental services,
if not included in the Contract Price for the Goods,
shall be agreed upon in advance by the parties and shall
not exceed the prevailing rates charged to other parties
by the Supplier for similar services.

26.1

The Supplier carry out all such tests and/or inspections of the
Goods as are specified in the Contract Data.

26.2

The inspections and tests may be conducted on the
premises of the Supplier or its Subcontractor, at point of
delivery, and/or at the Goods’ final destination, or in
another place as specified in the Contract Data. Subject to
CC Sub-Clause 26.3, if conducted on the premises of the
Supplier or its Subcontractor, all reasonable facilities and
assistance, including access to drawings and production
data, shall be furnished to the inspectors at no charge to the
Purchaser.

26.3

The Purchaser or its designated representative shall be
entitled to attend the tests and/or inspections referred to in
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CC Sub-Clause 26.2, provided that the Purchaser bear all of
its own costs and expenses incurred in connection with such
attendance including, but not limited to, all travelling and
board and lodging expenses.

27.

Liquidated
Damages

26.4

Whenever the Supplier is ready to carry out any such test and
inspection, it shall give a reasonable advance notice,
including the place and time, to the Purchaser. The
Supplier shall obtain from any relevant third party or
manufacturer any necessary permission or consent to
enable the Purchaser or its designated representative to
attend the test and/or inspection.

26.5

The Purchaser may require the Supplier to carry out any
test and/or inspection not required by the Contract but
deemed necessary to verify that the characteristics and
performance of the Goods comply with the technical
specifications codes and standards under the Contract,
provided that the Supplier’s reasonable costs and expenses
incurred in the carrying out of such test and/or inspection
shall be added to the Contract Price. Further, if such test
and/or inspection impedes the progress of manufacturing
and/or the Supplier’s performance of its other obligations
under the Contract, due allowance will be made in respect of
the Delivery Dates and Completion Dates and the other
obligations so affected.

26.6

The Supplier shall provide the Purchaser with a report of
the results of any such test and/or inspection.

26.7

The Purchaser may reject any Goods or any part thereof that
fail to pass any test and/or inspection or do not conform
to the specifications. The Supplier shall either rectify or
replace such rejected Goods or parts thereof or make
alterations necessary to meet the specifications at no cost to
the Purchaser, and shall repeat the test and/or inspection, at
no cost to the Purchaser, upon giving a notice pursuant to
CC Sub-Clause.

26.8

The Supplier agrees that neither the execution of a test
and/or inspection of the Goods or any part thereof, nor the
attendance by the Purchaser or its representative, nor the issue
of any report pursuant to CC Sub-Clause 26.6, shall release
the Supplier from any warranties or other obligations
under the Contract.

27.1

Except as provided under CC Clause 32, Liquidated
Damages are specified in the Contract Data. if the
Supplier fails to deliver any or all of the Goods the
Purchaser may terminate the Contract pursuant to CC
Clause 35.
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28.

29.

Warranty

Patent
Indemnity

28.1

The Supplier warrants that all the Goods are new, unused, and
of the most recent or current models, and that they
incorporate all recent improvements in design and
materials, unless provided otherwise in the Contract.

28.2

Subject to CC Sub-Clause 22.1(b), the Supplier further
warrants that the Goods shall be free from defects arising
from any act or omission of the Supplier or arising from
design, materials, and workmanship, under normal use in the
conditions prevailing in the country of final destination.

28.3

Unless otherwise specified in the Contract Data, the
warranty shall remain valid for twelve (12) months
After the Goods, or any portion thereof as the case may be,
have been delivered to and accepted at the final destination
indicated in the Contract Data.

28.4

The Purchaser shall give notice to the Supplier stating the
nature of any such defects together with all available
evidence thereof, promptly following the discovery thereof.
The Purchaser shall afford all reasonable opportunity for
the Supplier to inspect such defects.

28.5

Upon receipt of such notice, the Supplier shall, within the
period specified in the Contract Data, expeditiously repair
or replace the defective Goods or parts thereof, at no cost to
the Purchaser.

28.6

If having been notified, the Supplier fails to remedy the
defect within the period specified in the Contract Data,
the Purchaser may proceed to take within a reasonable
period such remedial action as may be necessary, at the
Supplier’s risk and expense and without prejudice to any
other rights which the Purchaser may have against the
Supplier under the Contract.

29.1

The Supplier shall, subject to the Purchaser’s compliance
with CC Sub-Clause 29.2, indemnify and hold harmless the
Purchaser and its employees and officers from and against
any and all suits, actions or administrative proceedings,
claims, demands, losses, damages, costs, and expenses of any
nature, including attorney’s fees and expenses, which the
Purchaser may suffer as a result of any infringement or
alleged infringement of any patent, utility model, registered
design, trademark, copyright, or other intellectual property
right registered or otherwise existing at the date of the
Contract by reason of :
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(a)

the installation of the Goods by the Supplier or the
use of the Goods in the country where the Site is
located; and

(b)

The sale in any country of the products produced
by the Goods.

Such indemnity shall not cover any use of the Goods or any
part thereof other than for the purpose indicated by or to be
reasonably inferred from the Contract, neither any
infringement resulting from the use of the Goods or any part
thereof, or any products produced thereby in
association or combination with any other equipment, plant,
or materials not supplied by the Supplier, pursuant to the
Contract.

30.

Limitation of
Liability

29.2

If any proceedings are brought or any claim is made against
the Purchaser arising out of the matters referred to in CC
Sub-Clause 29.1, the Purchaser shall promptly give the
Supplier a notice thereof, and the Supplier may at its own
expense and in the Purchaser’s name conduct such
proceedings or claim and any negotiations for the
settlement of any such proceedings or claim.

29.3

If the Supplier fails to notify the Purchaser within twentyeight (28) days after receipt of such notice that it intends to
conduct any such proceedings or claim, then the Purchaser
shall be free to conduct the same on its own behalf.

29.4

The Purchaser shall, at the Supplier’s request, afford all
available assistance to the Supplier in conducting such
proceedings or claim, and shall be reimbursed by the
Supplier for all reasonable expenses incurred in so doing.

29.5

The Purchaser shall indemnify and hold harmless the
Supplier and its employees, officers, and Subcontractors
from and against any and all suits, actions or administrative
proceedings, claims, demands, losses, damages, costs, and
expenses of any nature, including attorney’s fees and
expenses, which the Supplier may suffer as a result of any
infringement or alleged infringement of any patent, utility
model, registered design, trademark, copyright, or other
intellectual property right registered or otherwise existing
at the date of the Contract arising out of or in connection
with any design, data, drawing, specification, or other
documents or materials provided or designed by or on
behalf of the Purchaser.

30.1

Except in cases of criminal negligence or wilful
misconduct,
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(a) the Supplier shall not be liable to the Purchaser,
whether in contract, tort, or otherwise, for any indirect
or consequential loss or damage, loss of use, loss of
production, or loss of profits or interest costs,
provided that this exclusion shall not apply to any
obligation of the Supplier to pay liquidated damages
to the Purchaser; and

(b) the aggregate liability of the Supplier to the Purchaser,
whether under the Contract, in tort or otherwise, shall not
exceed the total Contract Price, provided that this
limitation shall not apply to the cost of repairing or
replacing defective equipment, or to any obligation of
the supplier to indemnify the purchaser with respect to
patent infringement.
31.

Change in Laws
and Regulations

31.1

Unless otherwise specified in the Contract, if after the date
of 28 days prior to date of Bid submission, any law,
regulation, ordinance, order or bylaw having the force of
law is enacted, promulgated, abrogated, or changed in Sri
Lanka that subsequently affects the Delivery Date and/or the
Contract Price, then such Delivery Date and/or Contract Price
shall be correspondingly increased or decreased, to the extent
that the Supplier has thereby been affected in the performance
of any of its obligations under the Contract.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, such additional or reduced
cost shall not be separately paid or credited if the same has
already been accounted for in the price adjustment
provisions where applicable, in accordance with CC Clause
15.

32.

Force Majeure

32.1

The Supplier shall not be liable for forfeiture of its
Performance Security, liquidated damages, or termination
for default if and to the extent that it's delay in performance
or other failure to perform its obligations under the
Contract is the result of an event of Force Majeure.

32.2

For purposes of this Clause, “Force Majeure” means an
event or situation beyond the control of the Supplier that is
not foreseeable, is unavoidable, and its origin is not due to
negligence or lack of care on the part of the Supplier. Such
events may include, but not be limited to, acts of the
Purchaser in its sovereign capacity, wars or revolutions,
fires, floods, epidemics, quarantine restrictions, and freight
embargoes.

32.3

If a Force Majeure situation arises, the Supplier shall
promptly notify the Purchaser in writing of such condition
and the cause thereof. Unless otherwise directed by the
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Purchaser in writing, the Supplier shall continue to perform
its obligations under the Contract as far as is reasonably
practical, and shall seek all reasonable alternative means for
performance not prevented by the Force Majeure event.

33.

Change Orders
and Contract
Amendments

33.1

The Purchaser may at any time order the Supplier through
notice in accordance CC Clause 8, to make changes within the
general scope of the Contract in any one or more of the
following:
(a)

34.

Extensions of
Time

drawings, designs, or specifications, where Goods
to be furnished under the Contract are to be
specifically manufactured for the Purchaser;

(b)

the method of shipment or packing;

(c)

the place of delivery;

33.2

If any such change causes an increase or decrease in the cost
of, or the time required for, the Supplier’s performance of
any provisions under the Contract, an equitable
adjustment shall be made in the Contract Price or in the
Delivery/Completion Schedule, or both, and the Contract
shall accordingly be amended. Any claims by the Supplier
for adjustment under this Clause must be asserted within
twenty-eight (28) days from the date of the Supplier’s
receipt of the Purchaser’s change order.

33.3

Prices to be charged by the Supplier for that might be
needed but which were not included in the Contract shall be
agreed upon in advance by the parties and shall not exceed
the prevailing rates charged to other parties by the Supplier
for similar services.

33.4

Subject to the above, no variation in or modification of the
terms of the Contract shall be made except by written
amendment signed by the parties.

34.1

If at any time during performance of the Contract, the
Supplier or its subcontractors should encounter conditions
impeding timely delivery of the Goods pursuant to CC
Clause 13, the Supplier shall promptly notify the Purchaser
in writing of the delay, its likely duration, and its cause. As
soon as practicable after receipt of the Supplier’s notice, the
Purchaser shall evaluate the situation and may at its
discretion extend the Supplier’s time for performance, in
which case the extension shall be ratified by the parties by
amendment of the Contract.
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35.

Termination

34.2

Except in case of Force Majeure, as provided under CC
Clause 32, a delay by the Supplier in the performance of its
Delivery and Completion obligations shall render the
Supplier liable to the imposition of liquidated damages
pursuant to CC Clause 27, unless an extension of time is
agreed upon, pursuant to CC Sub-Clause 34.1.

35.1

Termination for Default
(a)

The Purchaser, without prejudice to any other
remedy for breach of Contract, by written notice
of default sent to the Supplier, may terminate the
Contract in whole or in part:
(i)

if the Supplier fails to deliver any or all
of the Goods within the period specified
in the Contract, or within any extension
thereof granted by the Purchaser pursuant to
CC Clause 34;

(ii)

if the Supplier fails to perform any other
obligation under the Contract; or

(iii)

(a)

35.2

If the Supplier, in the judgment of the
Purchaser has engaged in fraud and
corruption, as defined in CC Clause 3, in
competing for or in executing the
Contract.
In the event the Purchaser terminates the Contract in
whole or in part, pursuant to CC Clause 35.1(a), the
Purchaser may procure, upon such terms and in such
manner as it deems appropriate, Goods or Related
Services similar to those undelivered or not
performed, and the Supplier shall be liable to the
Purchaser for any additional costs for such similar
Goods or Related Services. However, the Supplier
shall continue performance of the Contract to the
extent not terminated.

Termination for Insolvency.
(a)

The Purchaser may at any time terminate the
Contract by giving notice to the Supplier if the
Supplier becomes bankrupt or otherwise
insolvent. In such event, termination will be
without compensation to the Supplier, provided
that such termination will not prejudice or affect
any right of action or remedy that has accrued or
will accrue thereafter to the Purchaser.
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35.3

36.

Assignment

36.1

Termination for Convenience.
(a)

The Purchaser, by notice sent to the Supplier, may
terminate the Contract, in whole or in part, at any
time for its convenience. The notice of termination
shall specify that termination is for the Purchaser’s
convenience, the extent to which performance of the
Supplier under the Contract is terminated, and the
date upon which such termination becomes effective.

(b)

The Goods that are complete and ready for shipment
within twenty-eight (28) days after the Supplier’s
receipt of notice of termination shall be accepted
by the Purchaser at the Contract terms and prices.
For the remaining Goods, the Purchaser may elect:
(i)

to have any portion completed and
delivered at the Contract terms and prices;
and/or

(ii)

To cancel the remainder and pay to the
Supplier an agreed amount for partially
completed Goods and Related Services
and for materials and parts previously
procured by the Supplier.

Neither the Purchaser nor the Supplier shall assign, in
whole or in p art, their obligations under this Contract,
except with prior written consent of the other party.
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Section VII. Contract Data
The following Contract Data shall supplement and / or amend the Conditions of Contract (CC).
Whenever there is a conflict, the provisions herein shall prevail over those in the CC.
CC 1.1(h)

The Purchaser is: Secretary, Ministry of Energy, 80, Sir Earnest De Silva
Mawatha, Colombo 07, Sri Lanka.
Title and Risk
Title and risk/property of the products supplied under the terms of this contract
shall pass on to the Buyer at the discharge port when product passes the Seller’s
vessel’s permanent hose/discharging arm connection.

CC 1.1

MODE OF LOADING/PORT OF LOADING
UNDER THIS SHIPMENT, THE PRODUCT SHALL BE LOADED ON TO THE
NOMINATED VESSEL ONLY FROM SHORE TANKS AND THE SHIP TO
SHIP TRANSFER OF PRODUCTS & ON BOARD BLENDING OF PRODUCTS ARE STRICTLY PROHIBITED.
IF THE PRODUCTS ARE PURCHASED FROM A THIRD PARTY, THE FULL
DETAILS OF THE THIRD PARTY INCLUDING THE ORIGINAL SOURCE OF
PURCHASE SHALL BE CLEARLY INDICATED.
UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES THE PRODUCT SHALL BE LOADED TO THE
SLOP TANKS OF THE VESSEL. THE PRODUCT LOADING PLAN SHALL BE
PROVIDED TO CEYPETCO INDICATING ALL NOMINATED TANKS.

CC 1.1 ( i)

Final Destination(s) is:- Dolphin Tanker Berth, Colombo and / or SPM
Muthurajawela, Colombo

CC 4.2 (b)

The version edition of Incoterms shall be 2010

CC 7.1

All goods supplied under this contract shall have their origin in India and shall
comply with applicable standards specified by CEYPETCO.
BIDDER SHALL ENSURE THAT THE PRODUCT OFFERED ARE IN
CONFORMITY WITH THE RELEVANT SPECIFICATIONS GIVEN IN;
1. ANNEX - ‘A’ FOR GAS OIL 500 PPM MAX. SULPHUR. BIDDER SHALL
STATE THE COMPLIANCE TO THE SPECIFICATIONS IN ANNEX ‘A-1’ FOR GAS OIL 500 PPM MAX. SULPHUR & SUBMIT ALONG
WITH THE BID.
2. ANNEX – ‘B’ FOR GAS OIL 10PPM MAX. SULPHUR. BIDDER SHALL
STATE THE COMPLIANCE TO THE SPECIFICATIONS IN ANNEX ‘B-1’ FOR GAS OIL 10PPM & SUBMIT ALONG WITH THE BID.
3. ANNEX - ‘C’ FOR GASOLINE (92 UNL). BIDDER SHALL STATE THE
COMPLIANCE TO THE SPECIFICATIONS IN ANNEX - ‘C-1’ FOR
GASOLINE (92 UNL) & SUBMIT ALONG WITH THE BID
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CC 8.1

For notices, the Purchaser’s address shall be:
Attention

:

Chairman

Address

:

Ceylon Petroleum Corporation, 609, Dr.
Danister De Silva Mawatha, Colombo 09, Sri
Lanka

Telephone

:

011-5455105

Facsimile number

:

011-5455421

Electronic mail address :
CC 10.2

chairmancpc@ceypetco.gov.lk

Any claim whatsoever arising between the parties to this agreement, under the
terms of this agreement shall be lodged in writing within sixty (60) days of
receipt of product by CEYPETCO or in the case the cargo is not delivered to
CEYPETCO within sixty (60) days of the last date of delivery laycan as notified
by CEYPETCO. Otherwise any such claim shall be deemed to have been
waived.

The rules of procedure for arbitration proceedings pursuant to GCC
Clause 10.2 shall be as follows:
GCC 10.2 (a)—All disputes arising in connection with the present
Contract shall be finally settled under the Rules of Conciliation and
Arbitration of the International Chamber of Commerce or the United
Nations Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL), by
one or more arbitrators appointed in accordance with said Rules.
The venue of Arbitration shall be Singapore.
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CC 13.1

Details of Shipping and other Documents to be furnished by the Supplier are:
I.
II.
III.
IV.

V.

VI.

VII.
VIII.

IX.

X.

XI.
XII.

Country of Manufacture
Port of Shipment
Bank of Beneficiary
Manually signed original commercial invoice based on the B/L
quantity in US Barrels @ 60 0F (in air).
Full set of 3/3 original ‘Clean on Board’ Bill of Lading and notify
‘Ceylon Petroleum Corporation’ and showing freight payable as per
charter party. Each original B/L to be manually signed by the master
of the vessel or owners or signed on behalf of the master as agents.
Certificate of Quality ex shore tanks at load port issued or endorsed
by the independent inspector, confirming that the products shipped
conform to the contractual specifications.
Certificate of Quantity ex shore tanks at load port issued or endorsed
by the independent inspector.
Certificate of origin issued by Seller or terminal or any authority or
local body or Chamber of Commerce such certificate shall not be
issued by countries which comes under sanction imposed by United
States / United Nations/ European Union.
Tank Cleanliness & Dry Certificate issued by the independent
inspector, confirming that the ship’s tanks are clean and dry prior to
loading.
Certificate of quality at discharge port, Colombo issued or endorsed
by the independent inspector based on the report of tests conducted
by Ceylon petroleum storage terminals limited, confirming that the
products shipped conform to the contractual specifications.
Certificate of ship arrival quantity and out-turn quantity at discharge
port, Colombo issued or endorsed by the independent inspector.
Disbursement of payment to the supplier for each and every
shipment shall be accompanied by a payment authorization issued
by the authorize signatory of Director General of Department of
External Resources (ERD) General Treasury of Sri Lanka as
prescribed in the LOC agreement between government of Sri Lanka
and Exim Bank.

Delivery of Products at Colombo
The two day delivery laycan shall be commenced from 0001 hrs. of the first day of the
delivery laycan up to the 2400 hrs. of the second day of the delivery laycan.
The successful supplier/ bidder shall discharge the full cargo as given in annex - ‘b’ either
dual berth at both dolphin tanker berth, Colombo and SPM Muthurajawela, Colombo or
single berth at Dolphin Tanker Berth, Colombo or SPM Muthurajawela, Colombo.
CEYPETCO shall notify the successful supplier/ bidder about the preferred discharging
option of cargo i.e. either dual berth discharge at both Dolphin Tanker Berth, Colombo
and SPM Muthurajawela, Colombo or single berth discharge at Dolphin Tanker Berth,
Colombo or SPM Muthurajawela, Colombo upon arrival of the vessel at Colombo.
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a) Delivery of products for single berth at Dolphin Tanker Berth, Colombo
I)

For each shipment, a two day delivery laycan at Dolphin Tanker Berth,
Colombo will be notified by the Buyer to the Seller, thirty (30) days before
the first day of the delivery laycan. It is imperative that each shipment is
delivered in Colombo during the delivery laycan notified by the Buyer in one
tanker in one lot. However, under special circumstances the Seller shall take
every endeavor to deliver a cargo even notice of less than thirty (30) days
prior to the first day of the two day delivery laycan. The Seller to mutually
discuss and agree with the delivery dates if notice is less than thirty (30) days.

II)

Delivery of products should be made on DAP Colombo basis (incoterms
2010) in total average cargo size of 300,000 Bbls at the two day delivery
laycan indicated by the Buyer to the Seller, thirty (30) days ahead of the date
of delivery or the first day of the delivery laycan.

b) Delivery of products for single berth at SPM Muthurajawela, Colombo
I)

For each shipment, a two day delivery laycan at SPM Muthurajawela,
Colombo will be notified by the Buyer to the Seller, thirty (30) days before
the first day of the delivery laycan. It is imperative that each shipment is
delivered in Colombo during the delivery laycan notified by the Buyer in one
tanker in one lot. However, under special circumstances the Seller shall take
every endeavor to deliver a cargo even notice of less than thirty (30) days
prior to the first day of the two day delivery laycan. The seller to mutually
discuss and agree with the delivery dates if notice is less than thirty (30) days.

II)

Delivery of products should be made on DAP Colombo basis (incoterms
2010) in total average cargo size of 300,000 Bbls at the two day delivery
laycan indicated by Buyer to the Seller, thirty (30) days before the first day
of the said delivery laycan.

III)

The Buyer reserves the right to order even two cargoes per month. If two
cargoes are requested in a particular month, notice shall be given forty (40)
days prior to the first day of the two day delivery laycan of the second cargo
enabling the Seller to arrange the cargo and the vessel for delivery at
Colombo.
C. Delivery of products for dual berth discharge at SPM Muthurajawela,
Colombo and Dolphin Tanker Berth, Colombo

I.

For each shipment, a two day delivery laycan for dual berth discharge at SPM
Muthurajawela and Dolphin Tanker Berth, Colombo will be notified by the
Buyer to the Seller, thirty (30) days before the first day of the delivery laycan. It
is imperative that each shipment is delivered in Colombo during the delivery
laycan notified by the Buyer in one tanker in one lot. However, under special
circumstances the Seller shall take every endeavor to deliver a cargo even notice
of less than thirty (30) days prior to the first day of the two day delivery laycan.
The seller to mutually discuss and agree with the delivery dates if notice is less
than thirty (30) days
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II.

Delivery of products should be made on DAP Colombo basis (incoterms 2010)
in total average cargo size of 300,000 Bbls s at the two day delivery laycan
indicated by the Buyer to the Seller, thirty (30) days before the first day of the
delivery laycan.

III.

The Buyer reserves the right to order even two cargoes per month. If two cargoes
are requested in a particular month, notice shall be given forty (40) days prior to
the first day of the two day delivery laycan of the second cargo enabling the Seller
to arrange the cargo and the vessel for delivery at Colombo.

IV.

It is imperative that the cargo is delivered for dual berth discharge at
dolphin tanker berth and SPM Muthurajawela, Colombo in one lot
during the two day contractual laycan and under no circumstances the
cargo will be accepted in two separate tankers.

Laytime For Discharge At Colombo
a) Laytime for discharge at Dolphin Tanker Berth, Colombo
Laytime for the discharge of total average cargo quantity of single cargo of
300,000 Bbls in full at Dolphin Tanker Berth, Colombo shall be 96 hrs, and the
commencement of laytime shall be determined in the following manner;
I)

Notice of Readiness (NOR) should be tendered between 0700 and
1700 hrs during delivery laycan agreed upon. If NOR is tendered
after 1700 hrs, for all purposes it will be considered that NOR has
been tendered at 0700 hrs on the following day and laytime shall
commence six (6) hrs. Thereafter or at the time of mooring,
whichever is earlier.

II)

If NOR is tendered before the commencement of the delivery
laycan agreed upon, it will be considered that NOR has been
tendered at 0700 hrs on the first day of the laycan. Laytime shall in
such case commence six (6) hrs. thereafter or at the time of
mooring, whichever is earlier.

III)

If the vessel is moored prior to the delivery laycan agreed upon, at
the request of the Seller the laytime shall commence at 0700 hrs on
the first day of the laycan.

IV)

If NOR is tendered after 1700 hrs of the second day of the delivery
laycan agreed upon, for all purposes it will be considered that NOR
has been tendered at 0700 hrs. On the following day and laytime
shall commence six (6) hrs. thereafter or at the time of mooring,
whichever is earlier.

V)

If NOR is tendered after the second day of the delivery laycan
agreed upon, laytime shall commence at the time of berthing
subject to the condition that the laytime shall ceased to count if the
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vessel shall be un-berthed to allow berthing of other vessels arriving
on agreed delivery laycan or berthing of other vessels on product
availability basis of the country. Under these circumstances, the
actual time utilised by the vessel at the berth shall only be
considered as used laytime.
b) Laytime for discharge at SPM Muthurajawela, Colombo
Laytime for the discharge of total average cargo quantity of single cargo of
300,000 Bbls in full at SPM Muthurajawela, Colombo shall be 96 hrs. and the
commencement of laytime shall be determined in the following manner.
I.

NOR should be tendered between 0600 and 1500 hrs during delivery
laycan agreed upon. If NOR is tendered after 1500 hrs, for all purposes
it will be considered that NOR has been tendered at 0600 hrs on the
following day and laytime shall commence six (6) hrs. thereafter or at
the time of mooring, whichever is earlier.

II.

If NOR is tendered before the commencement of the delivery laycan
agreed upon, it will be considered that NOR has been tendered at 0600
hrs on the first day of the laycan. Laytime shall in such case commence
six (6) hrs. thereafter or at the time of mooring, whichever is earlier.

III.

If the vessel is moored prior to the delivery laycan agreed upon, at the
request of the Seller the laytime shall commence at 0600 hrs on the first
day of the laycan.

IV.

If NOR is tendered after 1500 hrs of the second day of the delivery
laycan agreed upon, for all purposes it will be considered that NOR has
been tendered at 0600 hrs. on the following day and laytime shall
commence six (6) hrs. Thereafter or at the time of mooring, whichever
is earlier.

V.

If NOR is tendered after the second day of the delivery laycan agreed
upon, laytime shall commence at the time of berthing subject to the
condition that the laytime shall ceased to count if the vessel shall be unberthed to allow berthing of other vessels arriving on agreed delivery
laycan or berthing of other vessels on product availability basis of the
country. Under these circumstances, the actual time utilised by the
vessel at the berth shall only be considered as used laytime.

VI.

Berthing of tankers at SPM Muhturajawela, Colombo is governed by
the builders (SBM-IMODCO) recommendations especially with
regard to the safety limits of weather/sea conditions. Any delay in
mooring due to weather and/or sea conditions to be counted as half
laytime (CONOCO weather clause).

c) Laytime for dual berth discharge at Dolphin Tanker Berth, Colombo and
SPM Muthurajawela, Colombo
Laytime for the dual berth discharge of total average cargo quantity of single
cargo of 300,000 Bbls products at Dolphin Tanker Berth, Colombo or SPM
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Muthurajawela, Colombo shall be 96 hrs. and the commencement of laytime
shall be determined in the following manner.
I.

If the first berth is Dolphin Tanker Berth, Colombo laytime
starts as per clause a. I) given above and if the first berth is SPM
Muthurajawela, Colombo laytime starts as per clause b. I)
given above.

II.

Sailing time either from SPM Muthurajawela to Dolphin
Tanker Berth, Colombo or vice versa shall not be counted as
used laytime.

III.

Berthing of tankers at SPM Muhturajawela, Colombo is
governed by the builders (SBM-IMODCO) recommendations
especially with regard to the safety limits of weather/sea
conditions. Any delay in mooring due to weather and/or sea
conditions to be counted as half laytime (CONOCO weather
clause).

Notice of Arrival at Colombo

CC 16.1

Master of vessel should advise estimated time of arrival (ETA) at Colombo 3/2/1
days and 12 hrs. in advance to the Commercial Manager, CEYPETCO tel no.
+94-11-5664649
fax
nos.
+94-11-5455406/5455400
e-mail:
cm@ceypetco.gov.lk, The Manager (Shipping), CEYPETCO tel no. +94-115455300 fax no. +94-11-5455407 e-mail: shipping@ceypetco.gov.lk, The Actg.
Manager (Operations), CEYPETCO fax no. +94-11-5455432 e-mail:
menakaj@ceypetco.gov.lk, The Manager (Operations) at Oil Facilities Office,
CPSTL, Colombo tel no. +94-11-2422388 / fax +94-11-2434273, The Manager
(Bulk movements and bulk products), CPSTL, Colombo tel/fax no. +94-112572324 and the Manager (Operations), Muthurajawela tel no. +94-11-5769519
fax no. +94-11-5353352 via vessel agent at Colombo.
The method and conditions of payment to be made to the supplier under
this Contract shall be as follows
1. DAP Colombo price for Gas Oil 500 PPM Max. Sulphur shall be
calculated as follows:
Price for each and every shipment for Gas Oil 500 ppm Max. Sulphur in
USD per on DAP Colombo basis (Incorterms 2010) shall be determined
based on the average of the MIDS of FOB Singapore price of Gas Oil
500ppm published in Platts market scan under the heading “Platts
Singapore Middle Distillates Assessments”, on the first day of the two
day delivery laycan, two days immediately before and two days
immediately after the first day of the two day delivery laycan (if there
is no publication on the first day of the two day delivery laycan then two
days immediately before and two days immediately after the first day of
the two day delivery laycan are to be taken into account) plus a fixed
premium /discount for the in United State Dollar ………… (USD
……….) per barrel
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2. DAP Colombo price for Gas Oil 10 PPM shall be calculated as follows:
Price for each and every shipment for Gas Oil 10 PPM Max. Sulphur in
USD per on DAP Colombo basis (Incorterms 2010) shall be determined
based on the average of the MIDS of FOB Singapore price of Gas Oil
10ppm published in Platts market scan under the heading “Platts
Singapore Middle Distillates Assessments”, on the first day of the two
day delivery laycan, two days immediately before and two days
immediately after the first day of the two day delivery laycan (if there
is no publication on the first day of the two day delivery laycan then two
days immediately before and two days immediately after the first day of
the two day delivery laycan are to be taken into account) plus a fixed
premium /discount for the in United State Dollar ………… (USD
……….) per barrel
3. DAP Colombo price for Gasoline (92 Unl) shall be calculated as follows:
Price offered for Gasoline (92 Unl) in USD per barrel on DAP Colombo
basis (Incoterms 2010) shall be the average of the MIDS of FOB Singapore
price of Gasoline (92 Unl) published in platts market scan under the
heading “Platts Singapore Light Distillates Assessments”, on the first
day of the two day delivery laycan, two days immediately before and
two days immediately after the first day of the two day delivery laycan
(if there is no publication on the first day of the two day delivery laycan
then two days immediately before and two days immediately after the
first day of the two day delivery laycan are to be taken into account)
plus a fixed premium/discount in United State Dollar ………… (USD
……….) per barrel
4. Every payment request shall be accompanied by a Payment Authorisation
issued by the authorised signatory of the Director General of Department of
External Recourses (ERD) General Treasury of Sri Lanka in the format as
prescribed in the LOC Agreement between Government of the Sri Lanka
and Exim Bank.
5. Premium for each product shall be fixed throughout the five (05) months
contract period.
6. If the payment due date falls on a Saturday or non-Monday bank holiday in
New York, USA, payment shall be effected on the last preceding banking
day in New York, USA. If the payment due date falls on a Sunday or
Monday bank holiday in New York, USA, payment shall be effected on the
first following banking day in New York, USA.
7. Final unit price for each product shall be expressed to three decimal places
by rounding up the third decimal place if the fourth decimal place is five
(5) or greater.

8. Buyer shall request the following original documents for the payment.
8.1 Manually signed original commercial invoice based on the B/L quantity
in US Barrels @ 60 0F (in air).
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8.2 Full set of 3/3 original ‘Clean on Board’ Bill of Lading issued and notify
‘Ceylon Petroleum Corporation’ and showing freight payable as per
charter party. Each original B/L to be manually signed by the master of
the vessel or owners or signed on behalf of the master as agents.
8.3 Certificate of Quality ex shore tanks at load port issued or endorsed by the
independent inspector, confirming that the products shipped conform to
the contractual specifications.
8.4 Certificate of Quantity ex shore tanks at load port issued or endorsed by
the independent inspector.
8.5 Certificate of origin issued by Seller or terminal or any authority or local
body or Chamber of Commerce such certificate shall not be issued by
countries which comes under sanction imposed by United States / United
Nations/ European Union.
8.6 Tank Cleanliness & Dry Certificate issued by the independent inspector,
confirming that the ship’s tanks are clean and dry prior to loading.
8.7 Certificate of quality at discharge port, Colombo issued or endorsed by
the independent inspector based on the report of tests conducted by
Ceylon petroleum storage terminals limited, confirming that the products
shipped conform to the contractual specifications.
8.8 Certificate of ship arrival quantity and out-turn quantity at discharge port,
Colombo issued or endorsed by the independent inspector.

8.9 Disbursement of payment to the supplier for each and every shipment
shall be accompanied by a payment authorization issued by the
authorize signatory of Director General of Department of External
Resources (ERD) General Treasury of Sri Lanka as prescribed in the
LOC agreement between government of Sri Lanka and Exim Bank.
CC 18.1

Performance Security Guarantee
1. The successful supplier/bidder including recognized government owned
institutions / subsidiaries and oil majors, on being notified by the
CEYPETCO of the acceptance of his offer, shall furnish at his own expense
a performance security guarantee, within fourteen (14) days of such
notification, issued/confirmed by a licensed commercial bank in Sri Lanka
in favor of Ceylon Petroleum Corporation and payable to the Ceylon
Petroleum Corporation on demand to the value of in United States Dollars
one million (USD 1,000,000/=).
2. The Performance Security Guarantee should be valid for ninety (90) days
beyond the scheduled contract completion date.
3. The successful supplier/bidder should strictly adhere to the format of
Performance Security Guarantee which is annexed hereto in Section
VIII.
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4. The successful supplier/bidder should ensure and clearly indicate in its
offer that they provide a performance security guarantee upon the
award. Failure to comply with this requirement shall be considered as
a major deviation resulting to award being cancelled while the bid
security guarantee being forfeited.
5. If the successful supplier / bidder, fails to furnish the performance security
guarantee as aforesaid, its name compelled to be placed in the list of
defaulting contractors. CEYPETCO shall therefore, reserve the right, in its
absolute discretion to make suitable arrangements required for the
performance of such tender.
6. The successful supplier / bidder, in the event of his failure to furnish the
performance security as required under this tender document, shall be liable
for any losses, costs, expenses and damages, which CEYPETCO may
sustain in consequence of such failure and the bid security guarantee, shall
be forfeited.
7. The letter of credit for the first shipment will be opened only after the
receipt of performance security guarantee. The performance security
guarantee shall be in favour of Ceylon Petroleum Corporation.
CC 22

Please refer 3. Technical Specifications under Section V. “Schedule of
Requirements”

CC 26

Please refer 4. Inspection and Tests under Section V. “Schedule of
Requirements”
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CC 27.1

1. Claims, Disputes And Recovery Of Damages Or Losses For
CEYPETCO By Late Delivery And Delivery Of Lesser Quantity
Than Agreed
1.1. Any claim whatsoever arising between the parties to this agreement,
under the terms of this agreement shall be lodged in writing within
sixty (60) days of receipt of product by the Buyer or in the case of
the cargo is not delivered to the Buyer within sixty (60) days of the
last date of the two day delivery laycan as notified by the Buyer.
Otherwise any such claim shall be deemed to have been waived.
1.2. Every endeavour shall be made to settle any difference or dispute
arising from any transaction between the Buyer and the Seller arising
from any transaction by mutual negotiations, failing which such
differences or disputes shall be settled by arbitration.
1.3. The Venue of arbitration shall be Singapore.
1.4. The Arbitration shall Follow United Nations Commission on
International Trade Law (UNCITRAl) Procedures.
1.5. The language of arbitration shall be English. The arbitration tribunal
shall consist of three arbitrators, one to be appointed by the Seller,
one by the Buyer and the two arbitrators thus appointed shall choose
the third arbitrator.
1.6. This tender shall be governed by and construed in accordance with
the Laws of Sri Lanka excluding any conflict of laws and rules.
1.7. Arbitration shall be a condition precedent to the institution of any
legal action by either party against the other.
1.8. The successful supplier / bidder is fully responsible to deliver the
cargo within the agreed upon delivery date /laycan. Failure to
comply with the agreed upon delivery date /laycan will make the
successful supplier / bidder liable for liquidated damages of zero
point two five percent (0.25%) of the dap value per day pro-rata for
each day of delay after 2400 hrs of the last day of the two day
delivery laycan until vessel tender nor at discharge port at Colombo.
If the delay exceeds six (6) days after the last date of the agreed
delivery laycan without obtaining prior approval, CEYPETCO will
reserve the right to terminate the contract.
1.9. The successful supplier / bidder is fully responsible to deliver the
agreed quantity of cargo under each shipment. In the event of failure
to deliver the agreed quantity below minus five percent (-5%)
(contractual per shipment quantity vs. B/L quantity) as per in the
successful supplier / bidder will be held liable for the payment of
damages or losses to CEYPETCO at the rate of USD 10,000 per each
1,000 MT of short loaded quantity of the product or part thereof on
pro-rata basis.
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1.10. If the successful supplier / bidder fails to deliver any full shipment
unless agreed for an alternative, CEYPETCO will reserve the right
to encash the performance security guarantee.
2. Demurrage
2.1. All claims for demurrage shall be accompanied by the respective charter
party or a certified copy of the signed fixture note / fixture recap. The
Buyer shall not be bound by the terms and conditions of the charter party
or a certified copy of the signed fixture note / fixture recap except to the
extent such terms and conditions have been communicated to the Buyer
and expressly agreed to by the Buyer in writing.
2.2. In case of vessel arriving outside laycan agreed upon, laytime to start
counting from the time of berthing.

2.3. If the total laytime to complete the entire cargo discharge exceeds the
laytime allowed, Buyer will be liable to pay the demurrage to the Seller.
2.4. However, in the event the seller’s vessel arrives late and is berthed
on arrival which affects berthing of vessel or vessels which are
arriving on schedule, then the Seller’s vessel will be un-berthed
(waiting time shall not be counted as used laytime) to accommodate
the vessel or vessels arriving on schedule or continue to discharge
the cargo of the Seller’s vessel provided that the Seller shall agree
to bear the demurrages on the subsequent three vessels that arrive
on schedule and gets delayed due to the presence of Seller’s vessel
on berth. Liability for demurrages on subsequent vessels mentioned
herein are in addition to the recovery of damages or losses for
CEYPETCO charged under CC 27.1 (Liquidated Damages).
Moreover the Buyer reserves the right to berth the vessel only on pier
availability basis and based on the requirement for the products in the
country. Furthermore Buyer shall not be responsible for any demurrages
incurred by the Seller’s vessel arriving outside the contractual laycan. The
Buyer shall take every endeavour to minimize the overall commercial loss
to all parties.
In the event the Seller does not agree to bear the subsequent demurrages
(if incurred) and in the event if the subject vessel could not complete the
discharging before the arrival of subsequent vessel/s, the Buyer reserves
the right to remove the subject vessel from the berth in order to
accommodate the subsequent vessel/s of other suppliers. In such a case,
the subject vessel will be rebirthed only after the completion of the
discharging of the subsequent vessel/s and/or on the pier availability
basis.
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In any circumstances, the Buyer requires to unload the product on board
the vessel as per the product requirement to ensure the energy security of
the country, the Buyer compels to discharge the minimum requirement of
the cargo on board the subject vessel and all cost involvements in this
event such as demurrages of the subsequent three vessels, commercial
losses (if any) shall be borne by the Seller.
In order to mitigate adverse impact on vessels arriving later than the
stipulated contractual delivery laycan, the Seller shall provide a mooring
tug at his own cost with the approval of the Buyer while providing a 24
hrs. advance notice to the Buyer for planning purpose. However, the
berthing at SPM Muthurajawela will be facilitated giving priority for the
subsequent vessels arriving on schedule.
2.5. Demurrage rate of the nominated vessel shall be declared by the Seller at
the time of vessel nomination for each cargo.
2.6. After acceptance of the nominated vessel by the Buyer, a certified copy
of the applicable charter party or a certified copy of the signed fixture note
/ fixture recap including the rate of demurrage shall be submitted by the
Seller. Buyer prefers to have a certified copy of the singed Charter party.
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CC 28
1.

Recovery of damages or losses for CEYPETCO due to unacceptable
quality

1.1. If the quality of any or all of the product/(s) at the discharge port does
(do) not meet/comply with the contractual specifications specified under
Annex A or /and Annex B with respect to any of the parameters indicated
therein, the Buyer reserves the right to reject the full consignment on
board the vessel or part of the consignment as the case may be.
In such a case the Seller is obliged to provide a replacement cargo at the
request of the Buyer without any additional cost to the Buyer within the
time specified by Buyer subject to payment of zero point one percent
(0.1%) of the DAP “value of the rejected cargo” per day pro-rata basis by
the Seller to the Buyer for the period commencing from the date of
rejection of the cargo until the replacement cargo is delivered at Colombo
(i.e. up to the Notice of Readiness (NOR) tendered time) during the new
laycan subject to the maximum of twenty (20) days. Value of the rejected
cargo shall be determined, based on the B/L quantity, the agreed delivery
laycan of the rejected cargo and as per the pricing clause of this
Agreement. Determination of the new laycan will be at the discretion of
the Buyer. However, the Buyer shall not unreasonably delay the
allocation of an alternative delivery laycan.
The consent for the supply of replacement cargo shall be communicated
in writing by the Seller to the Buyer within forty eight (48) hours of such
request by the Buyer.
1.2. In the event of rejection of the final cargo resulting in the delay of
replacement cargo under this contract, the Seller shall be bound to extend
the validity of the Performance Security Guarantee up to the date
determined by the Buyer as required.
1.3. The pricing of the replacement cargo should be determined as per the first
day of the two day delivery laycan of the replacement cargo at Colombo
plus premium/discount. The calculation of the value of the replacement
cargo shall be as per the Pricing clause under the heading “DAP Colombo
Price/Payment”.
1.4. In the event, failure by the Seller to provide a replacement cargo, the
Buyer reserves the right to terminate the contract and to call on the
Performance Security Guarantee.
1.5. For the replacement cargo, the same terms and conditions of this
agreement shall be applicable in all aspects including quality, delivery
and recovery of damages or losses for CEYPETCO.
1.6. In the event, the Buyer deciding, at its sole discretion, not to request a
replacement cargo for any or all product/s, a recovery of damages or
losses for the Buyer shall be one point five percent (1.5%) of DAP value
of any or all product/s of rejected cargo and the same shall be recovered
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from the payment for the balance accepted cargo on-board the same
vessel.
In the event the Seller does not agree to recover the damages or losses for
the Buyer from the payment for the balance accepted cargo imposed by
the Buyer including the last cargo of this Agreement, the Buyer shall
reserve the right to recover, such damages or losses for the Buyer from
the Performance Security Guarantee.
In the event the Seller does not agree to deduct such damages or losses
for the Buyer from the payment for the balance accepted cargo pertaining
to subject delivery or the payment for the subsequent shipment or does
not agree to settle directly to the Buyer, as claimed by the Buyer,
including the last cargo of this Agreement, it shall be considered as the
non-performance of the contract. Moreover, the Buyer shall reserve the
right to recover, such damages or losses for the Buyer so accumulated
from the Performance Security Guarantee at the end of the contract.
2.

Out-Turn Loss
In the event that the out-turn loss (out-turn quantity vs. B/L quantity) is in
excess of 0.5% and / or there is any free flowing product left on board as
reported by Independent Inspectors (Geo-Chem / ITS Caleb Brett / SBC
Asia – Saybolt / SGS / Bureau Veritas) at discharge port, Colombo the
Seller shall deduct the excess loss and / or free flowing product left on
board from the B/L quantity for invoice purposes.

[The rate should be higher than the adjustment rate used in the bid evaluation under ITB 34.2
(d)]

CC 29
CC 30

Third Party Cargo
Tenderers are not permitted to carry any third party cargo along with this cargo
in the same tanker.

CC 32

The Seller or the Buyer shall not be liable for any loss, claim or demands of any
nature whatsoever, or be deemed to be in a breach of this agreement because of
any delays or failure in observing or performing any of the conditions or provisions hereof if such delay or failure was caused by or arose out of any circumstances whatsoever beyond the Seller’s or Buyer’s control including (but without limiting the generality of the foregoing) declared or undeclared war, sabotage, blockade, piracy or piratical seizure of vessel, revolution, police action,
riot or disorder, embargo or trade restriction of any sort government or quasi
government action, act of god, fire, flood, earthquake, storm, tide or tidal wave,
explosion, accident, radiation, strike, lockout or other labour dispute.
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CC 35

This agreement may be terminated;
I)
II)

CC 36

By mutual consent of both parties.
In the event of product specifications are not in conformity with the
requirements given in Annex – ‘A’ and the Seller fails to perform as
per the remedy under Clause 9. the Buyer reserved the right to
terminate the contract at its own discretion.
III)
If the delay exceeds six (06) days after the last date of the agreed
delivery laycan without obtaining prior approval from the Buyer.
IV)
In the event that either the Seller or the Buyer is in breach of any of
the terms and conditions of the contract.
V)
In the event the Buyer is unable to purchase agreed quantities as per
the tender before the expiry of the contract on 02/08/2022, extension
of the contract to purchase balance quantities is permitted only upon
mutual consent, expressed in writing, provided the Buyer has
obtained the approval of the Cabinet of Ministers for such extension.
In the event that either party does not agree for extension of the
contract, the contract shall be automatically terminated
The rights and contractual responsibilities pertaining to this contract are not
assignable to any third party.
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1. Letter of Acceptance
[letterhead paper of the Purchaser]

…………………………………[date]

To: …………………………………[name and address of the Bidder
This is to notify you that your Bid dated …………………..[insert date] for execution of
the…………………………………………. [name of the Contract and identification number, as
given
in
the
Appendix
to
Bid]
for
the
Accepted
Contract
Amount
…………………………………[amount in numbers and words] [name of currency], as corrected
and modified in accordance with the Instructions to Bidders and / or modified by a Memorandum
of Understanding, is hereby accepted.
You are requested to furnish the Performance Security within 14 days in accordance with the
Conditions of Contract, using for that purpose the Performance Security Forms included in Section
X, Contract Forms, of the bidding document

Authorized Signature……………………………………………………………………………
Name and Title of Signatory: ………………………………………………………………….
Name of the Employer: …………………………………………………………………………
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2. Contract Agreement
2.1 Contract Agreement for procurement of GAS OIL 500 PPM Max.
Sulphur (Auto / High Speed Diesel), Gas Oil 10 ppm Max. Sulphur
and Gasoline (92 UNL) for the Ceylon Petroleum Corporation under
Indian Line of Credit (LOC)

CONTRACT AGREEMENT FOR PROCUREMENT OF GAS OIL 500 PPM
MAX. SULPHUR (AUTO / HIGH SPEED DIESEL), GAS OIL 10 PPM
MAX. SULPHUR AND GASOLINE 92 UNL (PETROL92 OCTANE) FOR
THE CEYLON PETROLEUM CORPORATION UNDER INDIAN LINE
OF CREDIT

REF: ME/CPC/ILOC/FEB-2022
……ST ……… 2022 – …..ST …….. 2022
BETWEEN
CEYLON PETROLEUM CORPORATION
AND
………………………………………………………………………………………
………...

CONTRACT BETWEEN
CEYLON PETROLEUM CORPORATION AND
…………………………………………………………………………………….
FOR THE PURCHASE OF SINGLE CARGOES OF
GAS OIL 500 PPM MAX. SULPHUR, GAS OIL 10 PPM MAX SULPHUR
AND GASOLINE (92 UNL) (PETROL92 OCTANE)

TENDER REF: ME/CPC/ILOC/FEB-2022
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This AGREEMENT is entered into between the CEYLON PETROLEUM CORPORATION a
Corporation duly established by an Act of Parliament Act No: 28 of 1961 whose Head Office is at
No. 609, Dr. Danister De Silva Mawatha, Colombo – 09 Sri Lanka (hereinafter referred to as the
“Buyer”)
of
the
One
Part
and
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………..
having
its
place
of
business
at
……………………………………………….………………………….. (hereinafter referred to as
the “Seller”) of the Other Part.
WHEREBY it is agreed between the parties hereto as follows:
1. PERIOD OF CONTRACT :
This Agreement shall commence on ….st ……… 2022 and subject to the provisions hereof shall
remain in force for a period of five (05) months ending ……st …… 2022.
2. BUYER : Ceylon Petroleum Corporation (CEYPETCO),
No. 609, Dr. Danister De Silva Mawatha,
Colombo – 09,
Sri Lanka.
3. SELLER : …………………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………..
4. SCOPE :
During the period of the Agreement, the Seller shall sell and deliver and the Buyer shall
purchase and pay for and take or cause to be taken Gas Oil 500 ppm Max. Sulphur dual berth
delivery at Dolphin Tanker Berth, Colombo and SPM Muthurajawela, Colombo for a period of
five (05) months commencing from ……st …….. 2022 to …..st ……. 2022, where not in
conflict with the terms contained herein, Incoterms 2010 to apply.
5. QUANTITY :
Product

Gas Oil 500 ppm Max. Sulphur

Gas Oil 10 ppm Max. Sulphur
Gasoline 92 UNL (PETROL92
OCTANE)

Quantities to be delivered / purchased
Total contractual
Per shipment quantity
quantity
…………………..
Bbls +/300,000 Bbls +/-5%
5%
…………………..
Bbls +/300,000 Bbls +/-5%
5%
…………………..
Bbls +/300,000 Bbls +/-5%
5%

No. of
shipments
……

……

……
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6. QUALITY :
Specifications of Gas Oil 500 ppm Max. Sulphur shall be as per Annex – ‘A’.

7. INSPECTION AT LOAD PORT
7.1. The Buyer shall nominate an Independent Inspector (ITS Caleb Brett / Geo-Chem/ SBC
Asia - Saybolt / SGS / Bureau Veritas /CCIC / Amspec) acceptable to the Seller to sample,
test and certify the quality of each product for inconformity with the contractual
specifications and the quantity for inconformity with the tender conditions. They should
present at the time of loading of the cargo to carry out/witness the inspection and to
prepare the quality and quantity certificates and any other documents specified.
7.2. The Buyer reserves the right to nominate a second inspection company at its sole
discretion to witness the quality and quantity of the products at load port as and when
required at its own cost.
7.3. It is the responsibility of the Seller to ensure the presence of the Independent Inspector at
the time of sampling, testing and loading of the cargo at the load port. The Seller shall
co-operate and liaise with the Independent Inspector to ensure that the inspection is
carried out to the satisfaction of the Buyer. Under no circumstances the quality of the
cargo shall be tested at the laboratory at the load port or the cargo loaded on to the vessel
at the load port without the presence of the independent inspector appointed as per sub
clause 7.1. and the second inspector if nominated by the CEYPETCO as per sub clause
7.2.
In case the Buyer requests, the independent inspector at load port is also responsible to
send a ship’s composite sample with sufficient quantity at the earliest possible time after
loading the vessel to be reach Ceylon Petroleum Storage Terminals Limited (CPSTL)
laboratory at Colombo via air freight. In this case, all related cost shall be under the
Buyer’s Account.
7.4. The Buyer shall furnish full particulars of the respective cargo to be purchased to the
Independent Inspector under advice to the Seller. The quality and quantity of the product
shall be tested in accordance with good industry standards and practices and using
internationally accepted sampling and analytical/testing methods stipulated in relevant
specification sheet as per Annex - ‘A’, Annex - ‘A’ and Annex C.
7.5. Shore tank quality certificate issued by the Seller’s Terminal and signed by the mutually
agreed Independent Inspector, shall be forwarded/communicated to the Deputy General
Manager (Commercial & Supply Chain) or Commercial Manager of the Buyer through
e-mail, before commencement of loading.
7.6. The Seller shall ensure that vessel loads only the product(s) that meet(s) each, every and
all specifications as specified by CEYPETCO in the contract. The independent inspector
nominated by the Buyer and accepted by the Seller shall also ensure that the vessel loads
only products that are on specifications.
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If the load port quality certificates of the product(s) does/do not meet the CEYPETCO
contractual specification/s, the Buyer shall communicate the rejection of such product(s)
with reasons within a reasonable time period after the Seller has sent the quality certificates through e-mail.
Under no circumstances the loading shall be delayed, if all the parameters of load port
quality certificates for all products are on specifications.
7.7. The Seller shall send the quality certificates to cm@ceypetco.gov.lk /
commercial@ceypetco.gov.lk / commercial.bulk@ceypetco.gov.lk for the said purpose.
7.8. The Seller shall load the cargo complying with CEYPETCO tender specification at their
own risk.
7.9. The Seller shall be bound to provide a tank cleanliness & dry certificate signed by the
Independent Inspector certifying the inspection and witnessing, ensuring dry and
cleanliness of the vessel’s tanks & lines before loading and vessel’s tanks facilities such
as pipelines, pumps and strainers to be cleaned, dry and suitable for Gas Oil 500 ppm
Max. Sulphur, Gas Oil 10 ppm Max. Sulphur and Gasoline 92 UNL ( Petrol 92 UNL)
through the independent inspector.
7.10. It is extremely important to submit the above certificate to the Buyer by the independent
inspector prior to commencement of loading. The Seller shall be responsible to load the
cargo into the clean and dry tanks of the vessel as certified by the independent inspector.
7.11. In the event product is loaded from different shore tanks, independent inspector shall
provide quality certificates in respect of each and every shore tank.
7.12. The cost of inspection at load port shall be shared equally between the Buyer and the
Seller.
7.13. Quantities mentioned in the Bills of Lading (B/Ls) at respective load ports shall be
binding on both parties.
7.14. In the event that the Seller does not agree to the nominated Independent Inspector by the
Buyer as per the clause 7.1., the Seller is permitted to nominate an alternative
Independent Inspector from companies listed under the said clause under no
circumstances the Seller shall be permitted to change such alternative nomination
thereafter.

8. INSPECTION AT DISCHARGE PORT
8.1. Discharge Port independent inspector shall be different to that at the load port.
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8.2. The quality at Discharge Port Colombo shall be determined by CPSTL laboratory and
witnessed by the Independent Inspector (ITS Caleb Brett / Geo-Chem / SBC Asia – Saybolt / SGS / Bureau Veritas) at Colombo and one representative if nominated by the
Seller. Such determinations shall be based on the recognised cargo analysis carried out
by the CPSTL laboratory. The certificate of quality issued by CPSTL laboratory as witnessed by the independent inspector at Colombo based on such recognised cargo analysis
shall be binding on both parties.
The Buyer shall reserve the right to deploy its own representative/s to witness the sampling / testing performed at the vessel / CPSTL laboratory.
8.3. A ship tank composite samples with adequate quantities for the product will be drawn
from the ship’s tanks according to ASTM standard method of sampling by a mutually
agreed independent inspector at discharge port witnessed by the Buyer / CPSTL representatives and representative if nominated by the Seller. Samples shall be properly sealed
and authenticated by the independent inspector, vessel’s master or representative of the
master and representatives of the Buyer / CPSTL and representative if nominated by the
Seller.
Such sample/s shall be analysed at the Ceylon storage terminals limited (CPSTL) laboratory according to contractual specification and shall be witnessed by the mutually agreed
independent inspector. The result of the analysis shall be the recognized cargo analysis
and shall be binding on both parties.
8.4. Under no circumstances a representative of the seller from an inspection company and
an employee of the inspection company as mentioned under sub clause 8.2. will be allowed.
8.5. Under no circumstances a protective inspector will be allowed to the seller other than the
mutually agreed independent inspector.
8.6. The Seller shall declare in the bid that the certificate of quality at discharge port for the
product shall be on the basis of ship tank composite sample taken on arrival of the vessel
at discharge port as per the sub clause 8.3.
8.7. In the event the first composite sample does not meet the contractual specifications, the
independent inspector will be requested to draw a second set of samples from vessel’s
individual tanks in the presence of representatives from Buyer (CEYPETCO/CPSTL), a
representative from the Seller’s cargo insurer, two representatives from the Seller and
one representative from the protection & indemnity insurance (P&I club).
Such individual sample will be analysed at the laboratory of CPSTL according to the
contractual specifications and shall be witnessed by the mutually agreed independent inspector. The results of these analysis based on the samples drawn from vessel’s individual
tanks shall be the recognized cargo analysis and shall be binding on both parties. All
representatives’ witness this test required to be signed each of the full test certificates
issued by CPSTL laboratory.
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8.8. If the specification of any or all of the product/s deviated from the CEYPETCO standard
specifications, the Buyer reserves the right to reject any or all of such product/s.
8.9. Under no circumstance further samples shall be drawn from ship’s tanks other than the
samples proposed under sub clause 8.5. to determine the quality of cargo at discharge
port. Furthermore, under no circumstances any testing results from any other laboratories
other than the CPSTL laboratory shall be entertained for final determination of the quality
of the subject cargo.
8.10. In the event of the Buyer deciding to accept a part cargo on board the vessel based on the
test results of the second test for the individual tanks, the part cargo shall be discharged
at the sole discretion of the Buyer. In case it is decided to accept part cargo discharge,
then laytime and demurrage to be pro-rated in line with the quantity of cargo discharged.
The time period between first rejection of the cargo or part cargo and recommencement
of the laytime for the part cargo shall not be counted as used laytime.
8.11. The quality certificate at discharge port, Colombo shall be issued by the independent
inspector based on the test report of CPSTL laboratory.
8.12. Discharge of vessel shall commence only after the certificate of quality at discharge port,
as issued by independent inspector based on the test report/s of CPSTL laboratory countersigned by Buyer’s representative is in the possession of the Seller.
8.13. The quantity of products at the discharge port Colombo shall be determined by an independent inspector (ITS Caleb Brett / Geo-Chem/ SBC Asia – Saybolt / SGS / Bureau
Veritas) at Colombo. Such determinations shall be reported on the certificate of quantity.
In the event that the out-turn loss (out-turn quantity vs. B/L quantity) is in excess of 0.5%
and/or there is any free flowing product left on board as reported and certified by the
independent inspector at discharge port, the Seller shall deduct the excess loss and/or free
flowing product left on board from the bill of lading quantity for invoice purposes.
8.14. In the event if the out-turn loss is proved to be due to Buyer’s fault including but not
limited to discharging pipe line leakage, causing an out-turn loss in excess of 0.5%, such
excess loss shall not be deducted from the B/L quantity for invoice purposes.
8.15. The cost of inspection, including cost for testing of second composite sample payable to
independent inspector at discharge port, shall be shared equally between the Buyer and
the Seller.
9. RECOVERY OF DAMAGES
UNACCEPTABLE QUALITY

OR

LOSSES

FOR

CEYPETCO

DUE

TO

9.1. If the quality of any or all of the product/(s) at the discharge port does (do) not meet/comply with the contractual specifications specified under Annex - ‘A’, Annex B and Annex
C with respect to any of the parameters indicated therein, subject to Sub Clause 8.7., the
Buyer reserves the right to reject the full consignment on board the vessel or part of the
consignment as the case may be.
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In such a case the Seller is obliged to provide a replacement cargo at the request of the
Buyer without any additional cost to the Buyer within the time specified by Buyer subject
to payment of zero point one percent (0.1%) of the DAP “value of the rejected cargo” per
day pro-rata basis by the Seller to the Buyer for the period commencing from the date of
rejection of the cargo until the replacement cargo is delivered at Colombo (i.e. up to the
Notice of Readiness (NOR) tendered time) during the new laycan subject to the maximum of twenty (20) days. Value of the rejected cargo shall be determined, based on the
B/L quantity, the agreed delivery laycan of the rejected cargo and as per the pricing clause
of this Agreement. Determination of the new laycan will be at the discretion of the Buyer.
However, the Buyer shall not unreasonably delay the allocation of an alternative delivery
laycan.
The consent for the supply of replacement cargo shall be communicated in writing by the
Seller to the Buyer within forty eight (48) hours of such request by the Buyer.
9.2. In the event of rejection of the final cargo resulting in the delay of replacement cargo
under this term contract, the Seller shall be bound to extend the validity of the Performance Security Guarantee up to the date determined by the Buyer as required.
9.3. The pricing of the replacement cargo should be determined as per the first day of the two
day delivery laycan of the replacement cargo at Colombo plus premium/discount. The
calculation of the value of the replacement cargo shall be as per the Clause 11. under the
heading “DAP Colombo Price/Payment”.
9.4. In the event, failure by the Seller to provide a replacement cargo, the Buyer reserves the
right to terminate the contract and to call on the Performance Security Guarantee.
9.5. For the replacement cargo, the same terms and conditions of this agreement shall be applicable in all aspects including quality, delivery and recovery of damages or losses for
CEYPETCO.

9.6. In the event, the Buyer deciding, at its sole discretion, not to request a replacement
cargo for any or all product/s, a recovery of damages or losses for the Buyer shall
be one point five percent (1.5%) of DAP value of any or all product/s of rejected
cargo and the same shall be recovered from the payment for the balance accepted
cargo on-board the same vessel.
In the event the Seller does not agree to recover the damages or losses for the
Buyer from the payment for the balance accepted cargo imposed by the Buyer
including the last cargo of this Agreement, the Buyer shall reserve the right to
recover, such damages or losses for the Buyer from the Performance Security
Guarantee.
In the event the Seller does not agree to deduct such damages or losses for the
Buyer from the payment for the balance accepted cargo pertaining to subject
delivery or the payment for the subsequent shipment or does not agree to settle
directly to the Buyer, as claimed by the Buyer, including the last cargo of this
Agreement, it shall be considered as the non-performance of the contract.
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Moreover, the Buyer shall reserve the right to recover, such damages or losses for
the Buyer so accumulated from the Performance Security Guarantee at the end of
the contract.

10.

OUT-TURN LOSS
In the event that the out-turn loss (out-turn quantity vs. B/L quantity) is in excess of 0.5%
and / or there is any free flowing product left on board as reported by Independent
Inspectors (Geo-Chem / ITS Caleb Brett / SBC Asia – Saybolt / SGS / Bureau Veritas) at
discharge port, Colombo the Seller shall deduct the excess loss and / or free flowing product
left on board from the B/L quantity for invoice purposes.

11.

DAP COLOMBO PRICE / PAYMENT

11.1. DAP Colombo price for Gas Oil 500 ppm Max. Sulphur shall be calculated as follows:
Price offered for Gas Oil 500 ppm Max. Sulphur in USD per barrel on DAP Colombo
basis (Incoterms 2010) shall be the average of the MIDS of FOB Singapore price of Gas
Oil 500ppm published in Platts Market Scan under the heading “Platts Singapore
Middle Distillates Assessments”, on the first day of the two day delivery laycan,
two days immediately before and two days immediately after the first day of the two
day delivery laycan (if there is no publication on the first day of the two day delivery
laycan then two days immediately before and two days immediately after the first
day of the two day delivery laycan are to be taken into account) plus a fixed
premium/discount for the in United State Dollar ………… (USD ……….) per
barrel
11.2. DAP Colombo price for Gas Oil 10 PPM Max. Sulphur shall be calculated as follows:
Price offered for Gas Oil 10 ppm in USD per barrel on DAP Colombo basis (Incoterms
2010) shall be the average of the MIDS of FOB Singapore price of Gas Oil 10ppm
published in Platts Market Scan under the heading “Platts Singapore Middle
Distillates Assessments”, on the first day of the two day delivery laycan, two days
immediately before and two days immediately after the first day of the two day
delivery laycan (if there is no publication on the first day of the two day delivery
laycan then two days immediately before and two days immediately after the first
day of the two day delivery laycan are to be taken into account) plus a fixed
premium/discount for the in United State Dollar ………… (USD ……….) per
barrel

11.3. DAP Colombo price for Gasoline 92 UNL shall be calculated as follows:
Price offered for Gasoline (92 Unl) in USD per barrel on DAP Colombo basis
(Incoterms 2010) shall be the average of the MIDS of FOB Singapore price of Gasoline
(92 Unl) published in platts market scan under the heading “Platts Singapore Light
Distillates Assessments”, on the first day of the two day delivery laycan, two days
immediately before and two days immediately after the first day of the two day
delivery laycan (if there is no publication on the first day of the two day delivery
laycan then two days immediately before and two days immediately after the first
day of the two day delivery laycan are to be taken into account) plus a fixed
premium/discount in United State Dollar ………… (USD ……….) per barrel
11.4. Premium for each product throughout the five (5) months contract period.
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11.5. If the payment due date falls on a Saturday or non-Monday bank holiday in New York,
USA, payment shall be effected on the last preceding banking day in New York, USA. If
the payment due date falls on a Sunday or Monday bank holiday in New York, USA,
payment shall be effected on the first following banking day in New York, USA.
11.6. Final unit price for each product shall be expressed to three decimal places by rounding
up the third decimal place if the fourth decimal place is five (5) or greater.
11.7. Every payment request shall be accompanied by a payment authorization issued by the
authorize signatory of Director General of Department of External Resources (ERD)
General Treasury of Sri Lanka in the format as prescribed in the LOC agreement between
government of Sri Lanka and Exim bank.
11.8. Buyer shall request the following original documents for the payment.
11.8.1. Manually signed original commercial invoice based on the B/L quantity in US Barrels @ 60 0F (in air).
11.8.2. Full set of 3/3 original ‘Clean on Board’ Bill of Lading and notify ‘Ceylon Petroleum Corporation’ and showing freight payable as per charter party. Each original
B/L to be manually signed by the master of the vessel or owners or signed on behalf
of the master as agents.
11.8.3. Certificate of Quality ex shore tanks at load port issued or endorsed by the independent inspector, confirming that the products shipped conform to the contractual
specifications.

11.8.4. Certificate of Quantity ex shore tanks at load port issued or endorsed by the independent inspector.
11.8.5. Certificate of origin issued by Seller or terminal or any authority or local body or
Chamber of Commerce such certificate shall not be issued by countries which comes
under sanction imposed by United States / United Nations/ European Union.
11.8.6. Tank Cleanliness & Dry Certificate issued by the independent inspector, confirming
that the ship’s tanks are clean and dry prior to loading.
11.8.7. Certificate of quality at discharge port, Colombo issued or endorsed by the independent inspector based on the report of tests conducted by Ceylon petroleum storage terminals limited, confirming that the products shipped conform to the contractual specifications.
11.8.8. Certificate of ship arrival quantity and out-turn quantity at discharge port, Colombo
issued or endorsed by the independent inspector.
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11.8.9. Disbursement of payment to the supplier for each and every shipment shall
be accompanied by a payment authorization issued by the authorize signatory
of Director General of Department of External Resources (ERD) General
Treasury of Sri Lanka as prescribed in the LOC agreement between government of Sri Lanka and Exim Bank.

12. TITLE AND RISK
Title and risk/property of the products supplied under the terms of this contract shall pass on to
the Buyer at the discharge port when product passes the Seller’s vessel’s permanent
hose/discharging arm connection.
13. CLAIMS,
DISPUTES AND RECOVERY OF DAMAGES OR LOSSES FOR
CEYPETCO BY LATE DELIVERY AND DELIVERY OF LESSER QUANTITY THAN
AGREED
13.1. Any claim whatsoever arising between the parties to this agreement, under the terms of
this agreement shall be lodged in writing within sixty (60) days of receipt of product by
the Buyer or in the case of the cargo is not delivered to the Buyer within sixty (60) days
of the last date of the two day delivery laycan as notified by the Buyer. Otherwise any
such claim shall be deemed to have been waived.
13.2. Every endeavour shall be made to settle any difference or dispute arising from any transaction between the Buyer and the Seller arising from any transaction by mutual negotiations, failing which such differences or disputes shall be settled by arbitration.
13.3. The place of arbitration shall be Colombo, Sri Lanka.
13.4. The Buyer and the Seller agree that any dispute arising out of or in connection with this
contract including any question regarding its existence, validity or termination shall be
finally settled under the rules of arbitration of the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL) procedures.
13.5. The language of arbitration shall be English. The arbitration tribunal shall consist of three
arbitrators, one to be appointed by the Seller, one by the Buyer and the two arbitrators
thus appointed shall choose the third arbitrator.
13.6. Arbitration shall be a condition precedent to the institution of any legal action by either
party against the other.
13.7. This tender shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the Laws of Sri Lanka
excluding any conflict of laws and rules.
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14. DELIVERY OF PRODUCTS AT COLOMBO
The two day delivery laycan shall be commenced from 0001 hrs. of the first day of the
delivery laycan up to the 2400 hrs. of the second day of the delivery laycan.
14.1. Delivery of products for single berth at Dolphin Tanker Berth, Colombo
14.1.1. For each shipment, a two day delivery laycan at Dolphin Tanker Berth, Colombo will be
notified by the Buyer to the Seller, thirty (30) days before the first day of the delivery
laycan. It is imperative that each shipment is delivered in Colombo during the delivery
laycan notified by the Buyer in one tanker in one lot. However, under special circumstances
the Seller shall take every endeavor to deliver a cargo even notice of less than thirty (30)
days prior to the first day of the two day delivery laycan. The Seller to mutually discuss
and agree with the delivery dates if notice is less than thirty (30) days.
14.1.2. Delivery of products should be made on DAP Colombo basis (incoterms 2010) in total
average cargo size of 280,000 Bbls at the two day delivery laycan indicated by the Buyer
to the Seller, thirty (30) days ahead of the date of delivery or the first day of the delivery
laycan.
14.1.3. The Buyer reserves the right to order even two cargoes per month. If two cargoes are requested in a particular month, notice shall be given forty (40) days prior to the first day of
the two day delivery laycan of the second cargo enabling the Seller to arrange the cargo
and the vessel for delivery at Colombo.
14.2. Delivery of products for single berth at SPM Muthurajawela, Colombo
14.2.1. For each shipment, a two day delivery laycan at SPM Muthurajawela, Colombo will be
notified by the Buyer to the Seller, thirty (30) days before the first day of the delivery
laycan. It is imperative that each shipment is delivered in Colombo during the delivery
laycan notified by the Buyer in one tanker in one lot. However, under special circumstances
the Seller shall take every endeavor to deliver a cargo even notice of less than thirty (30)
days prior to the first day of the two day delivery laycan. The seller to mutually discuss and
agree with the delivery dates if notice is less than thirty (30) days.
14.2.2. Delivery of products should be made on DAP Colombo basis (incoterms 2010) in total
average cargo size of 300,000 Bbls at the two day delivery laycan indicated by Buyer to
the Seller, thirty (30) days before the first day of the said delivery laycan.
14.2.3. The Buyer reserves the right to order even two cargoes per month. If two cargoes are
requested in a particular month, notice shall be given forty (40) days prior to the first day
of the two day delivery laycan of the second cargo enabling the Seller to arrange the cargo
and the vessel for delivery at Colombo.
14.3. Delivery of products for dual berth discharge at SPM Muthurajawela, Colombo and
Dolphin Tanker Berth, Colombo
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14.3.1. For each shipment, a two day delivery laycan for dual berth discharge at SPM Muthurajawela and Dolphin Tanker Berth, Colombo will be notified by the Buyer to the Seller,
thirty (30) days before the first day of the delivery laycan. It is imperative that each shipment is delivered in Colombo during the delivery laycan notified by the Buyer in one tanker
in one lot. However, under special circumstances the Seller shall take every endeavor to
deliver a cargo even notice of less than thirty (30) days prior to the first day of the two day
delivery laycan. The seller to mutually discuss and agree with the delivery dates if notice
is less than thirty (30) days
14.3.2. Delivery of products should be made on DAP Colombo basis (incoterms 2010) in total
average cargo size of 280,000 Bbls s at the two day delivery laycan indicated by the Buyer
to the Seller, thirty (30) days before the first day of the delivery laycan.
14.3.3. The Buyer reserves the right to order even two cargoes per month. If two cargoes are requested in a particular month, notice shall be given forty (40) days prior to the first day of
the two day delivery laycan of the second cargo enabling the Seller to arrange the cargo
and the vessel for delivery at Colombo.

15. LAYTIME FOR DISCHARGE AT COLOMBO
15.1. Laytime for discharge at Dolphin Tanker Berth, Colombo
Laytime for the discharge of total average cargo quantity of single cargo of 300,000 Bbls
in full at Dolphin Tanker Berth, Colombo shall be 96 hrs, and the commencement of
laytime shall be determined in the following manner.
15.1.1.

Notice of Readiness (NOR) should be tendered between 0700 and 1700 hrs during delivery laycan agreed upon. If NOR is tendered after 1700 hrs, for all purposes it will be considered that NOR has been tendered at 0700 hrs on the following day and laytime shall commence six (6) hrs. thereafter or at the time of
mooring, whichever is earlier.

15.1.2.

If NOR is tendered before the commencement of the delivery laycan agreed
upon, it will be considered that NOR has been tendered at 0700 hrs on the first
day of the laycan. Laytime shall in such case commence six (6) hrs. thereafter or
at the time of mooring, whichever is earlier.

15.1.3.

If the vessel is moored prior to the delivery laycan agreed upon, at the request of
the Seller the laytime shall commence at 0700 hrs on the first day of the laycan.

15.1.4.

If NOR is tendered after 1700 hrs of the second day of the delivery laycan agreed
upon, for all purposes it will be considered that NOR has been tendered at 0700
hrs. on the following day and laytime shall commence six (6) hrs. thereafter or
at the time of mooring, whichever is earlier.

15.1.5.

If NOR is tendered after the second day of the delivery laycan agreed upon, laytime shall commence at the time of berthing subject to the condition that the
laytime shall ceased to count if the vessel shall be un-berthed to allow berthing
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of other vessels arriving on agreed delivery laycan or berthing of other vessels
on product availability basis of the country. Under these circumstances, the actual time utilised by the vessel at the berth shall only be considered as used laytime.

15.2. Laytime for discharge at SPM Muthurajawela, Colombo
Laytime for the discharge of total average cargo quantity of single cargo of 300,000 Bbls
in full at SPM Muthurajawela, Colombo shall be 96 hrs. and the commencement of
laytime shall be determined in the following manner.
15.2.1.

NOR should be tendered between 0600 and 1500 hrs during delivery laycan
agreed upon. If NOR is tendered after 1500 hrs, for all purposes it will be considered that NOR has been tendered at 0600 hrs on the following day and laytime
shall commence six (6) hrs. thereafter or at the time of mooring, whichever is
earlier.

15.2.2.

If NOR is tendered before the commencement of the delivery laycan agreed
upon, it will be considered that NOR has been tendered at 0600 hrs on the first
day of the laycan. Laytime shall in such case commence six (6) hrs. thereafter or
at the time of mooring, whichever is earlier.

15.2.3.

If the vessel is moored prior to the delivery laycan agreed upon, at the request of
the Seller the laytime shall commence at 0600 hrs on the first day of the laycan.

15.2.4.

If NOR is tendered after 1500 hrs of the second day of the delivery laycan agreed
upon, for all purposes it will be considered that NOR has been tendered at 0600
hrs. on the following day and laytime shall commence six (6) hrs. Thereafter or
at the time of mooring, whichever is earlier.

15.2.5.

If NOR is tendered after the second day of the delivery laycan agreed upon, laytime shall commence at the time of berthing subject to the condition that the
laytime shall ceased to count if the vessel shall be un-berthed to allow berthing
of other vessels arriving on agreed delivery laycan or berthing of other vessels
on product availability basis of the country. Under these circumstances, the actual time utilised by the vessel at the berth shall only be considered as used laytime.

15.2.6.

Berthing of tankers at SPM Muhturajawela, Colombo is governed by the builders
(SBM-IMODCO) recommendations especially with regard to the safety limits of
weather/sea conditions. Any delay in mooring due to weather and/or sea conditions to be counted as half laytime (CONOCO weather clause).
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15.3. Laytime for dual berth discharge at Dolphin Tanker Berth, Colombo and SPM Muthurajawela, Colombo
Laytime for the dual berth discharge of total average cargo quantity of single cargo of
300,000 Bbls products at Dolphin Tanker Berth, Colombo or SPM Muthurajawela, Colombo shall be 96 hrs. and the commencement of laytime shall be determined in the
following manner.
15.3.1.

If the first berth is Dolphin Tanker Berth, Colombo laytime starts as per clause
16.1. given above and if the first berth is SPM Muthurajawela, Colombo laytime
starts as per clause 16.2. given above.

15.3.2.

Sailing time either from SPM Muthurajawela to Dolphin Tanker Berth, Colombo
or vice versa shall not be counted as used laytime.

15.3.3.

Berthing of tankers at SPM Muhturajawela, Colombo is governed by the builders
(SBM-IMODCO) recommendations especially with regard to the safety limits
of weather/sea conditions. Any delay in mooring due to weather and/or sea conditions to be counted as half laytime (CONOCO weather clause).

16. NOTICE OF ARRIVAL AT COLOMBO
Master of vessel should advise estimated time of arrival (ETA) at Colombo 3/2/1 days and 12
hrs. in advance to the Commercial Manager, CEYPETCO tel no. +94-11-5664649 fax nos. +9411-5455406/5455400 e-mail: cm@ceypetco.gov.lk, The Manager (Shipping), CEYPETCO tel
no. +94-11-5455300 fax no. +94-11-5455407 e-mail: shipping@ceypetco.gov.lk, The Actg.
Manager
(Operations),
CEYPETCO
fax
no.
+94-11-5455432
e-mail:
menakaj@ceypetco.gov.lk, The Manager (Operations) at Oil Facilities Office, CPSTL,
Colombo tel no. +94-11-2422388 / fax +94-11-2434273, The Manager (Bulk movements and
bulk products), CPSTL, Colombo tel/fax no. +94-11-2572324 and the Manager (Operations),
Muthurajawela tel no. +94-11-5769519 fax no. +94-11-5353352 via vessel agent at Colombo.
17. VESSEL REQUIREMENTS
17.1. Requirements of tankers for discharging of product via Dolphin Tanker Berth,
Colombo
Vessel nominated
17.1.1. should meet following Colombo port restriction:
Type of hull
SDWT
LOA
Beam
Draft
Distance from sea level to centre manifold
Manifold size
Manifold type
Arrival manifold height from sea level

-

Double hull
60,000 metric tons max.
210 meters max.
32.2 meters max.
11.8 meters max.
14 meters max.
6” diameter
ANSI 150 class
11.5 meters max.
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17.1.2. Shall not exceed 20 years of age. Under no circumstances vessels over 20 years of age will
be accepted. Acceptable CAP rating of the vessel is 0 or 1 for hull and machinery.
17.1.3. Should be a clean tanker which has carried clean petroleum products on the last three
voyages. (OBO carriers are not acceptable).
17.1.4. Should be capable of discharging a cargo of Gas Oil 500 ppm Max. Sulphur/ Gas Oil 10
ppm Max. Sulphur / Gasoline 92 UNL ( Petrol 92 UNL) simultaneously through two
adjoining manifolds at a minimum discharging rate of 270 m3 per hour and 400 m3 per hour
through two lines of 10 inch and 12 inch diameter respectively while maintaining pressure
at vessel’s manifolds from 10.0 kg/cm2 to 12.5 kg/cm2 respectively. Two numbers manifold
connections will be provided for the discharge of products simultaneously through two
numbers 6 inch loading / discharging arms.
17.1.5. Should be capable of flushing both 10 inch & 12 inch lines each having, 7,000 meter length,
discharge line with minimum of 5.0 kg/cm² pressure at manifold, with sea water about four
(4) hours each before commencement and after completion of discharge of each product.
17.1.6. Should be equipped with double valve segregation which will have to be confirmed by the
independent inspectors.
17.1.7. Availability of continuous pressure monitoring and recording / reporting facilities shall be
preferred.
17.1.8. Should have all valid certificates required under the international and national rules &
regulations applicable & should be ISM code certified or whose owners or operators should
hold an ISM code document of compliance.
17.1.9. Should have cargo tanks/ pipe lines/ pumps/ strainers clean and dry prior to commencement
of loading.
17.1.10.A document from vessel owners confirming that the vessel complies with all the above
requirements from sub clause 18.1.1. to sub clause 18.1.9. and the lasted updated
questionnaire 88 should be furnished at the time of vessel nomination.
17.1.11.In the event of a delay in discharging the cargo at Colombo due to vessel’s non-compliance
with the above requirements from sub clause 18.1.1. to sub clause 18.1.10. the Seller will
be held liable for all consequential losses.
17.1.12.Accommodation/meals
17.1.12.1. Following personnel would stay on board throughout the period of tanker
made fast at Dolphin Tanker Berth.
17.1.12.1.1. two loading masters
17.1.12.1.2. one sample collector (crew)
17.1.12.1.3. one independent inspector (junior officer)
17.1.12.1.4. one internal auditor from CPSTL
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17.1.12.2. Proper accommodation on officers’ deck should be arranged for loading
masters, independent inspectors and internal auditor from CPSTL.
17.1.12.3. Meals for loading masters, independent inspectors and internal auditor from
CPSTL should be served in officers’ dining saloon.
17.1.13.There shall be no inspections/survey on board while discharging.
17.1.14. After acceptance of the nominated vessel by seller a certified copy of the applicable
charter party or a certified copy of the signed fixture note / fixture recap including the
rate of demurrages shall be submitted by the Seller.
17.2. Requirements of tankers for discharging of product via SPM Muthurajawela,
Colombo
Vessel nominated
17.2.1. Should meet following restrictions at SPM Muthurajawela, Colombo (Dual Path Buoy)
Type of Hull
Double Hull
SDWT
60,000 MT max
LOA
228 meters max.
Beam (Moulded)
34.9 meters max.
Depth (Moulded)
18.2 meters max.
Draft 100% Loaded 12.5 meters max.
Draft 20% Loaded
4.6 meters min.
Manifold Size/Type 12” diameter/ANSI 150 Class.
17.2.2. Shall not exceed 20 years of age. Under no circumstances vessels over 20 years of age will
be accepted. Acceptable CAP Rating of the vessel is 0 or 1 for Hull and Machinery.
17.2.3. Should be a clean tanker, which has carried clean Petroleum products on the last three
voyages (OBO carriers are not acceptable).
17.2.4. Should be capable of discharging Gas Oil 500 ppm Max. Sulphur / Gas Oil 10 ppm Max.
Sulphur / Gasoline 92 UNL ( Petrol 92 UNL) through 12 inch port manifold at a minimum
discharge rate of 750 m³ per hour through 12 inch floating hose, while maintaining pressure
at vessel’s manifolds from 5.0 kg/cm2.
17.2.5. Should be capable of flushing the 18 inch, 7,000 meter length, discharge line with minimum
of 5.0 kg/cm² pressure at manifold, with sea water about four (4) hours each before
commencement and after completion of discharge of product.
17.2.6. Should be equipped with double valve segregation which will have to be confirmed by the
independent inspectors.
17.2.7. Availability of continuous pressure monitoring and recording / reporting facilities shall be
preferred.
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17.2.8. Should have all valid certificates required under the international and national rules and
regulations applicable and should be ISM Code certified or whose owners or operators
should hold an ISM Code document of compliance.
17.2.9. Should have cargo tanks/ Pipe lines/ Pumps/ Strainers clean and dry prior to
commencement of loading.
17.2.10.A document from vessel owners confirming that the vessel complies with all the above
requirements from Sub Clause 18.2.1. to Sub Clause 18.2.9. and the questionnaire 88
should be furnished at the time of vessel nomination.
17.2.11.In the event of a delay in discharging the cargo at Colombo due to vessel’s non-compliance
with the above requirements from Sub Clause 18.2.1. to Sub Clause 18.2.10. the Seller will
be held liable for all consequential losses.
17.2.12.Vessel Mooring equipment and Manifolds should conform to OCIMF Standards.
17.2.13.Manifold
Manifold location
- Midship (port side)
Manifold connection - One 12 inch studded Camlock Flange ANSI Class 150

17.2.14.Details of Derrick at Manifold location
Derrick should have minimum safe working load of 10 MT and should be in good
operational condition.
17.2.15.Mooring equipment, mooring and towing arrangement
17.2.15.1. Tanker should be fitted with a central bow stopper (chain stopper) of 100 Tonnes
SWL for OCIMF chafe chain “b”
17.2.15.2. Tanker should be fitted with a central bow fair lead (bull ring) measuring at least
600 mm x 450 mm
17.2.15.3. Position of pedestal roller fairlead/winch drum
17.2.15.3.1. Should be a continuation of the direct lead line between the bow fairlead
(bull ring) and bow chain stopper.
17.2.15.3.2. Should be not less than 4.5 meters directly behind the bow chain stopper.
17.2.15.3.3. Should be at such a height that fairlead rollers will enable an unrestricted
line pull to be achieved.
17.2.15.4. Pedestal fairlead should be fitted for lead to winch/windlass.
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17.2.15.5. Should have a messenger line of circumference 4 inch/5 inch x 500 ft. long, one
end connected to an empty mooring rope winch drum.
17.2.15.6. Tanker should have a “Panama” lead right aft on its centre line.
17.2.15.7. A good tow rope (polypropylene) of 10” Circm or above in size and length (approx. 650 ft.) to be kept ready at the stern. if necessary, two rope coils may be
joined to obtain length of 650 ft.
17.2.15.8. Mooring masters should have free access to navigational charts and equipment’s
required for mooring operation.
17.2.15.9. Wheel house to be kept open throughout the period the tanker made fast to the
buoy.
17.2.15.10. A fore-castle watchman to be made available by the tanker throughout the period
the tanker made fast to the buoy.
17.2.15.11. All tools required for connection/disconnection of cargo hose to be supplied by
the tanker.
17.2.15.12. Connection/disconnection of hose is the responsibility of ship’s staff under the
supervision of a ship’s officer on the instructions of Buyer’s officials on board
the tanker.
17.2.15.13. Tanker’s main engine should be kept ready throughout the period of stay at the
buoy for manoeuvring promptly on notice.
17.2.16.Inert gas system
Tanker should have an operational inert gas plant capable of maintaining tank
atmosphere of less than 8 pct. oxygen content and positive pressure in cargo tanks
within safe limits at all stages of discharge.
17.2.17.Communication equipment
Tanker should have VHF channel 09,16,68,71 facilities for communication with shore
facility. Tanker’s cargo control room should have facility to maintain a continuous
watch on VHF channel 71 for operational requirements.
17.2.18.Accommodation/meals
17.2.18.1. Following personnel would stay on board throughout the period of tanker
made fast to the buoy.
17.2.18.1.1. Two mooring masters (senior master mariners)
17.2.18.1.2. One cargo receiver
17.2.18.1.3. One loading master
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17.2.18.1.4. One sample collector (crew)
17.2.18.1.5. One independent inspector (junior officer)
17.2.18.1.6. One internal auditor from CPSTL
17.2.18.2. Proper accommodation on officers’ deck should be arranged for loading
masters, independent inspectors and internal auditor from CPSTL.
17.2.18.3. Meals for loading masters and independent inspectors should be served in
officers’ dining saloon.
17.2.19. A document from tanker owners confirming that the tanker complies with all the above
requirements.
17.2.20.There shall be no inspection / survey on board while discharging.
17.2.21.After acceptance of the nominated vessel by the Buyer, a certified copy of the applicable
charter party or a certified copy of the signed fixture note / fixture recap including the rate
of demurrage shall be submitted by the Seller.
18. LIQUIDATED DAMAGES
18.1. The Seller is fully responsible to deliver the cargo within the agreed delivery date/laycan.
Failure to comply with the agreed delivery date/laycan will make the Seller liable for
liquidated damages of zero point two five percent (0.25%) of the DAP value per day
pro-rata for each day of delay after 2400 hrs. of the last day of the two day delivery
laycan until vessel tender NOR at discharge port at Colombo. If the delay exceeds six
days after the last date of the agreed delivery laycan without obtaining prior approval, the
Buyer will reserve the right to terminate the contract.
18.2. The Seller is fully responsible to deliver the agreed quantity of cargo under each
shipment. In the event of failure to deliver the agreed quantity below minus five percent
(-5%) for Gas Oil 500 ppm Max Sulphur (contractual per shipment quantity vs. B/L
quantity), will make the Seller liable for the payment of damages or losses to the Buyer
at the rate of USD 10,000 per each 1,000 MT of short loaded quantity or part thereof
on pro-rata basis.
18.3. Such claim in respect of the liquidated damages must be notified to the Seller in writing
within sixty (60) days of the date of disconnection of hoses of Seller’s nominated vessel
at discharge port, Colombo with full supporting documentation that the Seller may
reasonably require. Any such documentation not then available shall be provided to the
Seller within seventy five (75) days of the disconnection of hoses of Seller’s nominated
vessel at discharge port, Colombo. If the Buyer fails to give such notice or provide such
documentation within the above respective time limits, then the Buyer’s claim shall be
deemed to have been waived and any liability of the Seller shall be extinguished.
18.4. If the Seller fails to deliver any full shipment unless agreed for an alternative in writing,
buyer will reserve the right to encash the Performance Security Guarantee.
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19. TERMINATION
This agreement may be terminated;
19.1. By mutual consent of both parties.
19.2. In the event of product specifications are not in conformity with the requirements given
in Annex – ‘A’, Annex ‘B’ & Annex C and the Seller fails to perform as per the remedy
under Clause 9. the Buyer reserved the right to terminate the contract at its own discretion.
19.3. If the delay exceeds six (06) days after the last date of the agreed delivery laycan without
obtaining prior approval from the Buyer.
19.4. In the event that either the Seller or the Buyer is in breach of any of the terms and conditions of the contract.
19.5. In the event the Buyer is unable to purchase agreed quantities as per the tender before the
expiry of the contract on 02/08/2022, extension of the contract to purchase balance quantities is permitted only upon mutual consent, expressed in writing, provided the Buyer
has obtained the approval of the Cabinet of Ministers for such extension. In the event that
either party does not agree for extension of the contract, the contract shall be automatically terminated.
20. LINE FLUSHING AT DOLPHIN TANKER BERTH, COLOMBO
The vessel nominated by the Seller should be capable of flushing the 12 inch, 7,000 Meter
length, discharge line with minimum of 5.0 Kg/cm2 pressure at manifold, with sea water about
four (4) hours each before commencement and after completion of discharge of Gas Oil 500
ppm Max. Sulphur/ Gas Oil 10 ppm Max. Sulphur / Gasoline 92 UNL (Petrol 92 UNL)
according to the following sequence,
20.1. On arrival before discharging, vessel shall flush the discharge line with sea water for four
(4) hours
20.2. Then commence discharging Gas Oil 500 ppm Max. Sulphur/ Gas Oil 10 ppm Max.
Sulphur / Gasoline 92 UNL ( Petrol 92 UNL.
20.3. On completion of discharging Gas Oil 500 ppm Max. Sulphur/ Gas Oil 10 ppm Max.
Sulphur / Gasoline 92 UNL ( Petrol 92 UNL discharge line will be once again flushed
with sea water for four hours.
20.4. The Seller shall make sure giving proper instructions to the master of the performing
vessel to use Cargo Pumps for line flushing operations while avoiding Stripping Pumps
for line flushing. All delays due to low rate of line flushing shall be the responsibility of
the Seller.

21. LINE FLUSHING AT SPM MUTHURAJAWELA, COLOMBO
The vessel nominated by the Seller should be capable of flushing the 18 inch, 7,000 Meter
length, discharge line with minimum of 5.0 kg/cm2 pressure at manifold, with sea water about
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four (4) hours each before commencement and after completion of discharge of Gas Oil 500
ppm Max. Sulphur according to the following sequence.
21.1. On arrival before discharging, vessel shall flush the discharge line with sea water about
four (4) hours.
21.2. Then commence discharging Gas Oil 500 ppm Max. Sulphur / Gas Oil 10 ppm Max.
Sulphur / Gasoline 92 UNL ( Petrol 92 UNL
21.3. On completion of discharging Gas Oil 500 ppm Max. Sulphur/ Gas Oil 10 ppm Max.
Sulphur / Gasoline 92 UNL ( Petrol 92 UNL discharge line will be once again flushed
with sea water for four (4) hours.
21.4. The Seller shall make sure giving proper instructions to the master of the performing
vessel to use Cargo Pumps for line flushing operations while avoiding Stripping Pumps
for line flushing. All delays due to low rate of line flushing shall be the responsibility of
the Seller.
22. DEMURRAGE
22.1. All claims for demurrage shall be accompanied by the respective charter party or a
certified copy of the signed fixture note / fixture recap. The Buyer shall not be bound by
the terms and conditions of the charter party or a certified copy of the signed fixture note /
fixture recap except to the extent such terms and conditions have been communicated to
the Buyer and expressly agreed to by the Buyer in writing.
22.2. In case of vessel arriving outside laycan agreed upon, laytime to start counting from the
time of berthing as per the Clause 13.1.
22.3. If the total laytime to complete the entire cargo discharge exceeds the laytime allowed as
per Clause 13.1. Buyer will be liable to pay the demurrage to the Seller.
22.4. However, in the event the seller’s vessel arrives late and is berthed on arrival which
affects berthing of vessel or vessels which are arriving on schedule, then the Seller’s
vessel will be un-berthed (waiting time shall not be counted as used laytime) to
accommodate the vessel or vessels arriving on schedule or continue to discharge the
cargo of the Seller’s vessel provided that the Seller shall agree to bear the demurrages on
the subsequent three vessels that arrive on schedule and gets delayed due to the presence
of Seller’s vessel on berth. Liability for demurrages on subsequent vessels mentioned
herein are in addition to the recovery of damages or losses for CEYPETCO charged under
Clause 18. (Liquidated Damages).
Moreover the Buyer reserves the right to berth the vessel only on pier availability basis
and based on the requirement for the products in the country. Furthermore Buyer shall
not be responsible for any demurrages incurred by the Seller’s vessel arriving outside the
contractual laycan. The Buyer shall take every endeavour to minimize the overall
commercial loss to all parties.
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In the event the Seller does not agree to bear the subsequent demurrages (if incurred) and
in the event if the subject vessel could not complete the discharging before the arrival of
subsequent vessel/s, the Buyer reserves the right to remove the subject vessel from the
berth in order to accommodate the subsequent vessel/s of other suppliers. In such a case,
the subject vessel will be rebirthed only after the completion of the discharging of the
subsequent vessel/s and/or on the pier availability basis.
In any circumstances, the Buyer requires to unload the product on board the vessel as per
the product requirement to ensure the energy security of the country, the Buyer compels
to discharge the minimum requirement of the cargo on board the subject vessel and all
cost involvements in this event such as demurrages of the subsequent three vessels,
commercial losses (if any) shall be borne by the Seller.
In order to mitigate adverse impact on vessels arriving later than the stipulated contractual
delivery laycan, the Seller shall provide a mooring tug at his own cost with the approval
of the Buyer while providing a 24 hrs. advance notice to the Buyer for planning purpose.
However, the berthing at SPM Muthurajawela will be facilitated giving priority for the
subsequent vessels arriving on schedule.
22.5. Demurrage rate of the nominated vessel shall be declared by the Seller at the time of
vessel nomination for each cargo.
22.6. After acceptance of the nominated vessel by the Buyer, a certified copy of the applicable
charter party or a certified copy of the signed fixture note / fixture recap including the
rate of demurrage shall be submitted by the Seller. Buyer prefers to have a certified copy
of the singed Charter party.
23. FORCE MAJEURE

23.1. The Supplier shall not be liable for forfeiture of its Performance Security, liquidated
damages, or termination for default if and to the extent that it's delay in performance or other
failure to perform its obligations under the Contract is the result of an event of Force
Majeure.
23.2. For purposes of this Clause, “Force Majeure” means an event or situation beyond the control
of the Supplier that is not foreseeable, is unavoidable, and its origin is not due to negligence or
lack of care on the part of the Supplier. Such events may include, but not be limited to, acts
of the Purchaser in its sovereign capacity, wars or revolutions, fires, floods, epidemics,
quarantine restrictions, and freight embargoes.
23.3. If a Force Majeure situation arises, the Supplier shall promptly notify the Purchaser in
writing of such condition and the cause thereof. Unless otherwise directed by the Purchaser
in writing, the Supplier shall continue to perform its obligations under the Contract as far as
is reasonably practical, and shall seek all reasonable alternative means for performance not
prevented by the Force Majeure event.
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24. CONFIDENTIALITY
The information contains in this agreement and all information exchanged relating to it are
confidential between the Buyer and the Seller. Neither the Buyer nor the Seller shall, without
the other’s prior written consent, disclose such information to any person outside its own
organization except to the extent that disclosure may be legally compulsory to any Government
Authority.
25. ASSIGNMENT
The rights and contractual responsibilities pertaining to this contract are not assignable to any
third party.
26. TAXES, DUTIES AND FEES
All taxes, duties and fees related to the importation of the products imposed by the government
of Sri Lanka are for Buyer’s account.
27. OTHER REQUIREMENTS
All other requirements are as per the Tender Invitation (Ref: ME-CPC-ILOC-FEB-2022)
COMMERCIAL MANAGER/CEYPETCO/CE/…. dated 02/02/2022.
28. SELLER’S CONTACTS
Correspondence Address:
………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………..,
………………………………………………………………..,
Seller
Contact Person
Telephone
Facsimile
E-mail

-

………………………………………………………………...
………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………..

29. BUYER’S CONTACTS
Correspondence Address:
Ceylon Petroleum Corporation (CEYPETCO),
No. 609, Dr. Danister De Silva Mawatha,
Colombo 09,
Sri Lanka.
Buyer
Contact Person
Telephone
Facsimile
E-mail

-

Ceylon Petroleum Corporation
Commercial Manager
+94 115 455405 / +94 115 455113
+94 11 5 455406
cm@ceypetco.gov.lk
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Contact Person
Supply Chain)
Telephone
Facsimile
E-mail

-

Mahendra Garusinghe – Deputy General Manager (Commercial &

-

+94 115 455122
+94 11 5 455406
mahendrag@ceypetco.gov.lk

In witness whereof the parties hereto have placed their signatures in duplicate on the date herein
indicated.
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SELLER

BUYER

Signature
:
Name
:
Designation :
On Behalf Of:

..........................................
..........................................
..........................................
..........................................

Signature
:
Name
:
Designation :
On Behalf of :

..........................................
..........................................
..........................................
..........................................

Date

: ..........................................

Signature
Name

: ..........................................
:
……………………………………….
Designation :
……………………………………….
On Behalf Of: CEYLON PETROLEUM
CORPORATION

Signature
Name

: ..........................................
:
……………………………………….

.
Designation :
……………………………………….
.
On Behalf of : CEYLON PETROLEUM
CORPORATION
Date

: ..........................................

WITNESS
1. ..........................................
(Signature)

..........................................
(Name)

2. ..........................................

WITNESS
1. ..........................................

(Signature)

(Signature)

..........................................

..........................................

(Name)

(Name)

2. ..........................................
(Signature)

..........................................
(Name)
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ANNEX - ‘A’
SPECIFICATIONS FOR GAS OIL 500 PPM MAX. SULPHUR

PROPERTY/TEST

TEST METHOD

SPECIFICATIONS
CLEAR, BRIGHT AND FREE
FROM WATER & VISIBLE
IMPURITIES

APPEARANCE
DENSITY AT 15 0C kg/m3

ASTM D 1298/ASTM D 4052

820 - 860

COLOUR

ASTM D 1500

MAX. 1.5

DISTILLATION

ASTM D 86

IBP 0C

REPORT

T10 0C

REPORT

T50 0C

REPORT

T85 0C

MAX. 350

T95 0C

MAX. 370

CETANE INDEX OR

ASTM D 976 / ASTM D 4737

MIN. 46 (NOTE 1)

CETANE NUMBER

ASTM D 613

MIN. 49

CLOUD POINT 0C

ASTM D 2500

MAX. 15

CFPP 0C

ASTM D 6371

MAX. 5

SULPHUR CONTENT mg/kg

ASTM D 4294/ ASTM D 2622

MAX. 500

FLASH POINT 0C

ASTM D 93

MIN. 55

VISCOSITY KIN AT 40 0C, cSt

ASTM D 445

2 - 4.5

WATER CONTENT (mg/kg)

ASTM D 6304

MAX. 200

CU - STRIP CORROSION 3 hrs AT 50 0C

ASTM D 130

MAX. 1

ASH % m/m

ASTM D 482

MAX. 0.01

CARBON RESIDUE, % m/m

ASTM D 524 / ASTM D 4530

MAX. 0.3

PARTICULATE
TOTAL mg/l

ASTM D 6217

MAX. 10

TOTAL ACID NO. mg KOH/g

ASTM D 664

MAX. 0.08

CALORIFIC VALUE GROSS kcal/kg

ASTM D 240

MIN. 10500

OXIDATION STABILITY g/m3

ASTM D 2274

Max. 25

DSEP RATING

ASTM D 7261

50 – 100

FAME

ASTM D 7371

NON DETECTABLE
2)

CONTAMINANTS,

LUBRICITY
ASTM D 6079
MAX. 460
(HFRR wear scar dia.@600c) micron
IMPORTANT:
NOTE 1 : NOT APPLICABLE IF ANY CETANE IMPROVER ADDITIVE IS PRESENT
NOTE 2 : ADDITION OF BIO DIESEL OR BIODIESEL BLENDS ARE NOT PERMITTED

(NOTE
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ANNEX - ‘B’
SPECIFICATIONS FOR GAS OIL 10 PPM MAX. SULPHUR
PROPERTY/TEST

TEST METHOD

APPEARANCE

COLOUR

ASTM D 1298 / ASTM D
4052
ASTM D 1500

DISTILLATION

ASTM D 86

DENSITY AT 15 0C kg/m3

SPECIFICATIONS
CLEAR, BRIGHT AND
FREE FROM WATER &
VISIBLE IMPURITIES
820 - 845
MAX. 1.5

E250 Vol % MAX

<65

E350 Vol % MIN

85

T95 0C

MAX. 360

CETANE INDEX OR

ASTM D 976 / ASTM D 4737

MIN. 50 (NOTE 1)

CETANE NUMBER

ASTM D 613

MIN. 51

CFPP 0C

MAX. +5

FLASH POINT 0C

ASTM D 6371
ASTM D 5453
ASTM D 2622
ASTM D 93

VISCOSITY KIN AT 40 0C, cSt

ASTM D 445

2-4

WATER CONTENT mg/kg
CU - STRIP CORROSION 3 hrs AT 50
0
C
ASH % m/m

ASTM D 6304

MAX. 200

ASTM D 130

MAX. 1

ASTM D 482

MAX. 0.01

CARBON RESIDUE, % m/m
PARTICULATE CONTAMINANTS,
TOTAL mg/l
TOTAL ACID NO. mg KOH/g

ASTM D 524 / ASTM D 4530

MAX. 0.2

ASTM D 6217

MAX. 10

ASTM D 664

MAX. 0.08

CALORIFIC VALUE GROSS kcal/kg

ASTM D 240

MIN. 10600

OXIDATION STABILITY g/m3

ASTM D 2274

MAX. 25

DSEP RATING

ASTM D 7261

FAME

ASTM D 7371

50 – 100
NON DETECTABLE
(NOTE 2)

SULPHUR CONTENT mg/kg

LUBRICITY
(HFRR wear scar dia.@600c) micron
POLYCYCLIC AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS % m/m

MAX. 10
MIN. 55

ASTM D 6079

MAX. 400

ASTM D 5186 / ASTM D
6591

MAX. 11

IMPORTANT:
NOTE 1 : NOT APPLICABLE IF ANY CETANE IMPROVER ADDITIVE IS PRESENT.
NOTE 2 : ADDITION OF BIO DIESEL OR BIODIESEL BLENDS ARE NOT PERMITTED.
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ANNEX - ‘C’
SPECIFICATIONS FOR GASOLINE (92 UNL)
PROPERTY/TEST

TEST METHOD

SPECIFICATIONS
BRIGHT, CLEAR AND FREE
FROM WATER, VISIBLE IMPURITIES & DYES ( NOTE 1)

APPEARANCE

DENSITY @ 15 0C kg/m3

ASTM D 1298 / ASTM D
4052

720 – 785

REID VAPOUR PRESSURE
@ 37.8 0C kPa

ASTM D 323

45 – 60

RESEARCH OCTANE NUMBER (RON)

ASTM D 2699

MIN. 92

MOTOR OCTANE NUMBER (MON)

ASTM D 2700

MIN. 82

DISTILLATION

ASTM D 86

0

IBP C

REPORT

0

45 – 70

0

80 – 125

0

T 90 C

MAX. 180

FBP 0C

MAX. 210

RESIDUE, vol. %

MAX. 2.0

E150 vol. %

MIN 70

T 10 C
T 50 C

DOCTOR TEST

IP 30 /ASTM D 4952

SWEET OR LESS THAN 15
ppm RSH

UNWASHED GUMS mg/100 ml

ASTM D 4294 / ASTM D
5453 / ASTM D 2622
ASTM D 5059 / ASTM D
3237
ASTM D 381

WASHED GUMS mg/100 ml

ASTM D 381

MAX. 5

OXYGENATE % v/v

ASTM D 4815

MAX. 15

SULPHUR CONTENT mg/kg
LEAD CONTENT g/l

OXYGEN CONTENT % m/m (CALCULATED)

MAX. 300
MAX. 0.013 (NOTE 2)
MAX. 30

MAX. 2.7

OXIDATION STABILITY, Minutes

ASTM D 525

MIN. 480

OLEFINES CONTENT (%v/v)

ASTM D 1319/ASTM D 6730

MAX. 18

ASTM D 130
ASTM D 3606 / ASTM D
5580

MAX. 1

ASTM D 5580

MAX 40

0

COPPER CORROSION 3 h @ 50 C
BENZENE % v/v
TOTAL AROMATICS % v/v

MAX. 2.5

NOTE 1
: SPECIFY TAGGING COMPONENTS, IF ANY
NOTE 2
: NO INTENTIONAL ADDITION OF LEAD COMPOUNDS.
IMPORTANT:
 THERE SHALL BE NO INTENTIONAL ADDITION OF METAL COMPOUNDS CONTAINING FERROUS, MANGANESE & PHOSPHOROUS.
 ADDITION OF ALCOHOLS ARE NOT PERMITTED.
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FORMAT FOR PERFORMANCE SECURITY GUARANTEE

………………………………. [issuing Agency’s Name and Address of issuing Branch or Office]
………………………
Beneficiary
Date

:
:

Ceylon Petroleum Corporation
…………………………………

PERFORMANCE SECURITY GUARANTEE NO : ……………………………………..
We have been informed that …………………….. [name of Contractor/Supplier] (hereinafter
called “the Contractor”) has entered into contract No. ……………………… [reference number of
the contract] dated ……………………… with you, for the …………………… [insert
“construction” / “Supply”] of ……………………………………………………………. [name of
contract and brief description of works] (hereinafter called “the Contract”)
Furthermore, we understand that, according to the conditions of the Contract, a performance
guarantee is required.
At the request of the Contractor, we …………………….. [name of agency] hereby irrevocably
undertake to pay you any sum or sums not exceeding in total an amount of USD……………..
[amount in figures] (United States Dollars………………….) [amount in words], such sum being
payable in the types and proportions of currencies in which the Contract Price is payable, upon
receipt by us of your first demand in writing accompanied by a written statement stating that the
Contractor is in breach of its obligation(s) under the Contract, without your needing to prove or to
show grounds for your demand or the sum specified therein.
This guarantee shall expire, no later than the …………… day of …………., 20…. [insert date,
thirty (30) days beyond the scheduled contract completion date] and any demand for payment under
it must be received by us at this office on or before that date.

……………………………..
[Signature(s)]

